Tuesday-Friday
and
vegetable
shipments
through damage and spoilage th
will have achieved the equivalent
a 5 to 6 per cent increase in 4?
Crop duction without any extra acrear
equipment cr farm labor,” Fren.
iunty
said.
••Under wartime conditions use
d
efficient handling methods on n
bod dis- farm and ^utilization of efficient dis
kctor in tribution channels such as those de
by chain stores is becomim
's 2.022 veloped
increasingly important,” he contin
kers to ued. “For example, Knox Countv'
st goals, 1761 farm family workers hav«,
survey found their job of increasing Drr> I
Maine duction made more difficult beeaus I
of the shorter farm labor sunn], I
stimated higher farm wages and limit/ I
n spcil- availability of farm machinery an I
d Maine supplies.
I
can be •'The latest census counted 2fii rJ
cr grad regular hired hands in the countv ■
ed more Since that count was made, farrr i
Earl R labor has decreased as much as 59^
of the in certain areas and up to 29-r
iany. A some Maine districts,” French saidH
ate. deBut despite the labor curtailment
iry He he said, past performance indicate;
;s could the farmer can approach food proJ
landling duction goals. In ten years, coverec
:ts.
by recent government reports, th?
working farmer
had increased his productive
alf the I efficiency by 25.2 per cent. The ay J
if fruit .erage farmer, the survey revealed!
fed 117 persons in 1929 and teif
cds, ne I years later was feeding 14.1 person!
from his fields.
esman
>y rail,
ROCKVILLE
ey and
A canning demonstration will b«
'ood is held Monday at 6.45 at RockviiiJ
ed by Hall by Mrs. Lester Shibles. Every!
ult up one is invited and urged to attend!
repre
Blueberry raking began this weekl
man u- but is progressing rather slowly be-1
Two cause of inclement weather.
lo the Mrs. Elizabeth Ricker of Boston
red to spent Monday and Tuesday with
5 and Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lettie
out a j Ewell.
Miss Helen Hall Is at the home|
!oor at- ! of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Starr car
ig this | ing for their young son during the|
head- [ blueberry picking season.
favor- I Mrs. Margretta Oxton recently re
ie of 10 ceived a severe burn, requiring medi
eastern cal aid.
Majority j
Biike a |
’S HARBOR
the fuel. | MissTENANT
Mary J. Reardon of Cam
mmittee , bridge. Mass, is visiting Miss Vir- ■
ir. Con- | ginia E Reardon.
[ine this 1 Mr and Mrs. Willis H. iDoran of
o spend Fairhaven. Mass., are guests of
(ginning Mrs. Doran's mother, Mrs. Ethel
C. Horton.
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Established January, 1846.

Dead In His Boat

Entered' as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courler-Qazette. 465 Main St.

For Blood Plasma

iW.-a

Joseph Dawes, who made his
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In' 1874 the Courier
To consider ways and means of
home cn a boat, drawn up on the i aising money for the Knox County was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
shore between Park and Winter B.ocd Donors Committee, a meeting was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune
streets, was found dead Saturday was held in the Chapter Red Cross These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
morning by Patrolman Carl A. Office, Thursday night.
[EDITORIAL]
Christofferscn and George C. Sim
For some months, a Blood Donors
mons who had learned of his illness jCommittee has been active in Knox
Primary elections, which have already
and went to inquire as to his wej- County. It is necessary to have a
POLITICAL had their inception in Kentucky, will be
fare. ‘‘Death due to natural causes”
POT IS
held throughout the country in the next
was the report of Medical Examiner supply of blood plasma available for
emergency transfusions, both for
few weeks—largely the present month—and
H J Weisman.
BILING
Dawes was born in Tremont and possible war -time purposes and for
in
the course of them there will be nomi
had worked as a fisherman. His 1 the benefit of victims of normal ac
nated candidates for 12 seats in the United States Senate,
cidents such as automobile colli
parents were Samuel and Euphemia siens.
In the past few months, val
and 144 seats in the House, together with a number of candi
(Butler) Dawes.
lives have been lost because
dates for Governor and other important positions. Four
Rev. C. A. Marstaller officiated at .uable
the services held at the Russell Fu blocd could not be had on short no
States
are holding primaries today—Kansas, Missouri, Vir
Concerned by this lack in
neral Home (yesterday afternoon. tice.
ginia and West Virginia. The old saying that ‘‘youth must be
Knox
County
preparation,
the
Com
The burial was in Sea View ceme mittee has been accumulating a sup
served” finds its contradiction in the case of Senator Glass
tery.
ply of plasma, with the generous as^
of Virginia, the 84-year-old statesman, who is unopposed
sistance of the Central Maine Gen
today, and Senator Capper of Kansas, who at 77 is serving
Fire Chief’s Caution eral Hospital at Lewiston.
his 24th year in the Senate. The Senatorial and guberna
Under the supervision of the
standing Committee, composed of
torial contests in New York and Massachusetts, however, are
In Regard To Handling and Dr. C. Harold Jameson, Mrs. Arthur
going to furnish the real fireworks, and in the former State
McDonald, Charles H. Berry and
may have an important bearing on the Presidential election,
Extinguishing Incendiary
Mrs. J. Riker Proctor, about 100
which
is only two years away.
pints
of
blood
have
been
donated
Bombs
from veins of the members of the
Knox County Legion of Blood Don
Rcckland, Aug. 3.
Seventy-one cargo ships and tankers,
ors. Help in transporting the fresh
Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
SHIPS
representing
790.300 deadweight tons, were
blood
has
been
given
by
owners
of
A few words of caution in regard cars, and of late the Red Cross Mo
WE
MUST
completed
In
American shipyards last
to handling incendiary bombs of tor Corps has been regularly en
HAVE
month, as compared with 67 merchantmen
the electron or magnesium type. gaged in carrying it.
There has been quite a lot of in
of 748,154 tons completed the preceding
Thursday’s meeting was attended
formation from various sources by representatives of the Rotary
month. A summary of American shipbuilding operations for
relative to the proper method of and Lions Clubs, the Knox Coun
the first seven months of the present year, shows that there
handling the magnesium bomb. ty American Legion and the Kiwanis
have
been built 229 ships with a total deadweight of 3,338,515
When the bomb comes in contact Club. The men present formally or
tons.
This tremendous impetus in ship construction has been
with another cbject it immediately ganized a committee and undertook
starts functioning at a very rapid to sponsor the raising of a fund of
rendered very necessary by continual sinkings since this coun
rate. Now the purpose of this $750. fcr the following purposes:
try declared war. Ships which required months to build, at
bomb is to start a fire, the heat
To purchase a suitable refrigera
an
expense of many millions of dollars, and laden with very
created by the burning bomb is tor to store 100 units of blood plasma
necessary
cargoes of untold value may not survive their first
about 3002’ F. That is hot enough in the Knox County Hospital, $250.
voyage, but ships we must have If the wax for freedom is to
To share in the expenses incurred
to burn almost anything. Now the
by Lewiston and Auburn for setting
main thing to keep in mind is:
continue.
Put out the fire caused 'by the up the plant, $400.
To provide money for local ex
bomb first, then direct your atten
penses
ih Knox County, $100.
Because a large proportion of the miltion to the bomb itself. Water will
The meeting decided that Knox
speed up the burning either by
WHEN
lion and a quarter residents of the Eastern
ought to have plasma in
spray or solid stream The bomb County
ZERO
seaboard have not followed the warning of
available, to avoid the de
will not scatter when handled stantly
COMES
Secretary Ickes, and converted their oil
lay which would occur if plasma
with spray. When a solid jet of had to be sent for from Lewiston
burning heaters into coal-burning furnaces,
water str.kes the bomlb it will or Bath for an emergency transfu
It
may
become
necessary
to wear overcoats indoor in many
scatter molten metal.
sion. The refrigerator must be of a
homes
the
coming
Winter.
Those householders who are able
If you have rocm enough to (special type, capable of keeping a
work a very effective method is j very lew temperature. It was also
to get fuel oil may find it necessary to reduce heating tem
using dry sand, a shovel and a felt, since the people of Lewiston
peratures to 66 degrees or lower. While the present hot
metal container.
and Auburn had raised and expend
weather endures the citizen given to procrastination may give
In any and all cases the first ed about $8000 to purchase and set
proper consideration to those sub-zero days and nights,
thing to use is good judgment. You up the plant machinery .for the
when the wind howls and they must have heat, or—.
common
benefit
of
many
counties,
might be unfortunate enough to
get several of these bombs land that Knox County ought to contri
ed in your home or business. If bute a fair share. The Central
Thats a very fine thing the Knox
you can use sand that is very quick. Blood Bank Committee has agreed
that
$400
is
about
right.
County
League clubs are going to do in
EVERYBODY
If you haven’t the chance to use
It
was
further
agreed
that
the
Thomaston
next Sunday when they will de
sand use water, and remem'oer,
WILL
sub-comm it tees to be established
protect your property first and ought
vote the proceeds of a dauble-header to
HELP
to share quotas as follows
then take the 'bomlb next.
Dana Sawyer, a popular Thomaston player
Rockland, $375; Rockport, $50; Cam
Van E. Russell,
den. $300; Thomaston, $125.
who
is
about
to
enter
a sanitarium for treatment. The play
Chief Engineer Fire Department
Other Knox County communities
ers and even the umpires will all buy tickets and it is safe to
will be given the opportunity to take
say that many persons who cannot even attend the games will
sub-quotas. An initial gift of $50
be glad to buy one or more tickets. A fine boy, and a most
has already been received in mem
ory of the late Dr. Ellingwood, pre
worthy cause. Let’s all do a little something in the way of
sented by Mrs. Ellingwood.
assistance.
The meeting agreed that Aug. 20
____________
,
J
should be the limiting date.
The following representatives were
When we established our new departpresent: Ervin L. Curtis, Winslow“
WORKING
ment
known as “Working For Victory”' it
Holbrcok Post, American Legion,
FOR
was with the idea that It would not only
Rockland; Walter C. Wadsworth,
Arey-Heal Post. American Legion,
VICTORY" fill a real need, but would prove very popu
Camden; M. Alton French. Camden
lar with the home people and the many
Rotary Club; Roy R. Bell, Williamsscores
who
read
The
Courier-Gazette in the camps and on
Brazier Post, American Legion,
sh pboard. It certainly appears to be doing both, thanks to
Thomaston; Gilmore W. Soule,
Lions Club, Rockland; R. W. Jamie
the thoughtfulness of relatives sending in news items about
son. Camden; Lloyd M. Richardson.
the men in the service. Keep ’em coming!
Kiwanis C'.ub. Rockland; Charles H.
Berry, Kiwanis Club, Rockland; J.
Sherwood
Armstrong, CamdenThat friendship for Mussolini which
Rockport Lions Club; Dr. C. Harold
MUSSOLINI Hitler expressed in a telegram eongratuJameson, Camden.
HAS A
lating him on his 59th birthday may exist,
Keryn ap Rice, Capt. U. S. A. Re
BIRTHDAY
but Mussolini can be under no delusions in
tired, Chairman.
regard to durability. His country is under
the domination of the Nazis. He himself is a Nazi puppet.
Established Business
BENSON’S WILD ANIMALS
His glory has faded completely, as Winston Churchill inti
mated when he characterized him several months ago as “a
In the early Spring Mr. Benson
FOR SALE
of Benson’s Wild Animal Farm of
flop."
Mussolini looked out on a different world a decade ago.
Nashua, N. H., anticipated a short
MABELLE
He was then the most imposing figure on the continent. When
age of beef this Summer so he
BEAUTY SHOP
secured about all the disabled and
he celebrated in 1932 the tenth anniversary of fascism, the
t old horses to be found in New Engnation behind him seemed united and disciplined. He had
493 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND,
i land and is st jl taking them bebeen an erratic, firebrand socialist, totally unknown outside
of Italy, but he was able to organize the Fascists in Milan as
This completely equipped, I cause his liens and tigers prefer
a nucleus. He rose to power among a people who were dis
well located and well patron : horse meat when they can get it.
’ consequently his cold storage plant
couraged and frustrated, terrorized by secret organizations
ized beauty shop is lor sale.
is now well filled and he has meat
and living under a government which was almost powerless
One of the best’known shops
enough on hand to feed his large
to protect them. Mussolini apparently put new life tato the
In the county; conservative, of
I collection of wild animals for many
nation, apparently bettered economic conditions and appar
good repute and “a beauty shop
' months to come. This destroys the
ently made the country almost self-supporting. But, slowly
since 1922.
rumor that is going the rounds
and deliberately, he made the people pay. Their sham prog
A Real Opportunity
i that he has to kill off his very valuress cost them their liberties.
Apply at the Shop
! able collection of animals owing to
In that celebration of 1932, the Duce declared that
the shortage of beef.
“Fascism doesn’t believe in the possibility or utility of per
Miss Margaret E. Nutt
petual peace” and that “only war raises all human energies
493 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
Thomas Goodall of Troy is cred
to the maximum.” But it has reduced his to a minimum. TTre
TEL. 683-W
ited with the first manufacture of
series of events in the last few years, especially the demand for
horse blankets, in!852.
colonies, the war with Abyssinia, the plunge of the dagger into
the back of falling France in 1940. were his ruin. They ex
posed his shallowness, his utter lack of statesmanship, his
inability to make progress soundly.
Fundamentally Italy was in better condition when Musso
MOTOR CORPS
lini took over than at present. His blundering has been so long
continued and so consistent that even a German victory would
be a defeat for him. Perhaps history will say that his prin
cipal accomplishments were of a police nature. He
the Mafia, made the trains run on schedule, shooed away
ROCKLAND UNIT
beggars and cleaned the streets. In the process of trying to
win an empire "on the cheap” he not only cheapened his
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 5people but sent hundreds of thousands of them to deato and
imprisonment and made himself a third-rate coxcomb and
At The Armory, Spring St.
lackey.—Boston Herald.
GENE HAMMOND’S
ORCHESTRA

N

MID-WEEK

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECDRSD BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

IB$

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
• -i ■ -• - •
•j__

1

Established 1866. Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Points To Remember
Sgt. George I. Shaw Names
Five That Motorists
Should Observe
In his weekly report Sergeant
George I. Shaw of the Maine State
Police says: It is evident that each
and every. American driver owes it
;K and to his country to
to himseK
develop his good driving manners,
By way of suggestion we may im
prove along these lines by’ remem
bering the following points, says
Sergeant Shaw:

that we can depend more upon our
skill and less upon our bluff and
bluster.
Learn consideration for the feel
ings of others on the road as in
the drawing room.
Remember and observe all traffic
laws.
Be satisfied with your side of
the road and let the other fellow
enjoy his.
Be sportsmanlike and willing to
apologize when we are at fault
rather than putting all the blame
on the other fellow. If the ob
servance of common courtesy on
the highway can cut down this
frightful cost, may none of us from
this time on, be guilty of bad
driving manners.
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The Black Cat

NOTICE TO REGISTRANTS

wt* ►*«*.,<*.

It is imperative that all registrants notify the

Local Selective Service Board at once of—

•

Any change of address.

•

Any change of employment.

•

Any change of status that might affect
classification.

Local Board No. 1,
Selective Service.
492 Main Street, Rockland.

A NEW BANK PRESIDENT
Joseph W. Robinson, With 31 Years’ Experi

ence, Is the Man—Joseph Emery
Vice President
on the progressive and at the same
time conservative traditions of the
bank.
Mr. Robinson entered the field
of banking 31 years ago this month
under the late G. Howe Wiggin,
and it was from him that he re
ceived his first instruction in
banking. He served successively
as bookkeeper, assistant cashier,
cashier and vice president duriitg
the terms of office of the follow
ing bank presidents: the late Ar
thur S. Littlefield, the late Israel
Snow and Homer E. Robinson.
Mr. Robinson attended the pub
lic schools in Rockland and How
ard & Brawn's Commercial College
and has been active in the Rotary
Club as well as in other civic, fra
ternal and patriotic organizations.
He is vice president of the Ken
nebec Valley Clearing House Asso
ciation and a member of the re
cently organized Victory Loan
i Committee.
I For the past three years he has
been a member of the Executive
Committee of the Corporate Fi
duciaries Association of Maine,
which promotes trust department
Joseph W. Robinson, whose long activities.
His association with the fine
banking career is crowned by his
personnel of the bank and the
election as president.
Board of Directors has been most
elected Joseph W. Robinson as pleasing, and with their co-operapresident, to succeed Homer E. ticn the bank should continue to
Robinson, who resigned to (become be one of the outstanding banks of
Banik Commissioner for the State the State.
At the present time the banks,
of Maine. At the same meeting
he
believes, are giving whole
Joseph Emery was promoted to
vice president and, with this office, hearted support to the war effort
will combine the duties of cashier. and are filling an important part
The new president comes into in the industrial and business life
his office well qualified, to carry of the community.

Banking changes of interest to
the public occurred yesterday when
the directors of The First National
Bank of Rockland unanimously

REPUBLICANS GET TOGETHER
And Hear a Ringing Message From the New

State Chairman
Lloyd B. Morton, the new chair ant of Rockland, Arthur E. Emer
man of the Republican State Com son of North Haven.
mittee, came back to his home coun
Mrs. Hattie Lawry of Friendship,
ty last night, and in a brief but vice chairman of the county, was
comprehensive speech urged an all- presented.
out campaign for the ticket this
Mrs. Chapman explained that
Fall, and presented an optimistic soldiers may-vote in the open in the
picture as to the overwhelming ma presence of commissioned officers.
jority which he believed the State Her suggestions as to methods of
will give in re-electing Gov. Sumner conducting the campaign were very
Bewail.
timely.
Chairman Morton was accompan
Chairman Morton opened “his ad
ied by the vice chairman of the dress with the declaration that the
State Committee, Mrs. E. Mae present campaign is different from
Chapman of Belfast who displayed any other that has been conducted
a most enthusiastic interest in the in a long time, and that it is espe
campaign and who gave some very cially important now to exercise the
practical advice as to the method of right of franchise.
conducting it.
“We have been through 13 coun
It was announced that a Repub ties,” said Mr. Morton, “and what
lican mass meeting will. be held in we have seen and heard leads us to
Knox County Aug. 19, probably on believe that Sumner Sewall will be
the delightful premises of County elected by an almost overwhelming
Chairman E. Stewart Orbeton at I majority. The only ones who are
West Rockport, where last night’s worrying are those in the First Dis
get together was held.
trict and they are mostly the Dem
County candidates who were pres ocrats.
ent, and took their bow, were State
The new chairman advocated a
Senaor Albert B. Elliot, Sheriff C. house to house canvass, and spoke
Earle Ludwick, County Attorney of the difficulty in getting out the
Stuart C. Burgess, together with vote unless the people understand
Willis R. Vinal of Warren who has the reasons. A “person to person”
been nominated for register of pro campaign was advocated, in laying
bate. County officials present, but the seed of a true and honest Re
not on the ticket this year were publican policy.
“The element of patriotism should
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin
and Judge of Probate Harry E. not be forgotten,” said Mr. Morton.
Wilbur.
“I have sent a boy to war within
County Chairman Orbeton an three weeks, and have several
nounced that Earle C. Dow, the can nephews In the struggle. We should
didate for county treasurer, was I continue the party form of govern
gaining rapidly and expects to be ment, and not be like Germany and
; Japan where they are told how
about in a few days.
The Legislative ticket was repre they must vote.”
The Republican party, he said was
sented by Charles Dwinal of Cam
den, Cleveland Sleeper, Jr. of Rock everywhere stressing the sale of war
_
land, who presided: Ralph P. Con bonds and stamps.

THOMASTON’S NEW PRINCIPAL
Horace Maxey of Rockland Succeeds Lewis C.
Sturtevant—Wood’s Successor
The Thomaston School Board
met yesterday at the office of Dr.
Benjamin Keller and elected
teachers for the coming term.
Horace Maxey will be principal
of. the High School. A graduate
of Colby College, he has served
as principal in the towns of
Strong and Warren

Miss Jennie Home of Hinckley
will take the place of Colby Wood
who is now in the Navy. Miss
Home who will be in charge of
commercial subjects, has had 16
years' experience in teaching. She
is a graduate of Bryant & Strat
ton Business College in Boston
and also took work at Columbia

(By The Roving Reporter)

The item relative to the old
squash drew fire from several
sources, the latest being Mrs. Grace
Strout, who recalls that a squash
raised on her Jefferson farm one
Summer which was served at her
Thanksgiving dinner the following
year. It bore a misty green com
plexion, but had the true squash
flavor, as Mrs. Strout’s guest on that
occasion will recall.
It takes a good deal to ruffle Pa
trolman Earl U. Chaples, but the
other day when a handsome and
well dressed lady stepped up and
said: “Would you like me to sock you
in the Jaw?” he almost fell over
backward, without the sock being in
flicted. It was all a mistake; the
lady was simply intending to have a
little fun with another cop who had
tagged her car two years running.

Nearly two billion safety razor
blades are produced annually.
Rather discouraging to the barber
who likes to talk.

Mrs. Elbert Rappleye of 30 Granite
street has a so-called "year clock,”
which has to be wound but once
during that period. That’s a handy
contrivance except for the difficul
ty of remembering the date on
which it runs down.
Parboiling on the Camden baseball
bleachers in the hot sun of Sunday
afternoon I had the pleasure of
meeting an old friend who was play
ing a sensational game in the shortfield back in 1908, and of course we
fell to talking of old times and bid
players. Henry Gould is now living
in East Orange, N. J., and he tells
me that one of his proudest pos
sessions is a Courier-Gazette clip
ping in which I classed him as the
smartest shortstop I had ever seen
on that field. Henry has acquired
considerably more girth since those
halcyon days, and his dark hair has
turned.to gray, but he is still a base
ball fan from the ground up, and his
eyes lighted with fire as he beheld
seme of the brilliant plays made on
the same ground he used to cover
so well. He was being chaperoned
Sunday by another of my good
friends Patrolman. Charles W.
'Coombs, remembered also as a fine
ball player.

A correspondent who signs him
self “To Maltee" and addresses The
Black Cat as “Dear Kitty," writes
thus under a Waldoboro date-line:
“Replying to yours of recent date,
I have not eaten 10 pounds of goob
ers in a year, being no elephant—
which is the only animal that gets
them free. But I have had my full
rations of lobscouse, slumgullion.
sinkers, pot-lifters, red flannel hash,
pandowdy and swizzles. Wishing
you the same.”
And if you are in the habit of
reading the Editorial points in the
Boston Globe, maybe you can guess
This item concerns another kind
the writer’s name.
of a feline—a bobcat which is said
to have jumped 15 feet when it saw
Two sea captains were in Boston a man walking along a Maine railsome generations ago when kero I road track. Now if it had been the
sene lamps went on sale. Deter I man who jumped 15 feet I could
mined to be the first persons in have more easily understood it.
Maine to become possessors of them
each bought one. One of the cap
A bus which looked as though it
tains was Maynard Condon’s grand had been used by another generafather. The day following the pur ! tion was seen on our streets the
chase was very stormy, but Capt. I other day. The demands for in
Condon scarcely awaited for it to creased traveling facilities are can
abate before sailing for him home ning the old nags back into play.
in Friendship, where he trium
phantly lighted it before the storm I One year ago: The Camden Hills
was fairly over, and thus became CCC Camp was on the point of clos
the first man in Maine to have a ing.—Former Mayor Marshall M.
kerosene lamp. So (comparatively) Daggett died suddenly, aged 73
brilliant was the illumination that years.—It was Rockport carnival
the neighbors flocked to his home, week.—Fire destroyed the hay bam
thinking the house was afire. Great and 10 tons of hay at Union Fair
was their wonder at what they ac Grounds—Chief Justice and Mrs.
tually saw.
| Harlan F. Stone were in the ciy
l enroute for their Summer home at
Horace Coombs of 183 Limerock Isle ail Haut.—Herman Hart was
street rode to Rockport on a bus elected president at the annual re
Sunday afternoon. Nothing espe union of the class of 1922, R.HS.—
cially odd about that, for until re Levi R. Flint became civilian in
cently Coombs has been a bus driver spector at the Rockland auto regis
on this line since its inception. Then tration office.—Among the deaths:
he swapped jobs and is now running Rockland. George W. Shuman, 84;
on the Maine Central choochoo cars. Rcckland. Mrs. Byron M. Davis of
He stopped at the Camden street Glenmere, 65; Union, J. Wellman
bus station, and got the glad hand Say ward, 76; Rockland, Mrs. How
from the boys still in the service ard Brown, 70; Waldoboro, Mrs.
there.
Brainerd R Winchenbach, 83.

Very Short Session
»

—

City Government Escapes
August Heat — Special
Meeting on Salaries To
morrow Night
Last night’s meeting of the City
Government was one of the briefest
in the memory of City Clerk E. R.
Keene. Here’s what was done:
Reports read and accepted.
Carl A. Christofferson made a
constable in order that he might
serve civil papers.
A three line order was passed for
pole easement of the Central Maine
Power Company on the Haskell
property at Ash Point was passed.
This would allow discontinuance of
overhead power lines, which now
pass over the entrances of one of
the runways at the Municipal Air
port.
A special meeting of the Board is
called for tomorrow night, when,
it is understood, increases may be
made in the salaries of city officials,

A Fine Record
The St. George Area More
Than Doubled Its U. S. 0.
Quota

of $232.06 credit against a quota
set at $100.
These key workers are largely re
sponsible for the happy results: In
Port Clyde, Rose Seavey and Miss
Hopkins, $10 was raised. Martins
ville and Glenmere, canvassed by
Margaret Simmons and Gertrude
Hupper, turned in $78.81; Tenant's
Harbor, Margaret Cant, Mabel Rose
and June Harris, $48 85; Long Cove,
Wtllardham and Clark Island, Aune
Bragdon and Esther Simmons,
$42.45.

The geographical center of the
United States lies in the eastern
part of Smith county, northern
Kansas.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes la a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
OPPORTUNITY

with doubt and dismay you are smit
ten.

You think there's no chance for you
son?
Why, the best books haven't been
written.
The best race hasn't been run.
The best score hasn't been made yet.
The best song hasn't been sung.
The best tune hasn't been played yet.
Cheer up. for the world Is young!
No chance? Why the wolrd la Just
eager
things that you ought to create.
F’tsor store
of wealth Is still meager; .
Its needs are Incessant and great;
It yearns for more power and beauty.
More laughter and love and romance.

Under the capable leadership of
Alfred C. Hocking, chairman, and
Almon C. Hall, treasurer, the St.
George US.O. drive has attained a More loj^lty, labor, and duty
smashing success, rolling up a total No chance—why there's nothing

University.
English and Latin will be taught
by Mrs. Florence Gardner; French
and history by Miss Dorothy
Weeks; and1 manual training by
Roland Morse. The position of
science teacher remains open.
Schools will open Sept 14

but
chance!
For the best verse hasn't been rhymed
yet.
The best house hasn't been planned.
yet,
The highest peak hasn’t been eflImbed
The mightiest rivers aren't spanned:
Don’t worry and fret, faint hearted.
The chances have Just begun.
For the best Jobs haven't been started.
The best work hasn't been done

—Rerton Braley

Dane Twfi

I

The Courier-Gazette

Tike Memory Man

TWICE-A-WEEK

Wild Game Sanctuary

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Homans 5:2.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
(by Iree Member)
The State of Maine collaborat
After reading over my last sketch
Book Review
ing
with the United States Gov
I decided to add a few thoughts
ernment.
has acquired by purchase
(ByK. 8. F.)
along similar lines. One of my fam
at
an
approximate
cost of $20,000
ily physicians told me that he al
the beautiful 1489 acre Swan
Goethals and The Panama Canal, ways wanted to be a farmer but that
I-.land and a smaller nearby island
author Howard Fast, illustrations his parents insisted that he enter
located in Merrymeeting Bay in
by Rafaello Busoni. Published by the medical profession. He was a
Sagadahoc County, near the town
Julian Messner, Inc., New York.
successful doctor, but said he always
o" Richmond. The financing of this
Appropriate to the hour and mourned for a farm and a farmer’s
purchase is 75 percent furnished
need has come this unusually di life. Whether he could have stood
by the U. S. Government, the re
maining 25 percent by the State
rect and excellent story of Panama the long hours of back breaking
and leg-tiring work on a farm is a
of Maine.
the Canal and the man of vision question
that will never be answered,
This island, formerly a part of
who built this important and his for he has passed on; but, his case
(The Courier-Gazette has inaugurated a new department, by group’ng the town of Dresden was before
illustrates what I said about men all news items relating to those from Knox and nearby Counties who are its incorporation June 24, 1847 as
tory developing waterway.
George Washington Goethals, a being dissatisfied with the Job they in the armed service. We will welcome any contributions relating to them). the tewn of Perkins, known as
were doing and longing for a chance
Swan's Island and in 1860, at about
man of destiny. He had from his to swap work with the other fellow.
Lieut. Isaac L. Hammond is tak campaigns will be conducted in its height had a population of 95
youth far-visioned eyes.
His
Many farmers would like to swap ing up his duties at the Rockland Ellsworth, Calais, Machias and
ancL a valuation assessed at $47,955
thoughts were dreams with star jobs with some city worker and vice Coast Guard Station as Captain cf Lubec.
wifich fell off to $36,792 in 1870.
points.
versa, but they might be very glad the port. Ensign Edward Danforth
New there are about a dozen
All thinking Europeans who to swap back after working a short Sherman and Ensign Joseph Penell
Pvt. Willis E. Andersen, son of
houses
on the island in fast de
came over bold waters of oceans, time on the new job, for every line are assisting him.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Andersen,
dreamed of an east and westward of work has its seamy side which is
• * * •
address is Co. G. 5th QMTRC, Fort clining conditions, nearly all of
passage through the long stretches never seen when looking from the Capt. B. C. White of Company L, Francis E. Warren, Barracks 231, which are now doomed to destruc
tion. This island is located in
of the great land masses of North outside in.
Maine State Guard, is in Concord, U. S. Army. Wyoming. His brother the
finest shooting » waters of
This brings me to two cases which N.
and South America. We have
Woodrow R. Anderson, has been
H.
for
a
week
’
s
training
in
the
the condensed history of dreams interested me several years back. First Service command tactics promoted to a corporal technician Maine as thousands of ducks and
,
come true in this mighty and bril The first case is that of a German
and address is Co. D. APO 254. 24th geese are shot there annually.
The object of this purchase is to
liant conception in engineering who came here from New York,8011001’
Eng. Btn., Pine Camp. N Y.
establish an experimental farm or
work, known all over the world as State. His name—well, never mind
4 4 4
Manager
Arthur
Doherty
of
the
that. He was one of the most con Woolworth Company reports a to
the Panama Canal.
Pvt. Arthur Johnson, U. S. Army outdoor laboratory to study game
ceited
men I ever met. He know tal of $753 worth of War Stamps
Howard Fast is a young writer
Air Corps has been transferred and birds under perfectly natural
with a brilliant future assured. He everything worth knowing and in and bonds sold in the local store from Miami Beach, Fla. to Lin conditions, the results wherever
to be applied to the en
tells the story with human under sisted th&t everyone he met knew for the month of July.
coln, Nebraska, where he is study favorable
»» • • •
tire
State.
standing and thrilling zest in the nothing and should learn from him.
ing aircraft mechanics at Lincoln
but true.
Special experimentation will be
man who saw this adventure to its Awful,
Howard Ludwig, a former resident
He told the world that he would
conducted for methods of crop
Anal triumph. The end of this big teach the farmers in this section a of Rockland and a graduate of Air Base.
the
ravages of
job gave Col. Goethals a tempor lot they never knew about farm Rockland High School, who enlisted
Kent Glover, Charles Duff and , protection from
.
.
the
ary let down he says. It was much ing—without fertilizer of any kind. in UB.C.G. at White Head. 16 years EilIs Hastings were home over the ?eer’ wluch have
the feeling of a soldier, who after He was warned by the good natured ago and who has been Chief Yeo week-end on leave from the Coast large and rapid increase of the
spending years on the firing line, farmers that the land in this sec man on the USB. Taney in Paci Guard recruiting station, Boston. deer population, especially in the
farming sections quite a serious
finds that peace has come. In 1914 tion must be dressed heavily or he fic fleet, has been promoted to War
4 * 4
problem for which no perfect pro
he was made Major General.
would raise no crops, but he sneered rant officer and paymaster in 14th
Robert A. Hussey, U. S. N., left tection has yet been found.
The book is artistic in its make at the advice and plowed many acres Naval District, stationed at Hono
Saturday
to join his ship after a
Chemists will endeavor to in
up with charm and much pleasure and planted corn, peas, potatoes and lulu.
• * * *
s
13 days furlough with his mother, vent some form of repellent to be
in the illustrations that mark with other crops.
fine emphasis the excellence of the
applied to or near the various
While waiting for the crops to Pvt. Andrew Merrill writes from Mrs. B. M. Hussey.
come
up he made himself very dis the Atlanta, Georgia (Lawson Gen
crops molested by deer and when
autlior’s well told story.
agreeable in the neighborhood, go eral Hospital) that he is about to Recently arrived at the Enid, success is attained the farmers of
K. S. F.
ing frcm farm to farm and taunting be transferred very soon, but the (Okla.) Flying School, located on Maine, and probably those of other
the owners. He was, in short, a con military authorities are not reveal the colorful “Old Chisholm Trail”
will be saved tens of thou
The County Ticket ceited Ass who brayed so loud and ing his destination, and that is un is Aviation Cadet Lyford, H. Bever states
sands of dollars annually.
so long that the natives came to doubtedly the situation with many idge, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
This isand well wooded in' parts
hate him and his profane braying. thousands in the Southern training F. Beveridge, Turnpike Drive, Cam has new a considerable natural
Complete List of Republicans When his crops failed to show more camps.
den. A construction foreman in deer population. Crops beginning
than
a
feeble
breaking
of
the
soil
*
*
*
*
civil
life, Cadet Beveridge has a this Fall with a now planned 35
• For Knox County Is
Pvt. Charlie A. Trask of Appleton brother in the marines and another acres
and never matured he blamed the
of Winter rye, will furnish
Here Given
“d—n Maine climate” and after two Mills, is stationed at Miami Beach. jn the Coast Artillery.
a large amount of feed for the
years of failure he moved away— Fla. His address is 575 T. L. Tech. 1
Spring invasion of thousands of
U 6. Senator—Wallace H. White, much to the joy of the town. If he School, SS.Q.S.P., Training Squad
After the meeting of the Odd Fel ducks and geese which will at that
ron,
364.
He
is
training
in
the
Air
was
a
sample
of
the
“
superior
”
Ger

Jr. of Auburn.
lows last night a farewell party was season be guaranteed absolute
given the members who are to leave protection both by Federal and
Governor — Sumner Sewall of man race, God have mercy on the Corps.
poor creatures Hitler has enslaved.
.
to join the armed forces, namely State game laws.
Bath.
The next case is similar, yet dif ™
Wm. W Cross, Roy Marte. Merle AIOne of the popular citizens of
Representative to Congress — ferent. This man was young and Mills has been transferred from len and A. J. Smith. Moving pictures
Margaret Chase Smith of Skow had a good trade. He was a shoe Camp Bowie, in Texas, to Oklahoma. were shown by Orett Robinson of our own county ‘of Knox has been
• 4 4 4
worker and earned $40 a week ex
Thomaston. Remarks were made selected to superintend thia farm
hegan.
cept for an occasional factory shut
A farewell party was held recently by O. B. Lovejoy, Luke S. Davis, project and it is believed that he
State Senator—Albert B. Elliot. down. Like the man who ran a in the Grange Hall,. Appleton, in
Nestor S. Brown and Milton V. Rol is fully capable both as a farmer
Register of Probate—Willis R. shoe store, he got the idea in his honor of Pvt. Marshall Conant, who lins. Refreshments of ice cream arxi an enforcement officer to pro
head that farmers got a good living, is at Port Adams, Newport,, Rhode and cookies were served at the close tect this property from trespass
Vinal of Warren.
free food etc., and always had a Island. Over 60 people attended.
of the evening. The four boys were ers and gunners who have used
County Treasurer — Earle C. big
“roll” to flash in people’s faces,
4 4 4 4
presented with identification brace this island as a base for duck
Dow of Rockport.
so, he saved up enough money to
blinds and boat landings in the
Sgt. Heber Farrar of Samp Shelby, lets.
Register of Deeds—Albert Wins secure title to a good little farm, Miss., is home on a 15-day furlough.
* * 4 4
past. Now all trespassing will toe
stocked it with cows, -got some hens, Reaching Augusta at night, he ob
low of Rockland.
First Lieut. Francis J. M^Alary is forbidden.
pigs, etc., and announced: “I’ll show tained a ride a short distance and home on a six-day leave from Wash
William F. Davis of Union,
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
you poor rubes how to make real finished the journey on foot, A ington. D. C.
known
to all fish and game loversRockland.
money running a farm.” Those trained marcher!
of this section is the man selected
County Attorney’—Stuart C. Bur were his words.
* * * *
for the job and he entered on his
It speaks well for the good sense
Boothbay Playhouse duties
gess of Rockland.
Monday. His family will
Direct
enlistment
in
six
branches
of the farmers that they took all his
County Commissioners — Alfred blarney
join him there socn.
with a broad grin—they all of the Army for qualified applicants
This .paper wishes (Mr. Davis
C. Hocking, A. Everett Libby.
knew the answer, but the .city man was re-opened today, according to
Major General Sherman Miles,
every success joining in these wish
had
something
to
learn.
One
season
Representatives To Legislature
es with his many friends.
of scant crops taught him that vege Commanding General of the First
Arthur J. Clark
Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. and tables don’t grow without a lot of Service Command. Branches in
which
direct
enlistment
is
thus
au

Union,
July
19.
Ralph P. Conant, Rockland; elbow grease, combined with some thorized include the Army Air
I
Charles F. Dwinal. Camden; Ar real knowledge of farming.
The second year our friend talked Forces, Signal Corps, Ordnance De
Served With Waffles
thur Emerson, North Haven, Wil less, developed a few wrinkles, partment,
Engineer Amphibian
liam T. Smith, Thomaston and Mil- worked a little harder and raised Command, Parachute Troops and
another scant crop. He got the idea, Glider Pilots. In order to be eligible
ton C. Stephenson, Union.
And How the Service Men
somehow, that cows would give milk an applicant must be a citizen be
tween
the
ages
of
18
and
45
years,
when given a little water at odd
Did Enjoy ’Em—Plenty
times—if and whenever the care who has not yet been called for Se
Out Of State Cars
Of Singing
taker happened to think of it. Also, lective Service induction. Men aged
Alabama
throw them a little hay now and 18 and 19 may continue to choose
Sunday between the hours of 4
Arizona
then and forget them the rest of their branch of* service.
• * •
and 7 ISO. hostesses, Mrs. Gil
Arkansas
the time.
“Pretty hot here,” writes Everett
man Seabury and Mrs. Juliet W.
California
When his cows lost flesh and
Lundin, served hot waffles with
Colorado
stopped giving milk he began to run A. Munsey, wm> is attending Offi
maple syrup and coffee at the
Connecticut
to ask the neighbors if they knew cers’ Training School for six weeks
yacht club.
Delaware
knew the answer. They were glad at Miami Beach, Fla. Wherein he
Florida
Evidently waffles are popular
to tell him how to care for his cows echoes the sentiments of all other
Georgia
for so many young men turned out
for the sake of the ill cared for Knox County men who have been
Hawaii
the supply was hardly adequate
beasts, even if they had little inter assigned to these Florida sands.
Idaho
est in the erstwhile boaster—but he Munsey’s address is'"1st Lieut. A.
and unfortunately one could not
Beach, Fla.”
Illinois
wouldn’t believe what they told him U. S. A. C„ Miami
just “go to the cupboard!’’ for at
$
4 4 4
Indiana
Wallace O’Hara, who will appear the yacht club there is no cup
and continued his own stubborn
Iowa
Douglas Heal of Camden who is this week at Bcothbay Playhouse board. About 30 were served:—
methods until he was forced to sell
Kansas
his underfed, thirsty, ill cared for stationed at Camp Davis, near Wil in the premiere producticn of “He next time we’ll prepare for even
Kentucky
stock as “canners,” folded his mington, N. C., is home on a fur Grew To Grow.”
more.
LouLsana
threadbare tent and went back to lough, well browned by his seven
We have a fine group of men
Maryland
his job in the city a sadder but not months training under a semitropiAFTER TWO YEARS
stationed
here. They readily adapt
Massachusetts
a wiser man, for he laid all his ill H1 sun- Llkes the service, and says She is all so slight
themselves
and co-cpetate and
Michigan
luck, as he called it. to the quality his ouptfit has a good ball team— And tender and white
express
appreciation
for whatever
As
a
May
morning
Minnesota
which
would
help
him
like
it.
of the stock he bought—said he had
She walks without hood
X 4 * 4 4
is
done
for
them.
Missouri
been cheated, And there you have
At dusk. It Is good
Some of the girls invited were
Nebraska
Charles T. Bodman of 33 Lawn
it.
To hear her sing.
talented musically and the group
New Hampshire
A farmer would probably make i avenue. Rockland, who is a member It Is God's will
New Jersey
gathered around the piano and
just as sorry a mess of his work if he 1of the 3(Wth Infantry, 77th Division That I shall love her still
New York
As he loves Mary.
sang both old and new songs.
sold his farm and took a job in a at Port Jackson, S. C., has received And
and day
Nevada
The hostesses wish to say “thank
shoe factory but—most fanners have his non-commissioned officers’ war I willnight
go forth to pray
North Carolina
rant.
He
has
been
advanced
in
you" to each one who came. It
sense enough to realize it and
That she love me.
North Dakota
wouldn’t take time off to boast how ' 8rade from Private to Corporal in She is as gold
was you who were responsible for
Ohio
they would show the skilled factory &>• I of the 307th Infantry. Cor- Lovely, and far more cold.
whatever success the idea attained.
Oklahoma
Do thou pray with me.
pgfcal Bodman has demonstrated
worker how to make shoes.
One of Them
if I win grace
Oregon
It takes all sorts of people to make qualities of leadership that are es For
To kiss twice her face
Panama
a world (consider Iree, for in sential to the building of a strong,
God has done well to me.
The first permanent military post
Pennsylvania
stance!) but things would. I believe, hard-hitting fighting unit, and we
—Richard Aldington
in what now is Arizona was estab
Rhode Island
run more sirfoothly if each of us here at home have every right to be
lished in 1849 at Fort Defiartce, close
South Carolina
would do the Job we are working on Pfoud of him.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps to the eastern border.
4 4 4 4
South Dakota
as well as possible and stop envying
Tennessee
the other fellow—he has his own Prom Dick Reed who is in Uncle
Texas
Sam’s ranks and at present sta
troubles you may be sure.
Utah
It’s a great life and we are more tioned in Denver, Col.: “I sure do
Vermont
fortunate than we realize that we enjoy the good old Courier-Gazette
Virginia
live our life under the Stars and
ah the news. I am on my secWashington
Stripes. Considering the fact that ond week of school and getting
4 ' A MV £
West Virginia
individuals find it difficult to live J along o. k. Exppct to do some flyWisconsin
in peace at all times I don’t know ln£ over the Rockies for actual
Wyoming
just how we can expect natons to aerial photography soon. 203-mile
refrain from throwing brickbats trip into the mountains was enTen per cent of your income hither and yon on occasion, but. joyed Sunday and I have also visitmany places rich in the lore of
= in War Bonds will help to while there is life there is hope that ed
a way will be found to bind all the the old Wild West days. This is
build the planes and tanks peoples of the earth together in really a ’dream country’ but I miss
that will insure defeat of Hit bonds of something resembling, at the good old Atlantic."
• « * «
ler and'his Axis partners.
least, peace and good fellowship.
David
E.
Brown
of Hope was com
It will undoubtedly help preserve
the peace if the known trouble mak missioned a second lieutenant in
ever
ers are stripped of everything that the United States Army with his
Mo-.
w°te,4‘w
»
makes war possible. One thing is recent graduation from the Anti
certain: If our government offi aircraft Artillery School at Camp
cials make the same mistake they Davis, N. C. Lieut. Brown graduat
WE SERVICE
did in the last war and fail to re ed from Bowdoin College in 1940
duce the trouble making nations to He majored in economics and
It
Otdct
absolute lmpotency—guess I will was a member of Alpha Delta Phi
coal*
pure
cous9
487
©nee'
Fraternity.
stop right there. Wait and see what
All Makes of Cars!
4

4

Mi

41T4T

ROCkiAh

4 4 4 4
is done about it after we lick the
Coast
Guard
recruiting In Rock
tar out of the germs and jap beetles.
God speed the day to the end that land will be resumed from Aug. 31
lives be saved and peace be with us to Sept. 5. inclusive, at the office of
for all times.
the Captain of the Port on Limerock
street. Out of 90 applicants from
Derna. Libya, was captured in Knox County examined oh the first
1806 by an armed force led by an drive 34 were accepted. Last week’s
American, General William Eaton, drive in Burlington. Vf. netted 50
graduate of Dartmouth,
applicants.
During
this month

KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE

“Bill” Davis of Union In
Charge of the Swan’s
Dana Sawyer Benefit Next Sunday Will Be a
Island Preserve

Narrates the Story Of Two
We have access by faith into this
City Men Who thought
grace wherein we stand, and re
joice in hope of the glory of God
They Knew Farming

*

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

A “Wartime Fair”

talk of th
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Big Attraction
The League Standing
W. L.
Rockland ........... ........ 11 3
Thomaston
.... ........ 5 9
Camden ............... ........ 3 7

•
PC
.781
.365
.300

Last Week's Results
Friday'—Rockland 4, Thomaston
1; Sunday—Camden 16, Thomas
ton 8; Rockland 14, Camden 1.
4

4

4

4

This Week’s Gaines
Tuesday—(Rockland at Thomas
ton.
Friday—Thomaston at Rockland.
Sunday—Rockland and Camden
at Thomaston.

• • • * Dana Sawyer Benefit
Sunday at Thomaston all three
league teams will play in a benefit
double-header, the proceeds o
which will go to a fund for Dana
Sawyer who is to enter a sanitari
um for treatment, shortly.
This double-header should' turn
out a record crowd as it is for a
very worthy cause. Dana who
starred in High School two years
ago played with the Thomaston
Locals that Summer and last year
was the star catcher of the Pirates
who traveled most of the State,
and young Sawyer was tops in
both receiving and hitting seen
anywhere. At Togius last August
he walloped one of the longest
home runs ever seen in the Park.
Dana who is only 20. will benefit
from every cent of the receipts,
the players, themselves, paying as
well as umpires to get in to the
game.
Dana’s dad Maurice Sawyer and
his uncle Lawrence Sawyer, were
mainstays in the Twilite League a
few years back and are 'both well
known to (baseball fans in Knox
County as well as his brother Har
old who pitched: when Dana
caught to give Thomaston one of
the best brother batteries ever to
represent that town.
A week from Sunday at Com
munity, Park, when the Pirates en
tertain both Camden and Thom
aston, the proceeds will also be
donated.
A popular Thomaston merchant
has started with a five-dollar con
tribution and anybody wishing to
donate to this cause may do so to
Guy Rcbbins in Thomaston or
Frank Winchenibach in Rockland.
Needless to say all players and
fans wish Dana a speedy recovery
and hope to see him out again
in the not too distant future.
Pirates 4, Thomaston 1
In one of the best games of the
season the Pirates won over the
Thomaston team at Rockland by
a 4-1 score with Chuck Ellis hold
ing them to only four hits. Robinsen first man up for Thomaston
dr^ve the second' ball pitched to
deep left field for a triple and he

scored from third when Jenkins
gounded out. This was the only
run Chu.k allowed and the Pirates
tied It up in the second when
Chuck walked . was advanced to
third on infield hits by Barnard
ar.d*Marsh and was forced home
when brother Raymie walked.
Simpson rounded cut ending the
Inning. Raymie Ellis opened the
fifth with a double to left. Les
Simpson reached on an error
Thompson loaded the bases and
Chuck cleaned the sacks with a
double.
.
Thompson hurled good ball tor
Thomaston allowing six hits but
two errors hurt in the last inning.
Les Simpson and' Fales pulled
off#spectacular catches. .
Rockland 14, Camden 1
Dave Newcombe held Camden
who had previously walloped
Thomaston 16 to 8 to one run and
run and five hits while his Pirates
teammates were scoring 14 rune
at Camden Sunday.
Glover home on leave from the
Coast Guard got two hits in three
times up to lead both teams at
bat. Simpson and Barnard pulled
off five catches while Skipper Hart
did a good job behind the plate
for Rockland.
Dust From The Diamond
Thomaston rallied! for six runs
at Camden in one inning but those
Camden boys were too far out
front.
Foggy Bennett unlimibered his
arm against the Pirates in the last
Inning Sunday and could help
out a lot when he gets into shape.
“-kipper” Hart is a bear for
punishment.
After catching for
Thomaston he offered his services
to the Pirates when their catcher
didn’t show up.
Les Simpson besides hitting has
developed a rifle-like peg frcm
short-step and is doing a great
job for the Pirates.
•“Doug" Heald was at the game
Sunday, looking very fit in his
Army uniform, on leave from
North Carolina.
Izzy 'Prince in his first game for
Camden did1 a very good job show
ing he hasn’t forgotten how third
base should be played.
Rockland’s two pitchers are
sluggers, and hew, each with a
double at Camden.

it it it
MAKE
EVERY

PAYDAY

BOND DAY

Windsor’s Big Show |s
Scheduled For Septem
ber 5,6, and 7
The Windsor “War-Time” Pair!
George S. Williams, president, ,
labelled this year’s version ,,f
Windsor Fair, streamlined to nice
the present exigencies with a recot d
of 55 years of continuous grow i
in serving the agricultural interest,
of a large section in Central Mail..
Windsor War-Time Fair is sched
uled for Sept. 5, 6 and 7 (Lab r
Day). Friday. Sept. 4. the grounds
will be open so that (everythin;,
can be made ready, possibly sotn»
of the classes of cattle will b
judged that day, and an extra
afternoon’s racing added if con itions permit. Although agriculturplays a most important role in :.
Fair program with exhibits of 4 1
Clubs, Granges and other handi
craft expected to be lavger than
ever, horse racing will also c
in for its own with some of t
fastest steppers from all over Nc y
England present.
The horse and cattle shew w ::
be another appealing feature tl:,
year for Windsor has earned th
reputation of having the be'
Jersey show in the State in recent
years.
Pervading the entire fairground
will be an air of patriotism, and on
Sunday, especially, it is planned to
have a big celebration featuring thsale of War Bonds and Stamp- \
State-wide firemen's muster is a. j
planned for that day.
Negotiations are under way for
the appearance of a national known radio or movng picture
celebrity and State War Boni
Committeemen have assured !i
officials that they will be only too
glad to co-opprate in this pro”
tton. Insofar as possible, W ir
Bonds and Stamps will be awarded
as premiums to winning exhib tor
this year. Net p-oeeeds from Sun
day's program, after the usual Per
centage is given to charity, will b°
invested in United States War
Bonds.
Since no fair will have a fire
work’s display because of the War.
the enterta nment committee ha
enlarged their stage show and will
produce one of the finest and most
elaborate programs of outstandur
RKO attractions each evening A
number of these feature acts will
also be interspersed on the after
noon program.
OPPORTUNITY

Master of human destinies am I.
Fame, love, and fortune on my foot
steps wait.
rt'tles pnd fields I walk: I penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and. paxsing
by
Hovel, and mart, and place, soon or
late
I knock unbidden once at every gate'
Xf sleeping, wake If feasting, rise be
fore
X turn away. It Is the hour of fate
And tb'"’ who follow me reach every

state

Mortals desire, and conquer every f< e
Save death; but those who doubt or
hesitate,
Condemned to failure, penury and
woe,

Seek me In vain and uselessly imp
I answer not, and return no more
—John J. Ingalls

NO GAS? NO TIRES?
HERE’S THE ANSWER!
Let Us Bring Vacation-The Shore-The Country-To Your Own

Aug 5—Port Clyde—]
Circle fair at Library
Aug. 5—Doll and
home of Mrs Harriet S
Congregational Church
Aug- 6- —Reunion
H
School, class of 1932. a;
Aug 6—Warren—J< i
Woman's Club and
Alumni
Aug. 7 — Knox Cot
nES. at Thomaston
Aug. 12—Owls Head
Community Building
Aug 12 —Tenants H
v-nec of the 100th ann
Baptist Church, afteri
ulng.
Aug. 13—Rockland C
cert at Church-Gran,
Thomaston.
Aug 13--Friendship—
on schoolhouse lawn
Aug. 15 — Annual .*■
reunion at Kents Hill
Aug. 19 Martlnsvlllr
fair at Grange hall.
Aug. 19 — State Fi
Knox Academy of Art
at Knox Arboretum
Aug. 20—Victory Par
nard’s Parish at churc
Aug. 21 — Warren-- C
tist Church.
Aug. 20 Tenants Ha
(3 to 5 301 at “The C
Major and Mrs. Talbot
tit, Library.

COMING RE I
Aug. 5—Calderwood
dence of Oliver Libby.
Aug. 6--Ingraham Fa
nual. at Penobscot Vie
Glen Cove
Aug 9 Young Fan
Cooper’s. Rockville.
Aug. 12—Hall famll
reunion at Glen Cove '

O. B. Brown has
duties at the Central
following a week’s v.
Senator Wallace I
will arrange witli tl
ice Commission ior a
Ogt. 3, for candidatr
appointment to eithe
or Naval Academic
ested in competing 1,
ment to either a,.
write to the Senate
information about
tions prior to Sept.
All Masons and
members interested n
Masonic Club rooms
Service men, are ask,
meeting at Masonic I
night at 7.30.

City Marshal Laure
field and Deputy MaiRichardson attended t
ference in Bangor Frit
Following the pan
Peter's Episcopal Cl
morning, the new.;
fireplace, a project of
Auxiliary, was dedica
breakfast was served
the dedication.

The Strand Thea
under leadership of A
deneau are very mu
in their patriotism I
latest venture being
the lot opposite the
erated seven days a
sale of War Stampthe work being transl
to the theatre lob'a
handles the whole p;
on Saturdays whci
Corps girls take ov>
Burdell’s Dress Shi
Sale Dresses. Priced
for Immediate dispo..
Beano. GAR.
Aug. 6, 2.15 p. m.

li

Starting Aug. 3. A
ket at 102 Broadway
night at 8 o’clock.—ai

Back Yard!

Try our delicious
gum. Top duality,
filled. C. H. Moyr &
St., City—adv.
For dependable
call the Radio Shop
517 Main street. C<
line.—adv.

Rustic qttan«te
benches wi 11
latt ¥«t*ve* with
out pMntorcai’c.

Visitors in Washi
can get copies of Tl
zette at the Metn
Agency. 603 15th
West.—adv.

WALDO Tl
C/4 qftinite
<«•* piste in
your back
bt'injfj fhc ftoMli
o’ eofinj o»+ doors
back hone-

TEL. WALDOI1
SHOW Til
Single Evening
Matinees: Week,Il
Sundays
.
wxlk•tones wifi tens
much cturm to
your back y*-4-

TUES.-WED.,
ANN SOTHERN. KJ
in

“MAI!
GETS HER|
with
Allen Jenkins, l>|
Walter C
THURS.-ERI.

nX qrocvite
Slab w«tk blocks
seta* iiiucfostei
make « aaf*

....

.

.■ . .

Shallow hnle
z boMeroq Mirth blocks
rlosh with the qround
Will keep the aanj m
And provide a *ond box
. .Ty;
yoco/jten and also
4
litne beach
your own la
pot •> yeur suit and get in the Sun.
s»
___________ '

M.G.M. pr
JEANNETTE M]
NELSON
in

“I MARRIED A|
Willi

Edward Even i|
Binnic B

•Mt us supply your backyard vacatioa-land with one of the handsome granite

fireplaces depicted above—with a rustic granite bench, a sand box flagstone
walk or wading pool. We abo stock granite markers, paving blocks,’steps and
flagging, building stone, briSge and well covers, mooring and culvert stones, etc.

FUNERAL

Ask Us Details and Prices

Ambulance

V 9T

519 mm*

JOHN MEEHAN & SON
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 2,-13.

CLJ„ ,SLAI„

TELEPIU
390 or 781-1
110-112 LIMERO
rocklan

Tuesday-Friday

irtime Fair”

Tuesday-Friday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Big Show Is
;d For Septem5. 6, and 7
or "War-Time” Pair!
Williams, president, so
year’s version of
streamlined to meet
agencies with a record
of continuous growth
agricultural interests
Lon in Central Maine.
ar-Time Fair is sched>t. 5, 6 and 7 (Labor
i, Sept. 4, the grounds
so that (everything
ready, possibly some
les of cattle will be
day, and an extra
acing added if conrtiAlthough agriculture
important role in the
with exhibits of 4-H
>es and other handid to be larger than
racing will also come
vn with some of the
ers from all over New
sent.
and cattle shew w 11
appealing feature this
hdsor has earned the
of having the best
in the State in recent
tiie entire fairgrounds
of patriotism, and on
cially, it is planned to
llebration featuring the
Bonds and Stamps. A
Iremen's muster is also
that day.
is are under way for
nee of a nationallyo or movng picture
d State War Bond
“n have assured fair
they will be only too
perate in this pro,T,oar as possible, War
tamps will be awarded
to winning exhib tors
let p-oceeds from Sunl. after the usual ner(ven to charity, will be
United States War

fair will have a fine
ly because of the War,
ament committee has
ir stage show and will
ol the finest and most
ograms of outstanding
ions each evening. A
;hese feature acts will
rspersed on the after’POKTVNITY
man destinies am I.
nd fortune on my footilt.
Ids I walk ■ I penetrate
eas remote, und. passing
lart

and place, soon or

Idea once at every gate!
ake if feasting, rise be
lt Is the hour of fate,
o follow me reach every

and conquer every foe
Out those who doubt or
io

failure,

penury

and

Un and uselessly Implore,

and return no more
—John J. Ingalls

ER!
Your Own

oitur qban
inches will
withut p*i nt or cart

A’lg. 5 Port Clyde—Baptist Sewing
p;r e fair at Library.
A .?. 5—Doll and rug exhibit at
h, ■
of Mrs Harriet S. Frost, benefit
C, ngregatlonal Church.
Aug. 6—Reunion Rockland High
gel. ol. class of 1932. at Copper Kettle
~ Aug 6—Warren—-Joint meeting of
W man's Club
and
High
School
Alumni.
A ?. 7 — Knox County Field Day
OES. at Thomaston.
Au?. 12—Owls Head—Church fair at
C< ir.munity Building.
Aug. 12 —Tenants Harbor—. Obserof the 100th anniversary of the
Baptist Church, afternoon and eve
ning.

.,

.

Aug 13—Rockland City Band Con
fer at Church-Grange fair, South
Thomaston.
Aug. 13—Friendship—PT.A. Carnival
on schoolhouse lawn.
A ig. 15 — Annual Summer aJumnl
reunl n at Kents Hill.
Aug 19 Martinsville—Ladies Circle
fair at Orange hall.
Aug. 19 —• State Field Meeting of
K ix Academy of Arts and' Sciences
at Knox Arboretum.
Au?. 20—Victory Party by St. Ber
nard's Parish at church grounds.
Aug 21 —Warrerv— Concert at Baptist Church.
Aug 20 Tenants Harbor—Silver tea
3 to 5 301 at "The Crags." home cl
Maj r and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich; benen; Library.

COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 5—Calderwood family at resi
dence of Oliver Libby, South Warren.
Aug. 6—Ingraham Family, 65th ani.-.ial at Penobscot View Grange Hall,
Ulen Cove.
Aug 9 Young Family at Almon
C : iper’s, Rockville.
Aug. 12—Hall family 37th annual
reunion at Glen Cove Orange hall.

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at $
Matinees; Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00

UCh charm to
your bach yot4*

TUES.-WED., AUG. 4-5
ANN SOTHERN, RED SKELTON
in

“MAISIE
GETS HER MAN”
with
.Allen Jenkins, Donald Meek,
Walter Catlett

^llovy Kola
with bl<xw
‘-he qt-ound

the sanj ,n
c a sand bax
'jterj and also
»t yove ovun To
a-M qet in th# sun.

ndsome granite
box, flagstone
cks, steps and
ert stones, etc.

THURS.-FRI., AUG. 6-7
M.G.M. presents
JEANNETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
in

“I MARRIED AN ANGEL”
with
Edward Everett Horton
Binnie Barnes

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

LARK ISLAND

TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11 '
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Bombed Children

a Uetief

All chairmen of the committees of
the IB.O. Service Groups are re
quested to meet Wednesday at 2
o’clock at the Community Building.

At Knox Hospital are four pa
tients suffering from broken hips,
fortunate, indeed, to receive in
stant treatment at an institution so
W’ell equipped. A Samoset guest
suffering from pneumonia also finds
Knox Hospital a fine resort for the
care of a stranger .

Miss Janet Waldo is enjoying a
two weeks’ vacation from her du
ties at Vesper Leach’s.
Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead, pastil
of the Methodist Church, was guest
speaker at the Rotary meeting Fri
day. His address on Indian legends
and his stories of the North Woods,
which found so much favor on his
recent appearance before the Lions
Club, again proved most interesting. ,

Robert Coffey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Coffey, a student in
Rockland High School, is starting
life aright. Working during the
Summer vacation at the First Na
tional Store, he saved $75. Did he
blow it on ice cream cones? Not
Robert. Going home the other day
he proudly displayed a hundreddollar war bond in which he had
invested his earnings.

M

AMOfc. jJc,
• M * ft •

Copyright 1942, B. P. O. ELKS {

"SORRY CLARISE-I GOTTA GO BACK TO SHIP-I'M EXPECTING A IETTER FROM HOME."

Aviation Recruits
Local Service Clubs To Con
duct Preliminary Exams
Of Candidates

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 662

SLAP THAT JAP/

BUG SWATTC Itf

costmoneq*

Two Old Coins
A Jay See Delves Into His
tory To Find Their
Origin •

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

BENEFIT BEANO

Ralph A. Glendenning. Prop.

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON

20 Lindsey St., Rockland
TeL 1216-W

THURSDAY, 8.15
Loekv Game $16.60. Marathon $5.00
Attendance Prize $6.00
PLENTY OF GOOD PRIZES

A Card er a Can Win Bring
a Representative 61Ttf

Two residents of Maine have
contributed toward the support of
children of the United Nations in
Great Britain through the Fos
ter Parents’ Plan for War Chil
dren. for the month of June, it
was announced yesterday by Mrs.
Edna Blue, Plan executive chair
man. American headquarters of
the Plan are at 55 West 42d street,
New York City.
The Plan is operating 41 chil
dren's projects and is caring for
Polish, French, Czech, Dutch,
Scotch, Irish, Welsh, Spanish,
Fritish, Austrian, Hungarian, and
Channel Island children. Among
the contributors was Frank E. Po
land, proprietor of Medomak
Camp.
The projects which the Plan op
erates in England include the fol
lowing; The J. B. Priestly Nurser
ies, Herefordshire, England; the
Hampstead Nurseries, directed toy
Miss Anna Freud, and Mrs. Doro
thy Tiffany Burlingham; the Chil
dren's Sanctuary, Leeds; the Mary
Warren Taylor Home for Children;
the Camp projects under the di
rection of the National Camps Co
operation, Limited; the resident
colony for children and the Farm
Colony, Market Rasen.
On receipt of an application tobecome a foster parent, the Plan
makes arrangements to take a war
child from a subway shelter or a
bombed out settlement into one of
the Foster Parents colonies. The
foster parent receives as soon as
possible a photograph and brief
history of the child, and pays $15
per month for the support of the
child.
An
International Committee
composed of the Earl of Listowell,
the Viscount Cecil of Chelwood,
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Helen
Hayes, Russell Maguire, and Dud
ley Fitts, are sponsoring the woric
of the Foster Parents’ Plan for
War Children.
More than 15,000 children have
been cared for by the Plan since
its inception five and a half years
ago.

Requested by representatives of
the Naval and Marine Aviation Se
lection Board, a hastily arranged
meeting of the Rotary, Lions and
Kiwanis Clubs was held at the
Thorndike Hotel yesterday noon, and
arrangements were made for a rep
resentative of each, plus a member
from the American Legion, to give
preliminary receptions to those who
desire to become Navy and Marine
flight cadets.
Louis A. Walker, LawTence Miller
and Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., were
named as the Rotary, Kiwanis and two Mohammedan coins I am
writing of.
A. Jay See
Lions representatives.
Union, July 30.
Local physicians will give the pre
liminary physical examinations in
order to test the organic soundness
of the applicants.
The idea of this preliminary work
is to cut red-tape. The local representatves will receive associate
membership cerftificates, attesting
to their authority to work for the
flight board.
Lieut. R. P. Fuller, UB.N.R., out
lined the contribution that civilians
can make by giving their time and
efforts as members of the local flight
board.
Lieut. I. B. Williamson, who dis
cussed the physical education pro
gram, is a former all-American end,
playing with the University of
Michigan,, and serving as an ends
coach at Yale the past eight years.
He is stationed at Pensacola, Fla.
Sergeant Davis of the U. S. Ma
rine Corps told of the contribution
of marine aviators in World War
No. 2.
BUYu.S.WJUtBOKM-JTMiK

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Late in the month of May. while
looking over a small coin collection
owned by my nephew, A.A. See of
Thomaston, I observed two rudely
struck, perhaps cast copper coins
that at first sight might deceive at
least 75% of people not interested
in numismatics, each about the size
of the old Liberty Head Cent, the
coinage of which ended in 1857.
These two pieces looked old, very,
very old. and their dates would seem
to confirm this belief. Alike with
eight years’ difference in date—1283
and 1288. Some age!
But as books devoted to the study
of coins indicate very few coins
were dated before the year 1500 A.
D. In fact none whatever in the
years 1280-88. I knew pretty well
the explanation of this matter. They
neral Tuesday at 2 o’clock from
were coins of Morocco, and the
residence of Mrs. Myrtle Sherman.
In a “Thue or False” radio pro date 1280 was not 1280 A. D. but
Limerock street.
gram last night conducted from 1280 A. H„ really making these coins
Portsmouth.
N. H., the name of 584 years younger being struck about
CARD O' THANKS
Miss
Ruth
Barter
of Tenants Har 1864 A. D. •
I wish to thank the Camden Fire
Department.
I.O.O.F..
the
Advent bor appeared among the six girls
A large six-pointed star was the
Church and friends and neighbors from the Navy Yard personnel who principal design on one side. The
for cards and kindness to my family successfully
completed verbally reverse bearing the date and in
and myself during my illness
with six men from the armed scription in a language and alpha
Warren H. Merchant
Camden.
*
services.
betical form totally foreign to me.
The letters “AH.” in connection
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
In the public baths of 15th cen with Mohammedan dates .mean
Kettle* Clearance Sale of Straw tury Bruges, Belgium, tables to after the hegira or flight of Mo
Hats, $2.—adv.
75-76 hold food werrf built alongside the hammed from Mecca cn the night
of Thursday July 15. 622 As the Moindividual bathtubs.
'hammedan year has only 354 days
MADE TO MEASURE
'the transformation of their dates
to these of the Christian era is quite
SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Buy Your Monument a problem.
(ail wool)
I One rble I have seen in print says
THROUGH THE NEW
that starting with the Christian
At Reduction Prices
METHOD
date. 622 must be subtracted, the
AT A NEW LOWFRICE!
remainder multiplied by 365.52 and
TOPCOATS, $20.50
this result divided by 354.
I Another rule I also have seen in
SUITS
print stated the difference to be
$22.75 to $41.50
684 years, approximately. I have
not made any comparison of these
GEORGE F. RYAN
two systems, but have added 584 to
Burpee A Lamb, Inc.
the 1280 and don't believe the
MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
year
1864 A. D. is far from the date
75’lt
Under a new system we now of coinage.
can bay monaments finished and ) I find a similar coin listed in
those of Morocco in my list of coins
ready for lettering and setting.
of the U. S. Mint Collection at Phil
Save on Freight.
Save on
adelphia.
Labor. Save on Time.
My nephew has some ancient
Ask os for details of this
Greek or Roman bronze pieces, not
RUSSELL
Money-Saving Plan’
dated, but probably much more
AU Work Absolutely Guar
l
than 1000 years old. and they are
FUNERAL HOME
anteed.
I in much better condition than the

Ambulance Service

An Eskimo Lamp

Frank E. Poland One of the Took a Long While To Ob
tain, But Longer To
Contributors To Foster
Pay For It
Parents’ Plan

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church will hold Its
monthly meeting Thursday night at
the home of Mrs. Ethel Colburn 65
North Main street.

O. B. Brown has resumed his
Checks Up On Dad
duties at the Central Fire Station,
John A. Chisholm has decided not
following a week’s vacation.
to accept Gov. Sewall’s appointment
as Register of Probate to fill out the
Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., unexpired term of the late Charles Paul Moran Sees For Himself
will arrange with the Civil Serv L. Veazie. As this would cover a
How Motorists Are
ice Commission for an examination period of only five months, and as
Complying
Oct. 3, ior candidates eligible for the nomination went elsewhere for
appointment to either the Military the approaching four-year term, he
Paul W. Moran, 16, son of Ed
or Naval Academies. Boys inter- did not consider it advisable.
ward
C. Moran, Jr„ State Director
e ted in competing for an appoint
Contrary to previously published of GPA, had time on his hands, Sat
ment to either academy should
morning, so he decided he
write to the Senator for detailed reports, Edwin R. Edwards of this urday check
up personally on how
information about the examina city is not a member of the Knox (would
motorists are complying with the
County
Rationing
Board.
tions prior to Sept. 1, 1942.
regulations of the Federal agency
his dad has charge of in Maine.
Tlie
brisk
wind
which
came
up
All Masons and Masonic Club
First, he decided to check on the
members interested in opening the Monday morning caused two chim compliance of motorists with the
ney
fires,
one
at
the
home
of
Clin

Masonic Club rooms to the use of
regulations requiring conspicuous
Service men, are asked to attend a ton Kaler, Pleasant street, and the display of the rationing sticker on
meeting at Masonic Temple, Friday other at Grover Knight's, South each automobile.
Main setreet. Chief Van E. Russell
night at 7.30.
Of the 500 cars that he checked
reported that little damage was as they passed him on Water street,
City Marshal Laurence K. Mans done. The third fire resulted from he found that 85.8 per cent, or 429
cigarette which was dropped on machines, had their stickers proper
field and Deputy Marshal Almon P. a
the
of the Army and Navy ly displayed. Only 14.2 per cent, or
Richardson attended the F.B.I. con store floor
on
Tillson
avenue. This was 71 machines, were not complying
ference in Bangor Friday.
quickly extinguished.
with the law.
Paul also was able to report to
Following the parish mass at St.
BORN
his father that 238, or 70.9 per cent,
Peter's Episcopal Church Sunday
Hall-At Maine Osteopatlc Hospital. of all the passenger cars he checked
morning, the newly constructed Portland.
Aug. 1. to Mr. and Mrs. Stan had A stickers; 54, or 16 per cent,
fireplace, a project of the Woman’s ley Hall, a son
Estes — At Vlnal Maternity Home, had B stickers: and 44, or 13.1 per
Auxiliary, was dedicated. A parish Rockland.
1, to Mr. and Mrs. Ed cent, had C stickers.
breakfast was served outdoors after ward EstesAug.
(Alice Barton), a daugh
Of the 459 vehicles with stickers,
ter—Deanna Elaine.
the dedication.
Black —At Dr Leigh's Private Hos 21.7 per cent, or 71, had S stickers.
Of the 71 cars that were not dis
pital. July 31. to Mr, and Mrs Merle
The Strand Theatre, employes Black, a son.
playing the sticker required by law,
—At Quincy, Mass.. July 29.
under leadership of Manager Dan- Mr.Snow
and Mrs. Hugh Bain Snow of 19 were trucks, Paul’s survey showed.
deneau are very much in earnest Braintree,
Mass., a daughter — Mar
in their patriotism business, their garet.
The building commonly known as
the “old sail loft” on the Rockland
latest venture being a booth on
MARRIED
waterfront, has been taken over by
the lot opposite the theatre op
Tyler-Blue — At Rockland, Aug. 3. the Green Island Packing Company
erated seven days a week for the
Tyler of Indiana and Geraldine for the canning of pickled herring.
sale of War Stamps and Bonds, Fiery
Blue of Newton. Mass.—By Rev J
Five of Rockland’s experienced fish
the work being1 transferred at dusk Charles MacDonald.
At Rockland, Aug. naen make up the business firm,
to the theatre lobby. The staff 3. Peterson-Sturdee
Peterson and Cora Belle Stur- namely Bert Witham, Elmer Withhandles the whole program except dee,David
both of Rockland.—By Rev. J. am, Roland Rackliff, James Pease
cn Saturdays when the Motor Charles MacDonald.
RJ'er-Noyes—At Las Vegas, Nev., May and Nathan Witham. This is a new
Corps girl9 take over.
24. Chester M. Ryer of Glen Cove and undertaking, but one started by
Barbara E Noyes of Rockport.
men who have spent a life time al
Boinett-Dearborn — At Rockport.
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Clearance
most, dealing in fish. Their suc
Aug
1,
Herman
C.
Bennett
aod
Edna
Sale Dresses. Priced $4.£6 to $12.75 Dearborn, both of Camden.—By Rev. cess is a foregone conclusion.
ior immediate disposal.—adv.
Ernest Smith.
Ervin-Kinney—At St. George. Aug. 1.
All men between 18 and 27 in
B°rton Leland Ervin and Louise Fran
Beano, G.A.R. Hail Thursday, ces
Kinney, both of St. George.—By terested in aviation get in touch
Aug. 6, 2.15 p. m.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller.
with Gerald MoPhee or William
Weed.
Starting Aug. 3, Murray’s Mar
DIED
ket at 102 Broadway will close every
Sylvester At Rockport. Aug. 3. Fred
Fish cutters are much in demand
night at 8 o'clock.—adv.
75-76 erick H. Sylvester, aged 68 years. 2 at the new fish factory. Those in
months. 17 days. FuneraJ Thursday
at 2 p. m. from Bohndell Home Beech terested should see Elmer Witham
Try our delicious Maine Spruce street.
Interment In Amsbury hill at once.
gum. Top duality. Mail orders cemetery.
Lincoln—At Washington. Aug 3. Nel
There will be a Motor Corps
filled. C. H. Moyr & Co., 322 Main lie M . widow of Benjamin H. Lincoln,
dance
the Armory. Wednesday
aged
56
years.
2
months,
9
days.
Fu

St., City.—adv.
59-T-tf neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from night. at
Gene Hammond’s orchestra
residence.
Interment
in
Village will furnish music for dancing. All
For dependable ’ radio service cemetery.
Dawes—At Rockland. Aug. 1. Joseph service men are invited free of
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844, Dawes, aged 67 years. 3 months. 15 charge.
517 Main street. Complete Philco days. Funeral Monday at 2 p. m from
funeral home. Interment in
line.—adv.
60tf Russell
Miss Polly Crockett entertained
Sea View cemetery.
Handy — At Chicopee Falls. Mass., Mrs. Oscar Perry’ of Portland and
Visitors in Washington, D. C„ Aug 2. Mary Handy, aeed 83 years. Mrs. Clara W. Johnson Sunday at
Wednesday at 10 a. m. from
can get copies of The Courier-Ga Funeral
St. Peters Church. Interment In Moun her cottage at Ash Point.
zette at the Metropolitan News tain cemetery. Camden
Simmons—At Rockland. Aug. 3. Mary
Agency, 603 15th street, North
Nfrs. George Westerfield was here
wife of Stacy Simmons, aged 67
West.-—adv.
58*tf Etta,
'•ears. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from The Samoset calling on friends
from Burpee funeral home. Burial In at the Copper Kettle Monday, re
Tnomaston.
porting a delightful Summer at that
Varney—At Peterboro, N H. Aug. 1. fine hostelry.
Edgar
L.
Varney,
aged
07
years.
Fu

WALDO THEATRE

TEL. WALDOBORO 100

•* m*teh«4 (Flaot
Will

Dr. Burton E. Flanders will be
away from his office during the
month of August.
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How much is a

W. Maynard Condon cherishes in
teresting recollection of the five
trips he made to Labrador, where
he became captivated with the no
tion that he must have an Eskimo
lamp. The opportunity to obtain
one failed to present itself, and re
turning home from his last voyage
he conceived the idea of writing to
a friend he had met there—H. M.
Budgelll, who was then manager of
the Hudson’s Bay post at Hopedale.
The method by which Budgell
procured the illuminator may not
here be told, but woven into the in
cident is the suggestion that the
friends of deceased Eskimos bury
certain treasures along with the
dead, among them an Eskimo lamp,
presumably for the purpose of find
ing their way about the region of a
perpetual blackout.
The Eskimo lamp which found its
way to the Condon igloo may or may
not have been obtained in this
manner, but from it was broken a
small piece, and thinking it may
have been damaged in transmission
Mr. Condon made inquiries which
resulted in the explanation that
when a lamp is taken from an Es
kimo grave, a small piece is de
tached from it to satisfy the spirits.
To Mr. Condon’s request for in
formation as to the cost and ex
pense of obtaining the lamp there
was no reply for two years, and for
all he knew somebody might have
beaned his friend who sent it..
And then came last week an ex
tended letter from Mr. Budgell, ex
plaining that he had traveled over
much of Labrador, that he had been
thrown into jail upon the suspicion
of being a German spy and that he
had served in the English army.
Price of the lamp, two bucks.
For a short4 time the lamp was in
the possession of Dr. William Hahn
of Friendship, who is reputed to
have a marvelous collection of lan
terns and lamps.
Sometime lie, too may have a
lamp, procured in defiance of the
Eskimo spirits and the Provincial
hawkshaws.

Thirty-Nine Herds
Holstein-Friesian Cattle Are
Examined For Type
Classification
In tune with the trend for con
tinuous improvement in the type
and conformation of purebred
dairy cattle are 30 New England
breeders of Holstein-Friesian herds,
■who have Just recently had their
herds inspected and classified for
type, The Holstein-Friesian Asso
ciation of America announces. T.
E. Elder of Alton, N. H., one of
seven officials appointed by the
national Association to do classifi
cation work in the United States,
made the official inspections of the
798 animals in the group.
Nine breeders previously have
had their herds inspected' and
classified. This brings the total
of New England’s type-classified
herds to 39, reports the Associa
tion.
Among the animals classified, 16
were designated as “Excellent,”
174 as “Very Good,” and 263 as
‘Good Plus,” which are top three
scores an animal can receive.
Others were classified as "Good,”
“Fair," and “Poor.”
Animals
classified as “Poor” have their
certificates of registry cancelled,
thereby barring all future offspring
from registry. Cows classified as
“Fair” cannot have their bull
calves registered.
For 21 of these 30 Nefw England
breeders, this was the first time
their herds had been classified;
six breeders had their herds classi
fied once before; and it was the
third, fourth, and fifth time, re
spectively, for the University of
Connecticut at Storrs, Baker Farm
at Exeter, N. H., an-d the Vermont
Agricultural Experiment Station at
Burlington. Many breeders classify
regularly to keep a check on the
type development of their herds.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian

soldier, to find out what the Nazis
planned to do with the coast of
France. It was a dangerous mis
sion at best, and it became nerve
rocking when he discovered, almost
too late, that there had been im
portant omissions in his informa
tion. A fully developed love story,
counter-espionage, and dangerous
situations provide suspense and ex
citement in one of the best stories.
American Unity and Asia by Pearl
S. Buck.
This collection of Miss Buck's
speeches and writings deals with
the Asiatic problem. Her long ex
periences among the Asiatic peo
ple gives a tone of undisputed au
thority to her book.
Plume Rouge, by John Upton Terrell.
A novel of love, adventure, and
discovery based on one of the most
exciting aspects of the opening of
the West. Benton McKenzie, with a
crimson tinted eagle feather cocked
in his hat. looked every inch the
leader that he was. His task was
to lead a party of fur traders from
St. Louis to the Columbia River.
The expedition was the first to in
clude white women, and the novel
is both a narrative of adventure and
violence, and a story of the love
between the leader of expedition
and a young woman in the com
pany.
Victory Through Air Power, by De
Seversky.
One of the foremost airplane de
signers and aeronautical authori
ties in America, and a fighting pilot
in the last war, outlines a wholly
new conception of air strategy and
presents a program for an allied
victory through unrestricted use of
air power.
Books of the lighter type.
Design In Evil, by Rufus King.
Tomorrow's Hero, Mary Howard.
Windy Comers, Harriett Cornstock..
' The Saint Goes West, Leslie
Charteris.
Center of the Web, Katherine
Roberts.
Floods of Spring, Henry Bellamen.
The Mavericks, Bennett Faster.
Sunset Graze, Luke Short.
Murder Will In, Carolyn Wells.
This One Kindness, Ethel Hueston.
Wolf in Man’s Clothing, M. G.
Eberhart.
The Little Secretary, Louise P.
Hauck.

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
• • • •
Books are the food of youth, the
delight of old age; the ornament of
prosperity; the refuge and comfort
of adversity; a delight at home,
and no hindrance abroad; com
panions at night, in travelling, in
the country.—Cicero.
The Just and the Unjust by James
G. Cozzens.
The author of “The last Adam"
has written another dramatic
novel about life in a small Ameri
can town. The story is built
around a murder trial, the trial of
three men, who kidnapped and
murdered a drug pedlar. The dis
trict attorney and his assistant,
Abner Coates, as well as everyone
else felt certain that the men
would be convicted. For Abner the
trial marks a turning point in his
career. To be district attorney and
to marry Bonny, are hl9 immedi
ate ambitions. In the story is a
local political boss to reckon with
and a school board scandal, and
Abner has a tussle with his con
science and his ideals. The just
and the unjust is a truly American
story, picturing the life and peo
ple of a small town. It is a book
whose characters you are bound
to remember as real people whom
once you must have known.
For my great folly 'by Thomas P.
Costain is an exciting story of
Roger Blease, a youth intended for
the court, who ran away to Join
the crew of one of the most dar
ing of the freebooters. He found
high adventure capturing Spanish
ships, fighting Spain’s ally, the
Venetinas, and living under the
protection of a Mohammedan Boy
in Tunis. When he returned to
England he found that he was an
outlaw and had to seek the protec
tion of London’s A1 Capone of
James I’s time. With a price on
his head, he visited the Queen,
won the girl whom he had wanted
to marry and finally settled down
to a respectable and prosperous
life. It is a picture of London as
it was in James I’s day.
Japan rides the Tiger toy Willard
Price.
The author tells a terrifying tale
of Japanese efficiency in arms and
factories, and the planning of
UNITED
military and commercial offensives
STATES
that start with fishing smacks.
Penetration of the Phillipines,
Australia, and South America is
described; in relation to dreams of
BONDS
world conquest.
An interesting
book.
AND
The uninvited by Dorothy McSTAMPS
Cardle.
The story of ordinary people in
extraordinary circumstances. The
story starts 4K>ne exuberant April
morning, my sister Pamela and I
were exploring the famous cliffs
of North Devon in search of a
The lumber in two average desks
house.” The scene is vividly set, would provide enough material to
and the strange interweaving of ■build a trailer for a war worker.
destinies, the pleasant and lov
able people, the eerie happenings
BINGO
of midnight hours, will keep the
reader's attention racing along.
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Assignment in Brittany by Helen
Giver Away, S5.00—1 each
Maclnnes.
A young British officer is sent to
Door Prize $1.50
France after the battle of Dunkirk,
Lucky Games, $3.00 and $5.00
in the guise of a wounded French
75’lt

FQ&yiCTORY
BUY

JOIN THE NAVY!
Navy Recruiting Officers will be at the
MANSFIELD STORE, 421 MAIN STREET

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11
from 2 P. M. to 9 P. M.
To interview and conduct physical examinations

for all prospective Navy men

KEEP ’EM FLYING!

75-76

billion dollars?
It represents just $59 per hour
for all the time since the three
Wise Men called at the manger
in Bethlehem.
And, Ladies and Gentlemen,
your Uncle Sam is going to spend
just 56 of these billions on War
expenditures in 1942.
Doesn’t this tell you how much
your dollars are needed in War
Bonds . . . and aren’t you glad
that all this money is being spent
for the protection of you and
your family?
Buy War Bonds . . . and never
stop until your yellow enemies
hoist the white flag.
And that reminds us that you
can get a good start on a band
by buying our

STRAW HATS

at Half Price
also White and Two Tone
SPORT SHOES
at a saving of

$1.60 to $3.55
Twenty-nine pairs in all
so get busy!

GREGORYS
TEL 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

«< :
In these days of ’42 when gas and

tire rationing make the seashore an im

possibility, do the next best thing and—

KEEP COOL IN YOUR OWN BACK YARD
through the use of our Hammocks, Beach Umbrellas, Chaisettes, Metal Furniture,
Gliders, and other articles of Summer Furniture.

PRICES NOW REDUCED ON SUMMER FURNITURE
Come in Today—Ask Us About It!

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 980
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Heading Toward Fall.

George Carr, local UJS.O. chair
The Lilly homestead has been
man,, reports $256.50, from the re
sold to Caroline Hilderbrandt and
cent party and donations. The lo
Alden Wincapaw of North "Waldo
cal quota was $150.
boro.
Those Who attended the local
Mrs. Gerald Dalton has been a
High School are invited to the joint
Portland visitor for a few days.
meeting of the Alumni Association,
Clarence Gross of Gloucester,
and Woman's Club Thursday at
Mass., has been visiting his
7.45 at Town hall. Friends of the
mother, Mrs. Melissa Davis.
alumni are also invited. An inter
Mrs. Oliver Wood is on a ten
esting program has been planned by
days’ visit in Philadelphia.
the executive committees, who will
Herbert Hilton of South Fram
act as hosts and assist in serving
ingham. Mass, has been guest the
refreshments.
past week of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and
John Durrell and Kenneth Wing
Miss Marcia Blaney.
played banjos last Tuesday at a
Mrs. Cora McLain has returned
meeting of the Knox County Fish
from Bath.
and Game Association in Rockland.
Mrs. Barbara Pinkham and
Mr. Wing also sang several selec
children Wayne and Sally of
tions, as did Mr. Crockett of Rock
Nobleboro spent Thursday with
land.
Mrs. Pinkham’s mother, Mrs. Lila
\
Jack
Benny
provides
plenty
of
laughs
in
the
comedy
“
Charlie
’
s
Aunt.
”
The building of the fire place at
In his latest picture “My Favorite Spy,” Kay Kyser and his co
Lovejoy.
the
community
picnic
ground
seems
worker Jane Wyman, investigate a waterfront cafe they suspect is being
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Penniman
assured, according to the success of used by enemy agents—and have a brush with the bouncer, Dewey Rob
and children of South Framing
the card party held Saturday at the inson. Harold Lloyd produced the film for RKO Radio.
GLENMERE
ham, Mass., are at Mrs. Lilia
home of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Sim
Audrey
Simmons
and
Leon
Sim!
... in portrait hats . . . gay and beguiling to make
What
feuyWiik
Blaney’s enroute to John Miller’s
mons, at which 11 tables were in
to
have
scruples?
Should
the
cat
cottage at Medomak, where they mons returned Saturday to Thom
play. Sweet peas, were donated as
memories wherever you go! The utmost in quality . . .
Great Philosophers
aston after spending two weeks I
have scruples about dining off the
will pass the month of August.
decoration by Mrs. Edna Moore,
with
their
aunt.
Misses
Rosa
Teelo
Patricia Kuhn is enrolled at
mouse or the bird., cr the wolf
the peak of perfection and craftsmanship have gone into
chairman of the community im
Gamp Laughing Loon, Waterboro. and Edith Harris.
about
making
a
meal
of
t'he
lamb?
provement
committee
of
the
Wom

Greatest Is Not Fiske Or : or the plants and trees have scruMrs. Walter Barter was week
their making. Choose your hat of the season from a
She was accompanied by her
an’s club, which held the party.
end
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Ward, But Burroughs,
i pies about running their roots inmother, Mrs. Bessie Kuhn. Mrs.
The 75-millimeter gun is a divi- ; There is need for the fire place, of
wide collection that includes berets, scoop brims, pompa
Kuhn passed the week-end in Verona Miller of Rockland.
l to one another’s preserves, cr cutsional weapon used by the Artillery more bricks.
Says
N.
W.
Lermond
Mrs.
Julia
Miller
of
Waltham,
Portland with Mr. and Mrs. Ches
j ting off one another's rain or sunas an anti-tank gun. It has been j Mr and Mrs. Fred E. Hahn of
dour caps, and casuals in all colors and sizes.
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. replaced
ter Knowles.
I shine?-’
to some extent by the more Gardiner were recent overnight
Knox
Arboretum,
July
26.
Lawrence Nadeau of Portland Elsie Giles.
“105”, known as the heavi- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“It is only the conception of a
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlev Hocking modern
was a visitor at Osborne Welt’s.
est
of
divisional
weapons.
The
75Hahn
and
also
called
on
Miss
Harhuman
or man-made God that
Our colleges tell their students
children, Thomas, Martha and
Mr and Mrs Eaton Davis are and
*
V.
t
ZhT 1X1™^ mm gun costs $12,000 and has been riet and Miss Susie Hahn, and Mr that John Fiske. or Artemas Ward men rebel against. Wisdom, love,
$2.98
___ ®
....... ..........
.ii Newell Eugley.
occupying the Campbell bungalow. Andrew have returned to Melrose converted
andnow
Mrs.
by our Ordnance
into atut™
were our greatest philosophers. mercy, justice, are human attri
Charles Waltz of Hyde Park, Highlands, Mass., after a two “blaster” twice as efficient as in the
Mrs. Delia Hayes and daughter. Some put Ralph Waldo Emerson butes; we call them divine, and it
Mass, is guest of Mrs. Fannie weeks’ stay at Mrs Hocking’s for first World War.
Miss
Marie Hayes of West Somer or Thoreau at the top. But I say is well, but they do not exist outmer home.
Burns.
ville,
Mass.,
who are visiting in town unto you that John Burroughs was ; s:de of man. Man is himself the
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams,
OTHER HATS, $1.98 to $7.50
f
C
Henry L. Cremin has returned
were
guests
Wednesday of Mr. and by far our greatest naturalist and , only God, and he was evolved
to the Wade homestead after a Jr. and son of Worcester, Mass.,
Mrs. Harold Marshall in Rockland. , philosopher, whom presidents of | from nature.” “What men would
were at their cottage the past
visit in Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Tracy of [ the united States and our greatest 1 be guilty* cf permitting the sin and
Mrs. Fannie Brooks, Mrs. Laila week.
Portland have been visiting Mrs men and women delighted to visit 1 misery that fill the world at this,
Mrs.
Chauncey
Keene
of
Rock

Blanchard and son were in Rock
Tracy’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil at his “slabsides.” a short distance l or any other time? I And yet they
land Thursday to assist in cele land, was recent guest of her
lard Hall, called by the serious ill back from the Hudson river.
are! Do not men, the majority, of
brating the third birthday of Mrs. father, Byron Davis.
ness of Mr. Hall.
Our own Florence Agnes Nelson, I every country, except Russia, upThe
Ladies
Circle
will
hold
its
Brooks grandson, Caroll Franklin
Levere Jones has been employed of Livermore, spent two days with I hold war, with the help of their
annual fair Aug. 19 at the Grange
Merrill, Jr.
at
Crawford Lake, shingling the him at “slab-sides.” I read her i churches and preachers? It is not
Charles Mathews of Hope has hall, Martinsville.
Wheeler
cottage.
delightful account with a snap- 1 any God who is guilty of the sin
Mrs. Adams and daughter Alice
been visiting his aunt Mrs. An
The
Scout
rooms at the report shot of Burroughs, in the Maine j and misery now filling the world.
of
Jamaica
Plain,
Mass.,
are
pass

nie Richards.
centre are being prepared for the Naturalist, Vol. V, No. 2. To every No! but man, himself.— N. W. L.l
Everett Welt of Boston was at ing two weeks at the Adams
making of surgical dressings for the profound philosophical saying of
“Proud man exclaims, “See all
cottage.
home over the week-end.
Red
Cross.
Emerson
or
of
Fiske
or
of
Ward,
things
for my use!’ ’See all for
Mrs. C. A. Schellens and daugh
I. Stanley Bailey went Friday
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert re I can quote 10 from Burroughs’ mine,’ replies the pampered goose.”
ter
Sally
were
guests
of
relatives
to Andover to visit his father Irv
turned home Thursday from Bev- writings.
in Clifton, Mass., a few days
j «.jj. js reported of Margaret Fuling Bailey over the week-end.
This
gun
gets
maximum
power
for
"her?
h*d bee"
Here are just a very few quota- . ier that she said she accepted the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boggs and recently.
. . s
. ,.
,
.
, _ guests for two weeks of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. ^William Ditchet minimum weight and cost, and the Mr7 Glenwood Reever, and Mr. and tions from his last and greatest | universe. ‘Gad. she’d better!’ re
daughter Jeanette were at Pleas
ant Pond, Gardiner recently as 'and daughter of South Weymouth, American people are providing the Mrs; Kar] Reever
book—"Accepting the Universe,” | torted Carlyle.
Carlyle himself
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Mass., are spending several weeks finance through the purchase of War | Lowell Moody Jr., only son of Mr. written when over 80 years of age! did not accept the universe in a
at their cottage.
Bonds. If you do your share and in- and Mrs Lowen Moody Sr., of this Heaven and hell are both dreams j very whole-hearted manner. LookMank.
vest 10 per cent of your income in town has enlisted in the U. S. Ma- of our mixed and struggling lives, ing up at the midnight stars he
The Susannah Wesley Scciety
War Bonds, adequate supply of this rine Corps, and left Monday (Aug. 3) the one the outcome of our aspira- exclaimed: ‘A sad spectacle! If
will meet Aug. 6 with Mrs. Nellie
APPLETON MILLS
tioirs for the good, the other the they be inhabited, what a scope
Overlock.
At, a recent Rebekah meeting, the efficient gun can be assured our for training at an eastern camp. He
for misery and folly; if they be na
Mrs. Helen Marple was a visitor following Past Noble Grands were fighting forces. Buy War Bonds every was graduated last June from High outcome of our fears of evil.”
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
“Only a living tree drops its inhabited, what a waste of space’!”
u. s. Treasury Department School, salutatorian of a class of 10,
last Tuesday in Augusta.
presented with pins: Adella Gushee, pay day.
and
has
been
employed
at
the
Toddfruit
or
its
leaves;
only
a
growing
John certainly was no holy
Pvt. Reginald French is enjoying Evelyn Pitman. Inez Ames, Mabel
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
Bath Shipyard in South Portland. man drops his outgrown opinions.” church saint!
a 10 day's iurlough at his home Keene, aud Esther Moody. The only
CLINES HELL CATS
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
The
Baptist
Women's
Mission
“
With
the
Infinite
there
is
no
—Norman W. ’Lermond/
from Camp Shelby, Miss.
; living charter member of Golden
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
(A home defense unit made up of Circle will meet Thursday after
Mr and Mrs. John Ames of Jef- Rod Lodge, Ellen Conant, was pre- Spruce* Head i*°Uth Thomaston and noon at the home of Mrs. Isa time and no space, only an ever
small words to a line.
lasting
here,
an
everlasting
now.
”
ferson were visitors Thursday at sented a Past Noble Grand’s pin. We^have pledged to uphold cur Free- '
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
MARTINSVILLE
& c'°Jered.di^h suPPer j “We are compelled to adjust our
Mrs. Jennie Benner's.
last year. Esther Moody also had
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courierdom
,
at
6Each
member
will
take
own
nxmds
to
the
idea
of
a
causeless
Mabel
Copperthorne,
who
Mrs.
Mrs. Gladys Grant is at home one last year, but gave hers to Lizzie
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
our unit may be small;
Gishes and silver.
,
to a universe without has been v siting her aunt, Mrs.
iMcCorrison, so that the older mem- WeThough
from Bath for the week-end.
will tight to protect our loved ones
Mr and Mrs John Marshall and C
’
®
1 . wunout Thankful Harris, is in Rockland
matter from whence the call.
,,
wi’in “ beginning and without ending,
Lester McLain is home on a 10- bers might receive theirs first. A WeNoare
fishermen and farmers
guests, Mr. and Mrs. William 1 without a maker or a designer.” where she will be with her mother,
day furlough from Camp Shelby, treat of ice cream and cookies was
Quarry workers, ship builders, all; Bridges, and son William of AttleWANTED
FOR SALE
Mrs. Mary Milne, for a short stay
served.
We h->”<* -worn to defend our home- boro, Mass., were supper guests “It is not we that are immortal;
Miss.
before
returning
to
her
home
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Page
went
recently
land
it
is
life,
and
the
universe.
We
Mr. and Mrs. Brenton Benner
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Never see Old Glory fall.
A warm room with board wanted,
UNDERWOOD portable typewriter
pass like shadows, but the sun re West Somerville, Mass.
returned Saturday to Whitinsville, to Brownville for a week-end.
Bridges in Rockland.
an elderly lady. North End pre for sale, standard keyboard, complete
Miss Myra Marshall has arrived for
Miss
Fannie
Gushee
has
had
as
We may not look so Imposing
mains
for
a
season.
”
“
One
is
an
ferred. Will furnish the room myself. with case TEL. 970-M. City.
The local salvage campaign has atheist because he cannot accept at Mars Hall for the Summer.
75 It
75Mass.
as j-u see us march In pairs.
guests Miss Gertrude Thwing, of But
Write “R” care Courier-Gazette. 75-77
been
postponed
until
after
Aug.
15.
Mildred Robertson was at home Everett,
should we meet a Jap or Nazi
HOUSE
and
cottage
lots
for
sale,
at
Mrs. Hatton Wilson is ill at her
Mass., and Mrs. Walter
ELECTRIC sewing machine wanted. Ingraham Hill. G A TARR. Enierv
He'd better say his prayers!
according to orders from local head- a God made in man’s image. It heme.
from Portland over the week-end. I Gushee, of Ludlow, Mass.
Write
MRS.
R
B
KUZOT.
12
Knox
St.
Star Rt... City.
75*77
hkey ah glov?me<1 US Ouarters’ received by Frank D. Rowe, belittles the Mystery. In many
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. McLaughlin i Mr. and Mrs. James Emery have c Ah?
•
7.5*77
Mrs. Meda Hulke and Mrs. Eliza City.
TWO male hound puppies for sale
respects manlike God falls below
local
chairman.
and children. Dean, Jean and John |returned to Pawtucket, R. I., after ; F^/^an|e*te^rr ^ate^ love
USED electric refrigerator and used RONALD MESSER. Oyster River Rd .
Pfc. Avrad Robinson, in training! his human prototype, being more beth Moynihan have been at the kitchen
range wanted at once. Write Warren. Tel. Thomaston 169-12 75-77
uho have been visiting at Ralph spending a few days at the home of We have chosen for our leader
home
of
Mrs.
Colby
Hupper
for
the
on the West Coast, has been pro cruel than any human being dares past week. They returned Satur P O. BOX 356. City
75*77
Dean's returned Saturday to ^her mother, Mrs. Della Gushee.
One who marched with shouldered
BAND saw for sale, 48" wheels; also
to be.” (except a Hitler). “That
moted
to
assistant
flight
surgeon
in
BLUEBERRY
rakers
wanted
at
once.
gun.
one-herse Deering mowing machine
Farmington, Conn.
Recent visitors at J. B. Gushee’s Sailed away across the ocean
day
to
East
Boston,
Mass.
WINSTON, South Hope, near Sweet H H WALDRON, Tel. 68-W
wise old Roman, Marcus Aurelius,
the Medical Corps.
75-77
Pfc. Reginald French of the 43 are: Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gould
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Smalley and Shop.
"Over there” he fought the Hun.
74-76
A picnic for members of Ivy says. ’Nothing is evil which is ac
FLEIXOID Tire Preserves, 60c bottle,
Division, sen of Mrs. Priscilla of Colebrook, N. H.; Richard and On his brow the years sit lightly;
daughter. Mrs. Madalina Ames and
MEIN
with
carpenter
experience will seal tiny cracks, will protect
Chapaer. OES., wil be held Wed cording to nature’.”
We find him now as on that day.
Creamer, and Thelma Nutter, Paul Gushee of Pawtucket. R. I.; I Fired
sons Richard and Ronald have been wanted. See MR ARBO at 186 No. against blowouts, deterloriation and
nesday
at
the
White
Cottage
at
with faith and patriotism
“At that moment he is thinking
daughter of Mrs. EGwiner Nut- and Miss Cynthia Hammond, of I And his love for the U. S. A
a. vacation in Elmore. They Main St. between 6 and 8 pm. 73*75 curb scuffing. Apply once a year
Cushing. Mr. and Mrs. Albert White especially of death which when , passing
HOUSES? E.'EPER
wanted.
middle- JOHN A. KARL & CO., opp. P’rk
ter of Winslow's Mills, were South Portland.
bave been frequent callers on Mrs.
75*77
J
* -I u
e ,
Anv cur owner in town of Annie
Falth and U’ve- and hOme and COUn- hOsts. Members Will furnish Own it comes in the course of nature j Smalley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. aged PHILIP A. DYER. 91 Tillson Ave. Theatre.
married Thursday at the home of | Any car owner in town of Appletry'dishes silver and sugar
Picnic
City; employer home Sundays. 73*84
FOX Terrier pups for sale, all males
is not an evil, unless life itself is
pease, returning recently to
the groom's mother, Mrs. Priscilla ;ton who wishes to join the share
To these treasures we'll bet™.
’ wlu bp sprvpd e '
„
,
„
_ ,
, ...
ti,n vWn,nledged our full alle
alle- ruppt-i win ue seivta.
WAITRESS and dishwasher wanted MRS ANDRE1W OLSSON. 261 Park St.
For we
we have
have pledged
also
an
evil.
Disease
is
an
evil,
but
’
their
hcme
in Quincy. Mass
Creamer,
by Rev.
Eric „
Robertson,
the rides club nionco
please poll
call thz,
the (rone.
trans- For
________ 75*77
at once at the SEA GRILL, 367 Main
Miss
Bertha
Hann
has
returned
giance
if we lived according to nature ' Mr and Mrs sherwcod Cook are St.. Tel. 190. City.
5-GAL. all cans for*ale. 25e: 5-g l.
73 75
Damariscotta. Only the immedi portation chairman, Mrs . Esther
To the red. the white and blue.
to
Fairfield,
after
a
visit
with
Miss
Moody, 9-6.
there would be no disease; we 1 with his parents on a vacation,
Margaret Elwell
ate families were present.
HELP wanted at PARK ST. LUNCH paint palls. Bring In your windows,
Virginia Moody.
Spruce
Head.
Tel
838-R.
73-75 let us replace broken glass. Imner’sl
should
die
the
natural,
painless
'
Eugene
Allen
of
Atlantic
City,
N.
The rummage sale held by the
Miss Virginia Wylie of Augusta,
wall paper sample-books. J. A KARL
El
Salvador
ranks
fourth
in
WHEE1. chair wanted to hire. FRED & CO., opp Park Theatre.
! j.(
spending part of his vaca74*76
Baptist Ladies Society was a suc world production of coffee.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps ' P^edtheh^^r' death of old age.”
HAINTNG, 74 Mechanic St., City.,
cess financially $75 netted.
"In the decay of creeds, love of ' tion at the home of his sister, Mrs. H
.
| ents. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
IN Union, email furnished home for
Tel. 433-M
73*75
sale, excellent water supply, price ve-y
'
I Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson and nature has high religious value. Harold Small.
WAITRESS wanted at Park St. low
Inquire of 81 E BROADWAY
Mrs. Elizabeth Fenton arrived Lunch
daughter, who have been guests of This has saved many persons in
Steady work and good wages. Derry. N. H.
MEDOMAK
74*79
Saturday
from Melrose. Mass., for TEL 838 R
73 75
Mrs.
Mansfield
Robinson
in
this
this
world
—
saved
them
from
Mrs. Linwood Timberlake and
TEN
acres
of
standing
hay
for
sal>town, and of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rob mammon worship and from the two weeks’ vacation with her
Soups—Any Day or Every Day
FAMILY of the late Lewis C. Smith Apply on premises
MRS BERTHA
daughter Nawdene of Portland are
who
formerly
lived
at
18
Brick
St
,
inson in Newport, returned Satur frivolity and insincerity of the mother, Mrs. Mary Hupper.
JORDAN. South Warren_________ 73-75
visiting her sister, Mrs. L. W. Osier.
wanted to communicate
Capt. Aaron Wall arrived Satur Rockland,
day
to
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
STANDIWG hay for sale. J F Mccrowd.
It
has
made
them
con

immediately
by
writing
to
P.
O.
BOX
Mrs. Almeria Winchenbach of
73 75
Mrs. Mabel Williams of Salem. tented and at home wherever they day to spend the week-end at his 385. Rockland.
BY BEULAH V. GILLASPIE
74-tf DONALD,-Warren, Tel. 26-11
Dutch Neck visited last week with
Mass.,
who
is
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Summer
home
‘
Dunrovin."
He
was
THE
fine
modem
8-rocm
house
of
CHEF,
year
round
hotel.
State
of
Director,
Sealtest
Laboratory
Kitchen
are in nature—in the house not
her daughter, Mrs. Astor Willey.
A. P. Gray, is recovering from a made with hands.” This house accompanied by his daughter. Mrs. Maine. Address ELMWOOD HOTEL the late jJudge L. R Campbell, cor
Mr and Mrs. Donald Thompson of
73-75 ner Granite and Union streets is for
fracture of the left shoulder, which is their church and the rocks and Howard .Lowell of Hartford. Conn., Waterville, Me.
sale.
Hot water heat, newly renoLewickley, Pa., arrived at their cot
BOYS wanted, aged 14 20. Summer vated, attic to cellar. Apply EDWARD
she
rceeived
in
a
fall
by
the
local
who
will
remain
for
a
visit
with
her
tage last week for the season.
the
hills
are
the
altars,
and
the
work. Address BOX 117, Rockland
O B GONIA, 467 Main St . Tel 71"
post office recently.
Mrs. Martha Prior, son Horace,
creed is written in the leaves of mother, Mrs. Alice Babb of Winth
73 75 Rockland.
73 78
rop.
Mass.,
has
also
been
guest
this
Mrs. Amy Willey and Pauline Prior
Reception To Pastor
the trees and in the flowers of the
EXPERIENCED woman wanted for
20-QUART new milch Holstein c- w
week
a
the
Wall
home
chamber maid In hotel. Furnish ref
were in New Harbor calling on
sale; also other live stock
Te'
Rev. and Mrs. Aubrey S. Bishop, field and in the sand of the shore.
Fred Smalley of Tenant’s Harbor erences. Address BOJt 117, Rockland. for
216, WALTER E SPEAR. Rankin Sf
friends Sunday.
and daughters, Miss Dorothy Bishop, A new creed every day and new assisted with his violin in the music
73-75 ___________________________________ 73*75
Mrs. Lester Simmons and Miss
and Miss Evelyn Bishop, were given preachers and holy days all the at the Ridge Church Sunday morn
LISTINGS wanted for small houses
ONE cow and heifer calf for sale
Sadie Simmons spent Friday in
a reception Friday night on the lawn week through. Every walk in the
5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers also 100 2-month old chicks. 9 laving
ing.
Lewiston.
to pay cash for dseirable residential
at the Baptist Church, under the woods is a religious rite, every bath
73*75
Miss Emma Baxter of Worcester, and farm property. L. A THURSTON. hens, 2 sheep. TEL 241-1.
Miss Pauline Prior, who has been
auspices of the Baptist Ladies’ in the stream is a saving ordin- Mass.,
1931
Essex
Coach
for
sale,
good
Tel.
1159.
70-tf
has arrived at Mrs. Nelson
visiting her sister, Mrs. Gertrude
rubber, one new tire extra, good run
Circle. The informal affair was, ance. Communion service is at Gardners’, and has called on many
PE1RM
ETNA
NTS
given
at
your
home
Young in Bristol, returned home last
condition; also 2-seated grocer.'
attended by over 100 persons, from all hours, and the bread and wine of her old friends and neighbors, bv experienced operator; $4 to $8. Tel. nlng
wagon.
FRED STARRETTT. Warren
week.
both churches, as well as friends are from the heart and marrow
ETVA WEAVER. 67-R
69 tf Tel. 14-12_________________________ 73*75
Mrs. Arthur Stahl and Mrs. Bur
from neighboring towns, w’ho gath of Mother Earth. There are no from whom she receives warm
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
MODERN house for sale. 6 rooms
ls visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM and bath. Automatic heat, flrep’ace.
ered to welcome Rev. Mr. Bishop, as heretics in Nature's church; all are greetings.
Fred Keene.
ING.
19
Birch
St..
Tel.
212-W.
66-tf
new pastor of the Baptist Church. believers, all are communicants.”
good location. Tel. Camden 2418. MRS
Some parrots have been known
Mrs. Arthur SStah! and Mrs. Bur
HARRY H JOY. Highland Ave 72-tf
Greeting from The Lincoln Bap
ton Teele were Rockland visitors re
Nature’s ways—which with me to live for 60 years.
FARM. 100 acres, on Bog road for
tist Association was tendered by
cently.
TO LET
sale.
double-deck hen
pen. thre*
Rev. Melvin Dorr, Jr., moderator of is the same as saying God’s ways
brooder
houses.
GEORGE NEII.D 9
Mrs. Astor Willey was in Bath and
—
are
so
different
from
ours;
*no
that Association, and pastor of the
Maverick flt.. City._____________ 71*76
LOST AND FOUND
Wiscasset last week
3-ROOM furnished apt. adults only.
Camden Baptist Church. Greeting deliberate and thoughtful action,’
LARGE*beetlng plant fcr sa:e InMrs. A. R. Benedict and Addle
Inquire 12 Warren St. or 11 James St.
from the Congregational parish of as Renan puts it, no economy of
qlure BOOTH BROS & HURRTCANE
75
-tf
McLain were in Rockland Saturday.
ANTIQUE pin. stone in center, lost.
.ISLE GRANITE CORP . Tel 17 Long
this town, was given by Rev. L. time or material, no short cuts, Thursday
at Dorman's on New
ROOMS to let.
FLORA COLLrNS. Cove,
7O_75
no cutting out of non-essentials, County Rdnight
Clark French.
Reward. TEL. 260 75*77 15 Grove St., Tel. 579-W
75-tf
DESIRABLE property for sale in
With Rev. Mr. Bishop and family no definite plan, no specific ends,
Tick Rabbit Hound lost. FRED
ROOMS and garage to let. MTLLI
Camden, to settle estate J HERBERT
in the receiving line stood, Rev. and few straight lines or right angles— WBLUE
GP’Y 9 Rocky HiU Ave.. City. KEN HOUSE. 34 Spring St . City. 75*77 GOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
BUSINESS PRINTING
73*75
Mrs. Dorr Jr., of Camden, Rev. and there is nothing artificial in na Tel. 1071 -W
69
GARAGE to let. dry. convenient,
HERE is an old and wise recom-1 bouillon cubes in a double boiler, Mrs. French, Fred M. Kenniston. ture. All is natural.” Surely it
BUNCH of keys lost Monday. Leave good location.
MRS E*RANZ SIM
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove nut
COMMERCIAL
at MISS CORBETl'S office. City MONS. Tel. 489-R. at 98 Pleasant St
$15 50 per Mon. del. Nut size and run
mendation: “One hot dish with stirring frequently. Season with and Robert Wotton, deacons of the was a good devil that put man in Building
73*75
75-78 of mine New River soft, not screened
PRINTING
every meal.” Thi3. of course, was salt and pepper and garnish withBaptist Church.
the way of kno^ving good from evil
THREE modern tenements to let. $10.25 tou<0el M B & C. O PERRY
With Chester Wyllie as master of and led to his expulsion from a
directed at summer-time menus chopped chives. Six servings.
«6-tf
Apply at the C. M. BLAKE Wall Paper 519 Malto-Wt . Tel 487
ceremonies,
a
musical
program
was
state of innocent impotence.”
where the practice was to serve I CffEAM OF SPINACH SOUP
Store.
70*75
MISCELLANEOUS
presented with these numbers Duets,
“When Emerson in his Journal
only cold dishes. Soups are an ideal
E’URNISHEJD apt. to let. by week or
'vocal,
“
Ciribiribin,
”
and
“
Under
the
month, heated In Winter. Apply 7 SUMMER COTTAGES
1 teaspoon
says: ‘It is very odd that Nature
starter for any summer luncheon, *2 pound
ON
and
after
this
date
I
wtli
pay
spinach
chopped onion Mellow Moon.” by Misses Elizabeth should be so unscrupulous. She only those bills contracted bv mvself. ElUot St., Thomaston. TEX 24 66-tf
dinner or supper—so, we suggest
Kenniston and Ann Norwood; vocal is no saint,’ one wonders just what CHARI.ES F RICHARDSON. Rockland.
UNFURNISHED apt to let. 4 rooms
Salt
and
pepper
2
tablespoons
4 ROOM cottage for sale at Cole
a couple, here.
and bath. Inquire 12 Knox St.. TETI.
solos,
“
The
Cuckoo
Clock.
”
and
“
In
July
31.
1942
74*76
man Pond
Inquire AUBREY CLARK
*2 cup boiling
he means. Does he expect gravity,
butter
156-W.
62-tf
Luxembourg Garden.” Miss Mary or fire, or flood, or wind, or tide
High St,, -Camden, Tel 2185
7.5-77
POTATO AND LEEK SOUP
NOTICE -Mv wife. Barbara Humph
water
3 tablespoons
3-ROOM furnished apartment to
Drewett;
voGal
duet,
“
In
the
Land
rey. having left my bed and board.
TWO
small
furnished
cottage• '
% cup finely
3 cups milk
4*2 cups milk
flour
I will no longer be responsible for let, bath. No children. 57 PACIFIC let at Hosmer's Pond one $6 a week
Where the Pine Trees Grow.” Mrs.
ST.
74*76
bills or debts contracted in mv name
sliced leeks
2 chicken
and one $7 a week EDWTN A DEAN.
Chop the spinach fine, add % Avis Norwood, and Chester Wyllie; Misses Ann Norwood. Elizabeth WALLACE irUMPHREIY. July 24. 1942
ONE large nicely furnished front Tel. 671-J, Rockland.
T-5 -3
2 tablespoons
bouillon cubes
their
encore.
"By
the
Old
Ohio
Kenniston,
Mary
Drewett.
and
Irene
Madison.
Me
73
75
bedroom
to
let,
central
location
TEL.
teaspoon of salt and a few grains
COTTAGE at Lermond Pond to le'
butter
Salt and pepper
970-M.
City
75
76
Shore.
”
baritone
solos
by
Charles
Simmons
and
Mrs.
Ella
Meservey
DENTAL NOTICE
3 rooms, sleeping porch, all new
of pepper and cook in the water Wilson, “Tommy Boy,” “Mother- assisting in the serving. Decorations
Consult with us about vour
2 cups diced
Finely chopped
TWO furnished apts. to let. Tel. LUCRETA PUSHAW. East Union 74'
During the Summer and Fall will
until
tender.
Do
not
drain.
Cook
letterheads — we'll make
chives
potatoes
in-law Song;” vocal solos by Mrs. of the church lawn, arranged by make appointments for Tuesdays and 330 or 1154, V. F. STUDLEY. 273
COTTAGE to let. screened In pored,
74-tf
the onion in the butter over low Helen Thompson Yeo of Medford, Mrs. Oxton. assisted by her daugh Fridays DR. J H DAMON, Dentist, Main St.
them speak the language of
1*2 cups water
electric stove.
electric refrigerator,
office
over
Newberry's
5
&
10
cent
ROOM
to
let
at
31
ELm
St.
TEL.
your business.
flush. MRS
FRED LINEKIN. 2s0
Mass., “Bless this House,” and “The ter, Mrs. Niilo Hill, featured ‘“Hills store 362 Main St . Tel. 415-W. 71-tf 519-R.
74-76 Broadway, City.
Cook the leeks in th” butter over heat, stirring occasionally. Place Star.
Accompanists were Mrs. of Snow" hydraijgea in baskets, set
TEL. 779
REV
RUTH MATHIAS MEDIUM,
lev hr.it for about five minutes. over hot water* ^dd the flour and Avis ”Norwood
and Mrs. Grace Wyl off with blue of^bachelor's buttons, live questions and reading by letter
stirring occasionally. Add the po- mix welL Add the milk gradually lie. In conclusion. Rev. Mr. Bishop and bouquets of sweet peas.
Send *1. stamped envelope to 12
The Courier-Gazette tatoes and water aud cook until and cook stirring constantly until made remarks.
recent overnight guests of Mr. and
NORTH HAVEN
THIRD ST, Bangor, Me
Prompt
Among those present were. Rev. reply
Mrs.
Neal Burgess.
assured
70*81
the potatoes are tender. Do not thickened. Add the spinach and
Punch and cookies were served j and Mrs. Sidney Packard of Cam
Job Printing Dept.
Fletcher
Burgess
is
a
surgical
pa____________
LIGHT trucking, waste removal;
drain. Press through a sieve. Heat season with salt and pepper. Re- following the reception, yith Mrs., den. and Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kil- sewing
a. gherkin is the small, prickly
machine repairing. LEROT tient at Knox Hospital.
tlie milk,
Avi§ Norwood clipping punch, and born of Thomaston,
WAT3ON, Tel, 314-W74*79
jai5’ UCtt jaal heat
servin^^,,
Mr and Mrs, Stanley Quinn were fruit of a speCies of cucumber
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Telephone 8-5

Bed Cress will meet at an all day
Wednesday,
i \l: Alonzo Kessell, daughter Lil| a’n, and Mr. and Mrs. George CruI , r a ho have been guests of Mrs.
Ir -dice Lawson, went Saturday to
I’ . ir home in Newburg, N. Y.
J" pvt Seth M. Hanley of Rockland
■ .jS i urned to Cherry Point, N. C.,
L;:e:' a visit with his aunt, Mrs.
Br.u.k H. Brown.
jjr
Frank Thomas returned
Esunday to Belmont, Mass., having
■ vc. . lest cf Mr. and Mrs. Lyfoid
■
'he past week.
»'E cd Kessell returned Friday
■ - a business trip to Portland.
F" Walter S. Hopkins, daughters
■jlac and Ruth, who spent the
• ".vo weeks with Mrs. Mont lieu
••.•dell, returned Saturday to
I ;v : • ster. Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Mills are in
I p. ckiand, where Mr. Mills has
cement.
I ?T.P
r bert Litlefield. son of Mr. and
■ yr,- Scott Litlefield, has a rating
: fireman 1st class. He is an
■ JSS John D. Edwards.
| Fd.vard H. Smith, son of Mr. and
■jlr.c Wendell Smith, is in JacksonI
Fla., and has a rating of aviaI -;cn radio man 3d class.
A patr otic service will be held at
;>■ Band Stand Sunday night,
I ; . ii ('lections by the Vinalhaven
13anci and singing by a group of
hildren. Dr. W. J. Hutchison will
I speaker. Boys and girls under
I 4 will go to Union Church vestry
I Friday at 2 30 for rehearsal.
; Dr Cameron Rae has returned
| rem Boston.
Mr F.ank Mullen has returned
■;rom Knox Hospital.
; N :na Gray and Barbara Healey,
employed at Carver’s Spa.
Mary Neilson passed the
■‘trek-end Wuh friends at Isle a’J
I Ha-itWallace Andersen has returned
Snr ngfield, Mass.
Housekeepers for the Ladies of
r.e G A R. supper Friday at 5.30
ire Josephine MacDonald, Lola
Hassen. and Blanch Swears. Mem| ots will take box lunches.
The Shrap Shorters met Wed
nesday night with Andy Gilchrist
■ a- camp Merrle Macks, Shore
L-ssion

I‘

/s

pe lines InAdditional
me*. Five
advertlseke Courier-

lLE
table typewriter
/board, complete
M City
75-it
lots for sale, at
TARR. Emerv
75*77
(nipples for sale,
rater River Rd .
Ion 109-12 75-77
148 wheels; also
lowing machine
68-W
75-77
Irves. 60c bottle.
Is. win protect
n rlorlatton and
once a year
|<X >
opp. Prk
75*77
(r -ale all males.
)N. 261 Park St.
______ 75*77
'sale. 25c: S-g’!.
your windows,
glass. Imnertsl
Iks .1 A KARL
Mtre.
74*76

SPRUCE HEAD

Lloyd Drinkwater of Portland is
visiting his grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater.
Mrs. Annie Simmons of Rock
land spent Wednesday with her
daughter Mrs. WDbert Snow and
family at their cottage on Spruce
Head Island.
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper re
turned to her home in Canton,
Mass. Friday accompanied by Miss
Aimie Sumner who has been Mrs.
Draper's guest for the week.
Miss Mary Louise Igoe and sister
Patricia returned Friday to their
heme in New Britain, Conn, after
two weeks vacation in the Log
Cabin on Spruce Head Island.
Miss Olivia M. Woods of Som
erville, Mass, is giucst of Mrs.
Charles Burke.
E. M. Holmes of Gott’s Island
and Berger Magnuson of Vinal
haven, prominent in the Federal
Credit Union have been recent
guests of Miss Mary Arnold and
Miss Mabie Reed.
Miss Elaine Grassick of Quincy,
Mass, is visiting her grandmother
Mrs. Cassie McLeod.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney of
Quincy, Mass, are at their Sum
mer home here for the month of
August and part of September.
Mrs. Robert Wolf of New York
City and Miss Jeannette Humser
of Ozone Park, L. I. are visiting
I Acres.
Mrs. Loretta Morten and daughter
Mr and Mrs. Ivan Poole and sen Eleanor.
William, who have been guests of
h;s patents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
DEAR TO OUR HEARTS
Poole returned Saturday to Wollas| For The Courier-Gazette 1
tcn. Mass.
to hearts are the scenes of
Dr and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of How dear
our childhood
Waterville, were week-end guests of
St. George by the ocean presents to
our view.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. The seashore,
the Islands, the pointed
■Sanborn.
fir wlldwood.
The villages, highways oflr youthful
Elizabeth Hopk ns, nurse at
days knew.
Cambridge Hospital, is home for a The quarries;
the beaches, back shore.
ew weeks vacation.
Georges River
The vessels, the railways, the steam
A chicken supper was served the
ers and boats.
I Irons Club Thursday at legion hall The odd
picnic nooks How they make
I :.n honor of Dr. Ralph Earle, who is
our hearts quiver.—
The memory of these through our
icn to enter the service. Dr. Earle
sense fondly floats.
the recipient of a handsome
rift from the Lions. Nathan Pull- We cherish the thoughts of the
schoolhouses, teachers.
in;. a Summer resident, was the
The homes where we lived In the
ipeaker.
days of our youth.
Mrv Herman Brown, daughter The church we attended, the deacons
and preachers
DfTyn, sen Herman, and June McWho ti led to endow us with wisdom
Arthur. who have been visiting Mr.
and truth.
ind Mrs. R. Mont Arey, returned The hills where In Winter we used to
go sliding.
Honday to Sudbury, Mass.
The Beaver Dam Ice. Turkey Pond
Mrs Margaret Roscoe of Worcesand the Marsh
er. Mass., is passing a few weeks in Where merrily oft on our skates
swiftly
gilding
::wn.
We laughed at the winds that blew
The Antiques met Monday with
frosty and harsh.
Hrs. James Hassen. Lunch was
We think of the coves where we used
ierved.
to go smelting
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Brown,
And long every autumn to be there
once more
Tighter Betty and son Philip have
E'en though heavy rainstorms again
turned to Richford. Vt.
were fast pelting
Lesley Dyer. U.SN.. and friends
Upon us as often remembered of

Kool-Aid,
'/fOOt-j

tithed home for
Imply price ve-y
p BROADWAY.
________ 74*79
lit hav for sale.
MRS BERTHA
rn
73-75
|sale
J F. Mc26-11
73 75
-room house of
Campbell, corfn streets is for
It. newly reno’ Apply EDWARD
St., Tel. 710,
________ 73 78
th Holstein cow
live stock
Tel.
\R. Rankin St.
__________ 73*75
cslf for sale;
|chicks. 9 laving
241 1
73*75
(for sale, good
pxtra good runsted grocery
|RETT. Warren.
___________ 73*75
sale, 6 rooms
heat, flrep’ace,
kiden 2418, MRS
land Ave. 72-tf
Bog road for
ra pen. three
|ROE NEILD. 9
__________ 71*76
It for sale
In|& HURRTCANE
Tel 17 bong
70 75
|v for sale In
|te .1 HERBERT
2170, Camden.
_______ 69 tf
I egg. stove, nut
• it size and run
ft. not screened
C O PERRY.
66-tf

from Portland passed the week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B
Dyer.
Mrs. Della Smmers, who was in
town for the past week, has returned
to Portland.
Timothy, son of Mr. and Mrs. L.
W. Lane, celebrated his seventh
birthday Wednesday afternoon by
entertaining these friends: Mac Gllchjrest, Clarence Conway, James
Rcbinson, Paul Chilles, Wyman
Philbrook, Richard Toiman, Peter
Williams, Adelman Norton, Ray
Norton, Larry Heath, Valois Young,
Edward Dyer and Jane Phillips.
Luncheon included two decorated
birthday'- cakes, fdney cookies and
ice cream Favors were ballcons,
and the feature of the party was a
grab bag with gifts for all. Mrs.
Lane was assisted in serving by
Mrs. Rita Williams. Pictures of
Timothy and his greup of friends
were taken by L. A. Cocmbs on the
lawn where the games were played.
Mrs. Lawrence Orcutt, daughter
Aleda, and Miss Ruth Skoog went
Thursday to Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. Albert Carver returiyd
Thursday from Rcckland.

yore.
We dream of the blueberry pastures
and patches.
The choppings where raspberries
grew in the wood.
The hlacfcberry thickets that gave us
such scratches.
The old swimming haunts. O what
memories good!
Allison M. Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

CANADA
•

KEEPS

’EM

EPAIRING an engine nacelle or
engine-cowling framework in
one of Canada's 30 aircraft overhaul
plants, this girl is employed in a
program which keeps the ships of
• he British Commonwealth Air
Training Plan flying every day. At
the peak it is planned to overhaul
about 10,000 planes annually. The
Canadian aircraft industry employs
more than 40.000 workers and is
turning out wpll over 3,600 planes
annually. In order to match Cana
dian production on a pro rata popu
lation basis the United States
would have to produce about 35.000
planes yearly. Canada has spent
more than $391,000,000 on aircraft,
not including an additional large
sum provided by the government
as capital assistance to aircraft
manufacturers.
The aircraft program includes
seven types of training ships,
fighters, bombers and reconnaisance
craft. In two years the Royal
Canadian Air Force now sending
men to every theatre of war in
"staggering numbers", has de
veloped its program from the plan
ning stage to full fruition. In
addition to its remarkable exploits
Passed by Censor
on the active fronts, the R.C.A.F.
Is guarding the country’s lengthy every country in (he Empire under
coastlines and training ’ many ihe British Commonwealth Air
thousands of flying fighters from Training Plan.

R

CANDY WITHOUT SUGAk

Marshmallows—use them for beverages, icings, desserts, too
Yes, despite sugar rationing, your easy to make with your Mixmaster,
family can still have this delicious, or by hand, if you haven’t one.
inexpensive “sweet tooth” confec INGREDIENTS: 1 tbsp. gelatin.
tion without one dip into your
sugar quota. These Victory Marsh Vs cup cold water. 1 cup honey.
mallows can be toasted, melted into METHOD: Soak gelatin well in
a luscious cake frosting, used to cold water. Dissolve gelatin over
sweeten hot beverages or for can hot water and add to the honey
died sweet potatoes. Sprinkled which has been heated. Beat for
with toasted cocoanut or dabbed 10 minutes on No. 10 speed until
with melted chocolate they are an very light and fluffy. Turn out into
Irresistible candy. Or you can use buttered pan and let stand 24 to 48
them to make your desserts appe hours. Cut into 1-inch squares.
tizing and delicious. Quick and Makes about 50 marshmallows.

Seeing is Relieving

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

FCffiyiCTORY

BUY
UNITED
STATES
DEFENSE

Bonds
AND
STAMPS
$ MEXICAN

CfloRSes
ALASKA HAVE

sts of Mr. and

small, prickly
cucumber.

CAN SEE BETTER

THAN HUMANS, EVEN

1TTAGES
sale at ColelURREY CLARK.
jl 2185
75*77
|ed cottages to
one $6 a week
WIN A DEAN.
75-78
(id Pond to let.
>rch. all new
st Union. 74*76
reeTted in porch,
lie refrigerator.
LINEKIN. 260
73-75

FLYING

WAR NEEDS MONEY!
It will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.

WITH A NEW
EYE PROTECTIVE
DEVICE WHICH
SHUTS OUT
SNOW-GLARE
AND ABSORBS
ULTRA-VIOLET RAVS.

ON dark NIGHTS,
BECAUSE OF
REFLECTING
CURTAINS AT
THE BACK OF
THEIR EVES.

Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10{, 25{, and up.

The help of every individual is needed.

Do your part by pledging to buy your ehare every
Psy day.

MAKE EVERY PAY DAY

BOND DAY
JOIN THE PAT-FOIL SAVINGS PLAN

*

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1J0 F. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

a.

Method: Put all in a large bowl
We jotted down ideas for you
and
beat with a wire whip.
busily at the wedding tea Ethel
Filene’s Custard Sauce—1’4 cups
Kiley did for Ann McMahon and milk. 1 egg, 2 tbsp. sugar. *4 tea
Fred Foye at Furnace Brook Coun spoon Sterling Salt, 1 teaspoon
try Club, for never have we seen vanilla.
Method: Scald milk, add milk
such a beautifully done tea. A
beaten with the sugar, stir till it
long table ran the length of the thickens. Watch that it is just
sun porch, with its incredible view thickened. Too much cooking will
of most of Quincy, a tea table make it curdle. Chill.
MENU
decorated with great bouquets of
Breakfast
snap dragon, phlox, stock and
Applesauce
baby’s breath, candelabra holding
Prepared
Cereal
sandwiches of cream cheese and
Scrambled Eggs
chopped cherries with a touch of
Blueberry Muffins
claret for added pink colour and
Coffee
flavour, chopped chive and cheese
Luncheon
rolled around asparagus stalks,
Chicken and Pineapple Salad
curried chicken sandwiches, and
Baking Powder Biscuits
nut bread. Each sandwich tray
•Filene’s Raspberry Whip
w-as decorated with different flow
Iced Tetley Tea
ers . . . big Golden Gleam Nastur
Dinner
tium blossoms, flowerets of pink •Corn Baked in Green Pepper and
gladioli, puffs of baby's breath and
Tomatoes
big fluffs of parsley.
Boiled Ham Slice
One mammoth silver tray on a
Sliced Cucumbers
table of Its own was centered by Chilled Honeydew Melon with Lime
six scarlet lobster bodies, arranged
Iced Coffee
star-fashion and circled by literal
•Recipes giveix
ly hundreds of round, lobsteT
canapes with a big ruffle of pars
He Stands Pat
ley around t'he outer edge. The
silver bowls of punch all held
molds of green lime ice adorned
with nasturtium blossoms and Pvt. Kenniston At Monroe,
mint leaves.
N. C., Renews His
Try to get this picture. A rec
Christian Faith
tangular block of glistening ice
held a silver bowl of orange, lime
and lemon ice, be-sprinkled with Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I believe that I can fully appreci
raspberries. The silver bowl was
encircled with a wreath of ate friend Gray’s stand and atti
bachelor
buttons and
baby's tude. I have talked with several of
breath and small green leaves. the fellows I believe to take and see
The base of the ice block was en
circled by a wreath of deep green things just as he does.
As to friend Gray’s present loca
Ice molded into leaves and outside
that a wide border of varied gar tion out there in the dust bcwl, I
den flowers and baby’s breath. An can imagine some of the conditions.
enormous sliver tray formed the
Where we are, and I should think
background for the ice block and the same would be true of any camp,
candelabra at either side started .there is very little grass in the tent
a rainbow of irridescent colours areas, truck parks and drill areas.
winking in the ice. Trays and ■ There are green fields and woods
trays of heart-shaped, pink iced which have not been over-run by
petit flowers finished off that soldiers so far.
It has been extremely hot here,
table.
There were trays of button-sized even the fellows from States south
scones with dishes of different of here complain of the heat. Thus
jellies on little tables, sugary gin I can imagine that friend Gray is
gerbread and brownie fingers, little not having any picnic, as I would
turnovers and sponge dorps filled 'expect it to be hot in a dust bcwl,
with lemon custard . . . O, yes and in any section of the country,
a great frosted bride’s cake on a j I am very proud to be a soldier
big round mirror with its own in Uncle Sam’s Army. I have not
wreath of garden flowers. Any found Army life a bit more dreary
ideas here for a party you may be than any other. I have always liked
the out-of-doors life, so there is
giving?
no
reason for not liking this life. My
Sterling Salt has a ‘one of a
i
only
is to be faithful and
kind’ offer that’s hard to beat for make desire
the best soldier that can pos
you, right now’. Slip off that
be made out of me.
precious bit of paper that seals sibly
I
find
that the majority of fel
down the pouring spout of a box lows, whether
leave home for
of any kind of Sterling Salt, en 'the Army or forthey
the city where they
close it with a dime and your name i find employment, realize the home
and address and the initial you , ties are broken and let loose. I do
prefer. Because the offer is a set not mean to say that they all go to
of • decalcomania initials in two the bottom, so to speak, but they
sizes, 24 initials in all, that you do many things they would not
can transfer to your own personal I think of doing, while at home.
belongings in two shakes. The I I find that if anyone wants to find
initials are beautifully designed in a crowd cf willing listeners all he
red and blue and you’ll love them. has to do is make vulgar talk and
And speaking of making your tell wild tales.
own possessions look lovelier, do
Once in a while it is possible, fcr
send for the free Kyanize book, one who wants to live a. clean life,
‘Bring Your Bright Ideas to Life,’ to center in some conversation with
which will surely start you off on a group of fellows. This is a treat
a painting spree. The book is and I am not alone in this.
Any condition can never be recti
illustrated and gay in color scheme
ideas to beautify your own home. fied if we say that conditions are
Then we can also send you a all right as they are. There is then
copy of Nancy Holmes sugar sav no need Lor any improvement. The
ing recipes using Ceresota flour, only thing I hold the Army respon
and a copy of the Nestle sugar sav sible fcr is the liquor conditions. As
ing recipes using Nestle semi-sweet long as the U. S. government sancchocolate. Plus the big handy j tions liquor no change can be ex
recipe book ’101 Ways to Use pected in Army camps,
Macaroni.’ Address Marjorie Mills. j The rest of the responsibility lies
'with the fellows. As the chaplain
Yankee network, Boston. Mass.
said last Sunday, “There would be
Scalloped Cabbage—Place four (much
temptation come our way,
cups of chopped cabbage in a mix If we less
step running around
ing bowl. Shake over it a mixture huntingwould
for
it.
’’
of two tablespoons of Ceresota en
I don’t believe I know what friend
riched flour, one half teaspoon Gray means by a good clean bunch
paprika, one half taespoon of salt, of fellows. Of course if he means
a few grains of cayenne pepper, that those who tell vulgar stories
one half teaspoon of mustard and and curse are clean fellows, I can
add one cup of milk. Mix and find some of them who do not drink
place in an oiled baking dish and or even smoke.
cook in oven until the cabbage is
On the other hand why does the
tender. Serve with strips of bacon green grass spring up after a few
over the top.
days of warm weather and the snows
Corn Baked in Green Peppers have gone It is nature. The only
With Tomatoes—2 cups com, cut enjoyment a natural man can get
off the cob, 6 green peppers, 1 tea out of life Is to enjoy the pleasures
spoon Sterling salt, '4 teaspon of the world. I admit that there is
pepper, 1 cup grated Shefford Che- pleasure in sin, yet it can be en
velle Cheese, 6 slices of tomatoes, joyed only for a season. Life here
’A. cup cracker crumbs, 114 table is short. Man in his natural state
is a slave to sin and is powerless,
spoons fat.
Cook the com as usual, cut It in that he cannot help himself.
from the cob, scraping the cob. (This is his position in the sight of
Mix it with the salt and pepper God) Also God says that he is dead
and one third the cheese. Wash in trespasses and sin. The only
the peppers, cut off the tops, and remedy for any man is to look to
remove the pulp and seeds. Par Christ Jesus for help and get that
boil eight minutes. Fill them with new life. Ye must be born again,
the com, gprinkle cheese on top, John 3.
An electric light bulb has life as
and bake in a shallow pan with
long
as it has not been broken or
water one inch deep ten to fifteen
piinutes. Baste them once or twice. burned out. The same bulb, as far
Meanwhile dip the tomatoes in the as its use goes, is dead as long as
cracker crumbs and saute' brown it lays on a shelf, but when you
on both sides in the hot fat. Serve screw it in a plug and let the elec
a pepper on each slice of tomato. tric current go through the bulb it
Summer. Succotash — Measure has a new life, its power coming
a source other than itself. Thus
equal quantities of freshly shelled from
when anyone receives Christ Jesus
lima beans and corn pulp. Cook by
into his life he has a new"
shell beans separately and com ac life faith
and sees and knows the power
cording to recipe for Com Cut of God in his life or knows God to
from the. Cob, calculating time .so
the power and the life. Psalm
as to have both done at same time. be
37: (1) The Lord is my Light and
Mix well together and turn into my Salvation; whom shall I fear?
hot dish. Dress with cream and the Lord Is the strength of my life;
butter. z
of whom shall I be afraid? (2) When
To Can Succotash—Cut the com the wicked, even mine enemies and
from the ear with a sharp knife. my foes, came upon me to eat up my
Add an equal quantity of tender flesh, they stumbled and fell.
shell beans or young lima beans.
There is more power in prayer
Cover with boiling water, boil 5 than in all the machines, and what
minutes, pack hot to "4 in. of top have you, that man has invented. I
and fill jar to top of com with boil myself have seen marvelous dem
ing water in which the vegetables onstrations of the power of prayer.
were cooked, add teaspoon Sterling
I am glad to say that the Bible,
salt for each quart, wipe off seal the book that reveals God to man
ing surface of jar, put on rubber and shows man the way (I am the
and cover, partly seal, and process way and the life Jesus said) of sal
for 3 hours in water bath or in vation, although so many have con
pressure cooker, 70 minutes at 10 sidered those who live according tc
pounds. Remove from canner and the Bible, to be old fogies. Yet this
book will be the most modem book
FUene’s Raspbery Whip—1 cup on earth 10,000 years from now.
Why have part of the States had
strained raspberries, 1 white of
egg. 1 cup of sugar, 1 tsp. gelatine .gas rationed?
I Why can we not get tires for the
dissolved in 2 tbsp. hot water.

Pane Five

ECONOMY

IN

o7/?e QCitcken
Many Guises for Broilers and Fryers

Because both the army and the
Allies need a tremendous number
of eggs this year, the crop of young
phickens has been increased con
siderably and homemakers benefit
from the by-products—young cockrels which are used as broilers and
fryers.
Cooperating with the poultry
producers, the National Association
of Food Chains Is conducting a
nation-wide program this week to
tell homemakers of the new crop
of yqjing chickens and the many
ways in which they can be used for
delicious and economical recipes. ■
Here are a few suggested by
Vivian Whaley, director of the
A & P Kitchen:
Deviled Chicken

1 broiling or
1*4 tsps. dry
frying chicken
mustard
salt and pepper
2 tsps. Worcester
14 cup fat, melted
shire sauce
2 tbs. flour
2 tsps. tomato
1 cup hot water or ketchup
.soup stpek
paprika

Chicken A

La Tartare

1 broiling chicken 1 clove garlic
4 cup fat, melted
salt
4 sprigs parsley H tsp.
tsp. pepper
1 small onion
U lb. mushrooms bread crumbs

Clean chicken, split Into halves
and place in skillet with fat. Chop
parsley, onion, mushrooms and
garlic and add to fat with salt and
pepper. Pour over chicken, cover
and simmer for 15 minutes, turning
occasionally. Dip chicken into bread
crumbs and broil until browned.
Serves 2.
Spring Chicken Maryland
5 broiling chickens dash nutmeg
6 tbs. fat, melted
1 tall can evapo
*4 cup flour
rated milk diluted
*4 tsp. salt
With 1 ’4 cups
’s tsp. pepper
water
2 slices salt pork,
parsley
cut fine

Clean chickens and cut into
quarters. Brush with fat and dredge
with flour, sail and pepper. Fry salt
pork until brown. Add nutmeg.
Cut chicken Into serving portions, Place chickens on pork and baste
season with salt and pepper and with melted butter. Cover the
brown in melted fat; remove from skillet and cook chickens about 30
pan. Stir flour Into fat; add hot. minutes. When tender, pour on one
water or soup stock. Cook until cup of milk. Remove cover and
mixture thickens, stirring constant-; let milk cook down. When It Is
ly. Add next 4 Ingredients to cooked fairly thick pour in another cup of
sauce. Place chicken in sauce, cover ■ milk, cook and add the third cup.
pan and simmer until chicken Is Cook until thick Serve chickens
tender, about 1 hour. Allow % pound with cream gravy and garnish with
chicken per person.
parsley. Serves 8 to 10.

STAR UTES

HOLLYWOOD
By Chuck Cochard
Hollywood, (Exclusive)— Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck, Barnpy Bear,
Andy Panda, Jerry Mouse, Homer
Pldgecn, Pluto, Tom Cat and Woody
Woodpecker have all signed up
with Uncle Sam fcr the “duration.”
The cartoon section of the film in
dustry is determined not to be out
done in war effort by living actor
photoplays.
It is making many documentary
films, putting over specific Ideas.
In addition to his Treasury tax film
w’lth Dcnald Duck, 75 percent of
Walt Disney’s production is for
Government departments.
Leon
Schlesinger’s “Any Bonds Today?"
for Warner Bros, likewise is giving
direct aid to the bond-selling cam
paign.
Barney Bear and Andy Panda will
be seen struggling with v ctory gar
dens. Donald Duck and Barney
Bear have played inductees in
“Donald Gets Drafted'' artd “Rockie
Bear.” Donald has portrayed the
parachute soldier in “Sky Trooper.”
The matter cf Civilian Defense has
been the concern of Jerry the
Mouse, Tom the Cat and Andy
Panda. The first two are to be seen
in “Jerry’s Home Defense,” while
funny-faced Andy Panda will play
“The Air Warden.”
At least three cartoon companies
have used animals to depict Hitler,
Mussolni and Hirohito.
“The
Blitz Wolf" finds Adolph Wolf find
ing unexpected difficulties along his
road to conquest. Three ducks
give an impression if life under
dictators, in a con fection titled
“The Ducktator.” And the three
much dis-liked rats are portrayed
in "Song of Victory” by a vulture,
a hyena and a rattlesnake.
“The Draft Horse” brings back
into World War II that extremely
popular equine of World War I—
“The old Gray Mare.” The air
corps is by no means neglected.
Barney Bear is seen in “Flying
Bear". Homar Pidgeon in “Patrol”
and Woody Wood pecker in “Ace
in a Hole.”
When the final roll call is called
Uncle Sam wil find that everyone
of these popuar animated charac
ters are one hundred percent
Americans.

Long-haired precedent in Holly
wood stands an almost pos tive
chance of being broken by Veronica
Lake. One by one, the girls who
have gained sudden and startling
fame through lengthy locks haveclipped them short. First there
was Dorothy Lamour and her 36inch hair which she wore for a
couple of years before shearing.
Hedy Lamarr wore her long hair in
only two pictures before placing it
on the chopping block. Patrie a
Morison, bcasting 23 inches of
luxurious hair, proudly held top
honors for long hair several years—
then cut it all short for “Beycnd
the Blue Horizon.”
In the meantime, Veronica Lake
has come into the limelight with
the most famous hair-do In screen
history. It is long, wavy, blonde
and eye-hiding. It gets longer
with each picture, being 20 inches
long for “This Gun For Hire.” And
Paramount is so insistent that her
hair remain long that the studio
has g ven her absolute orders not
to lay a scissor to a single lock.
Mickey Rooney’s next picture will
be “Kim”—the Kipling story. Vic
tor McLaglen is the latest addition
to the cast of "China Girl," with
Gene Tierney and George Mont
gomery. Ann Sheridan will play
the screen role in the life story of
Nora Bayes, one of the most fa
mous musical comedy stars of
yesteryear in a story entitled
“Shine On Harvest Moon.”
Barbara Stanwyck has been given
a term contract by Producer Hunt
Stramberg’s new independent com
pany—her first film will be “GString Murders"—written by Strip
per Gypsy Rose Lee. George Brent
and Brenda Marshall star together
in “You Cant Escape Forever”—
a newspeper story. For the first
time since becoming a big-time star
Ida Lupino will turn her talents
to comedy when she plays the lead
in “The Horn Blows At Night,”
Max Baer—now definitely decided
upon sticking as movie actcr in
Hollywood—declined a $10,000 fight
offer to take a role in “The INavy
Comes Through," with Pat O’Brien,
Randolph Scott and Jackie Cooper.

cars?
Why has sin increased on every
hand?
Why are so many people being
killed, starving and without doubt
many have frozen to death?
Because this world has forgotten
the one and only God, who can help
them. Who has and is still plead- i
ing with this old world, which is
rocking like a drunken man.
This nation is called a Christian 1
nation. That is not so. There are
some Christians in the country.
God says. If my people which are
called by my name will forsake their
wicked ways and return unto me;
and repent of their sin; I will heal
their land.. Also the hearts that
have been broken will find healing
power in the Blood of Jesus Christ.
I am glad that when I talk about
God that I am talking of One who
can and will help us here now if we
are willing to meet his conditions.
Raymond Kenniston, Hq„ Btry.,
2d. Bn, 141 F_A , Camp Sutton. Mon
roe, N. C.

NOTHING NEW BUT

USABLE
ron ycaxs
HARD to find new
things? It's easy to
find USED things,
full of usefulness.
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NORTH HAVEN
Miss Marjorie Perry of Princeton.
N. J. is spending her vacation with
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Milton
G. Perry.
Mrs. Nora Cooper and daughter
Betsy of Rockland are guests of
Mrs. Etta Noyes.
Parker Stone and friends of Glen
Olden. Pa.. Mrs. Gilbert Laite and
sons, Parker, Gilbert, Jr., and
Kerny were in town over the weekend.
Mrs. Raymond Perkins and sons,
Raymond, Bernard and Phillip
have returned to Hamilton, Mass.
Miss Frances Eli ott of East Corinth. is visiting friends in town.
Miss Sarita Beverage has returned to Washington, D. C„ after
spending a vacation in town.
The annual church fair will be
held Aug. 6, on the parsonage lawn.

By giving both Stimscn and
Knox honorary degrees. Harvard
escaped and charges of favoritism
for Army or Navy,
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Have distinguished letter
paper, visiting cards, and
“note briefs,” at little cost.
“Say It Smartly”

TEL. 770

•
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Miss Judith Rhodes, daughter of
Mrs. Lawrence P. Burton and
children who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes, is
Mrs. Raymond Mayhew the past ill with an attack of tonsilitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner St. Olair
week returned Sunday to Water
of Owls Head are occupying one
ville.
Mrs. Edna Dearborn became the cf the Buzzell camps for a few
bride of Herman C. Bennett Sat weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crockett of
urday night at a double ring serv
ice. The couple were united in Boothbay Hartoor spent the week
, marriage by Rev. Ernest Smith of end at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
I the Baptist Church in Rockport. Harvey Crockett.
Miss Caroline Fuller of Brook
They will make their home here.
line, Mass., arrived Thursday for
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory L. Gill of an indefinite stay at “Shepherd
Bloomfield, N. J. and Mrs. Gill, Place.” This is Miss Fuller’s first
Sr., of Brooklyn, N. Y. are guests visit to her home town for 12 years
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cote this and she is receiving the glad hand
week.
from her many friends.
Mrs. Frank. Rclerson went reMr. and Mrs. George Rear of
! cently to Hartford, where she was Portland have been occupying the
| called by the illness of Mr. Rob- Buzzell cottage near the water
1 erson who is in a hospital there front for ten days.
I suffering from an appendectomy
Dr. Howard A. Tribou and
1 operation. Their son, Peter is cousin, Mrs. Fannie Tinsman, re
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edwardr turned Saturday to Portsmouth.
Payson, East Union.
N.
alf ter spending ten days at
Mrs. Harold Kalloch and daughter his home on West street. Mrs.
Carolyn and Miss Ellen Dean Tol- Annie Deane, who was their guest
man of Auburn, Mass., are guests of during that period, returned Fri
Mrs Mildred Philbrook.
day to Camden.
Community Hospital: A son was
Miss Elizabeth Daucett was
born to Mr and Mrs. James Dun- guest last week of her aunt, Mrs.
ton Aug. 1; a son was born Aug. 2 Emma Bryant, in Camden.
to Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins;
Mr. and Mrs. Alton H. Crone are
Arthur Knight of Lincolnville and in Boston, where Mrs. Crone
Ansel Philbrook are medical pa underwent a surgical operation Sat
tients; Mrs. Dorothy Green is a urday at the Deaconess Hospital.
Trank Singiser, WOR newscaster, set his co-workers back on their
MTs. Helen Darling, daughter
surgical patient.
patriotic heels when he appeared for a newscast replete with war
Miss Bette Stetson entertained Dorothy and son Richard, returned
savings stamp hatband and tie. Not a bad idea at that!
at a birthday dinner Thursday Friday to their home at Green
night at 6 o’clock at her home, field, Mass., after spending two
children of Long Cove, are occupy Hens’ Enemy, The Fox j The color scheme for the table was weeks with Mrs. Darling's aunt,
red, white and blue carried out in Mrs. Edith Overlook.
ing the McQuarrie house on Dunn
everything including the birthday
D.D.G.M. Nellie Staples went
street. Mr. Rawley has employ
cake.
The
evening
was
pleasantly
Monday
to Vinalhaven where she
ment with the Railway Express Co.,
He Caused 77 Percent Of the spent with games. Those pres made her official visit at Margue
Rockland.
ent were: Blanche Bryant, Kath rite Chapter, QiES. ©he was ac
Poultry Damage Done
Miss Margaret Stahl of Rock
erine Hobbs, Ruth Bagley; (Rebec companied by Mrs. Orra Bums of
land was organist Sunday morning
Last Year
ca Johnson; Myrna Ourrey; Clif Harbor Light Chapter and Miss
at the Baptist Church. The name
ford Stinson, Emerson Hansell; Flora Savage of Golden (Rod Chap
of Donald Paulsen was inadver
Poultry losses due to wild ani Warren Kelleher and Carlton ter, of Rockland.
tently omitted from the junior mals
dogs hit an all time high Dougherty. Invited but unable to
There will be no meeting of the
singers in the report of the con duringand
the fiscal year ending June attend were George Knight and Baptist Ladies' Circle this week.
cert in Friday's issue.
30, 1942 with 19.686 birds killed,
There was a good attendance at
Mrs. Leslie Spurrier of Decora., as compared to 16 340 the previ Chauncey Grinnell.
Edgar
L.
Varney,
67,
of
Peterthe
canning demonstration held
Iowa, who has been visiting her ous year, Samuel F. Dorrance,
sisters, Mrs. Herbert Fales and Mrs. State Sheep Specialist, revealed boro, N. H„ died there Saturday Friday at the Masonic hall, with
night. He was 'born in Danvers', Mrs. Loana ©hibles, special demon
John Tillson for several
days
Mass., son of Tina B. Salisbury stration agent, in charge. Greens,
went Monday to North Haven today.
He declared that 77 percent of and Edgar G. Varney and was a vegetables, fruit and berries were
where she will visit friends before this
alarming poultry damage was former resident of thisi town. He canned, each step in the process
returning to her home in Decora.
caused
by red foxes, whose popu is survived by his wife, Edith, his being clearly explained by Mrs.
Miss Annie L. Bunker went Fri
day to Bangor where she will visit lation had been increasing in re his mother, a brother George Var Shibles as the work progressed.
cent years, because of a decline in ney of Waltham, Mass, and a sis It proved a most valuable session.
friends for two weeks.
Miss Mary Walsh returned Fri trapping operations, deflated fur ter. Mrs. Myrtle Sherman. Funeral
Miss Caroline Bums is employed
day to Dorchester. Mass., after a values and abnormal dry seasons. services will be held Tuesday at 2 at the home of Edwin Noyes in
Poultry damage claims settled by o'clock from Mrs. Sherman’s resi Rockland for two weeks.
week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs.
the State during that period dence on Limerock street with
Frank Browm.
Mrs. Frederick Logan of Au
Mrs. Paine Collins arrived Sat amounted to $17,449, of which $13,- Rev. F. Ernest Smith of Rockport gusta was in town Friday calling
urday from New York City end is 541 was charged to foxes, $1884 to officiating. Burial will be in Moun on friends.
guest of Miss Anna Dillingham for dogs and the remainder to skunks, tain cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Smitchens and
mink, weasels and coon in that
two weeks.
Mrs. R. 6. Thompson who was two sons and; Mr. and Mrs. Hineie
order, Dorrance said.
Poultry called recently to Philadelphia be of Manchester, N. H„ were week
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Clearance claims paid the year before cause of the death of her mother end visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Sale Dresses. Priced $4.C6 to $12.75 amounted to $12,542, of which has returned.
Everett Libby and daughter Kath
for immediate disposal.—adv.
$9,385 was attributed to fox dam
Oliver Blood who is in the Serv erine at their camp on Amsbury
ages, he revealed.
ice is spending a few days with street.
Sheep damages during 1941-42 his father Louis Blood.
Mrs. Lillian Murray has closed
TENANT’S HARBOR
amounted to $6886 for 934 sheep ' Ralph Thomas who has been her Sandwich Shop for several
James Conarv of Medford. Mass, killed by dogs and $4899 for 645
has been recent guest of Mr. and sheep destroyed by bears, he re spending a vacation with his weeks’ vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Leonard Ames an
Mrs. Alien Ccnary for the past ported, as compared to claims father and brother has returned
to Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Thomas and nounce the engagement of their
week.
paid by the State 0*f $5459 for
O. Barter of Auburndale. Mass, 838 sheep slaughtered by the dogs daughter, Betty will spend the re daughter, Mildred Oneita to La
has been visiting his mother Mrs. and $392*6 for 578 slain by bears mainder of the season with her mont Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
relatives in Bangor.
Lamont C. Roberts of West Rock
Elizabeth Barter.
during the previous year.
Douglas Heald who is stationed port. Miss Ames will enter the
The Aim-On Club w’ill meet Fri
Displaying concern cn the in
day night at the heme of the creasing destructive activities of at Camp Davis, N. C., is enjoying Senior class of R-ocpkort High
a 10-day furlough with his parents School next Fall. Mr. Roberts is
president Mrs. Mabelle F. Rose.
foxes against poultry. Dorrance ex Mr. and Mrs. Mont Heald.
in the U. S. Army and' is entering
The Seaside Cemetery Corpora pressed hope that the problem
Lawrence Hopkins who is located Fort Devens Aug. 6. No date has
tion will meet Thursday at 7 p. m. might be alleyiated by Legislative
in Rhode Island has recently been been set for the wedding.
in the church parlor.
action in the near future, possibly made Corporal.
Alonzo P. Spear has received
A delightful picnic of Naomi by establishment of bounties in
Henry 'Gould of East Orange, word from his grandson, B. E.
Chapter members was held recent certain areas and extension of
N. J. is spending a two weeks' va Packard, Jr., who enlisted in the
ly’ at Drift Inn, with an atten open seasons on foxes
cation in town.
Air Corps, that he has been ap
dance of 42. A clam bake was en
Alfred Knowlton of Middletown, pointed Drill Instructor, and is
joyed.
Conn, has returned' after a two stationed at Atlantic City. His
Camden Theatre
The observance of the 100th an
weeks
’ vacation.
address is 566 Technical School
niversary of the Third Baptist
After months of preparation
Miss Julie Brown, a silhouette Squad., AA.FJELT.C., Atlantic City.
Church will be held Aug. 12 at 2.30.
Korda has transferred Tartist, who is summering in this Mr. Packard is a graduate of
Pvt. Charles O. Johnson is sta Alexander
to
t
he
screen
Rudyard Kipling’s vicinity will make pictures of Staunton Military Academy, Va.
tioned with Co. B 14th Training “Jungle Book,” which
filmed in adults and children at the St.
Willis Carleton has returned
Batn. 4th Pit., Fort McClelan, Ala. Technicolor, and starswas
Sabu in the Thomas Bazaar Wednesday after home after spending four weeks
Mrs. Janet Holt of Pennsylvania role of Mowgli, a creature that is noon on the church grounds.
at the Mae Murray Nursing Home
is passing a few weeks with her par half-boy and half-wolf.
in
Camden.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bald, Sr.
The background is picturesque
Mrs. David Violette and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ault and Northern India during the last cen
ter Janice of Cambridge, Mass, is
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Leach of the tury and entailed scenes of au
guest for a week of Mrs. Vlolette's
Pownal State School are spending thentic jungle beauty, filled with
sister-in-law, Mrs. Harry Gooda few weeks’ vacation at their home wild animals and tropic bird life,
here.
ridge at the home of her mother,
well as scenes of fantastic splen
Mrs. Kathryn H. Henderson of as
Mrs. Ethel Spear.
FAMILY
dor
completely
out
of
this
world.
Milford. Mass., was in town Satur
Mrs. Carrie Achom is entertain
It will be at Camden Theatre
day calling cn her uncles. Edwin S. Wednesday
ing at her home on Union street,
and
Thursday.
REUNIONS
and Charles Wheeler. Mrs. Hen
her daughter, Mrs. Stanley Wilcox,
derson is guest fcr a few days of
also Mr. and Mrs. James Snow
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Wheeler cf
and Mr. and Mrs. Parker Young
Augusta, with whom she motored
and children all of Providence.
here Saturday.
The Thimble Cluib met at the
Mrs. Robert Bald, Jr„ is home
home
of Mrs. Myra Giles for its
from New York for an indefinite
last
meeting.
Lunch was served.
stay.
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett spent Sat
Miss Myra Marshall of Martins
urday in Camden as guest of Mr.
ville entertained Thursday at after
and Mrs. Chester Pooley.
noon tea at her home “Sunny
Mrs. Ivan Jackson of Belfast is
Meadows,” Mrs. Emma M. Torrey,
visiting
her sister Mrs. Lena Wall
Mrs Aaion W. Mont, Mrs. Harriet
INGRAHAM FAMILY
for
a
few
days.
G Wheeler, and Mrs. Chester Mar
HKU MM MESS HlOH
I make a special appeal to all de
Kill UMI
Miss
Marlon
is having a
shall.
scendants of Job, Joseph, Josiah and [ week’s vacation Upham
from her duties in
Nancy
Ingraham
to
attend
the
65th
Gold was discovered in New
annual reunion at Penobscot View 1 the office of the Camden-Rock
Hampshire in 1852—at Plainfield,
Grange hall. Glen Cove, next Thurs land Water Co. in Rockland.
in the Connecticut valley.
Rockport went over the top in
day, Aug. 6, with friends and guests.
This year, above all years, family the U SjO. drive having turned in
ties should be kept in mind and J at the present time $519.25. Its
Park Theatre, Tuesday and Wednesday
strengthened. The Tolman busses ' quota was $500. There is still more
afford conveyance from Camden, to be reported.
Ytockport, Thomaston and Rockland.
Cards have been received an
Come one and all!
nouncing the marriage Saturday
Frank H. Ingraham, Pres.
of Adelia Talpey Stedman to
*
74-75 George Walter Rowbotham at
Brockton, Mass. Mrs. Rowbotham
YOUNG FAMILY
was formerly Adelia Carleton of
The annual reunion qf the Rockport.
Mrs. Flora Noyes announces the
Young Family will be held at the
heme of Mrs. Almon Cooper. marriage of her daughter. Bar
bara E. to Lieut. Chester M. Ryer
Rockville, Sunday, Aug. 9.
which took place May 24 at Las
Sara R. Young, Sec.
74-75 Vegas, Nev. Mr. Ryder is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Ryer of
Part cf the Pacific Ocean Is Glencove. He is now bombardier
instructor at Victorville Air Base,
farther east tahn New York.
California. The couple is residing
on a ranch in Lucerne Valley.
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Williams-Brazier Post. A. L.,
meets Wednesday at 7 30.
Corp. Russell S Young, who has
been stationed at Pittsburg. Kansas,
has been transferred to Miami. Fla.,
where he will attend the Officers'
Training School at Randolph Field.
Mrs. Daltcn Raynes arrived Sat
urday from Matinicus and is with
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Fcrd for sev
eral davs.
Mrs. J D. Mortimer has returned
to her home in Belfast after being
guest of Mr. and Mrs Arthur E.
McDonald the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Rowell
and son Howard, arrived Saturday
from New York City and called on
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beattie en
route to their home in Cushing.
Capt. John Brown returned Wed
nesday after spending a week in
New’ York City.
Carroll E. Tabbutt has been pro
moted to Corporal and is now at
tending Officers Candidate School
at Fort Belvoir. Va., his address
being Co. S. 2nd Eng. Sch. Regt,
Fort Belvoir, Va.
Thomaston’s share in the Knox
County Blood Bank Fund to be
ra sed is $125 and this committee
has been appointed: Chairman,
Mrs. Arthur E. McDonald; Vicechairman, Roy R. Bell; secretary,
Mrs. Guv Lermond; together with
Mrs Leila Smalley, Mrs. Pauline
Burnham, Miss Nathalie Bell, For
est Stone, Ronald J. LaChance,
Robert K Mayo and Donal Thomp
son They expect to have a dance
and entertainment which will be
announced at a later date. There
will be a meeting of the committee
at the Legion Rooms, Wednesday
at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. J. McChesney and son John,
who have been guests of her aunt.
Miss Harriet Williams, and her
^grandfather, Capt. John Brown for
several days, returned Monday to
Rocky Ford, Colo.
The Garden Club will meet
Thursday at 8 o’clock with Mrs.
Nelson Keene, the subject being
"Pictures of Thomaston Gardens.”
Mr. and Mrs William R. Sharp
arrived Saturday from East Hart
ford, Conn., to be guests of her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lermond for two weeks.
Mrs. Robert Walsh entertained
Thursday afternoon in honor of
Miss Annabel Williams of Salem.
Mass, and Miss Marion Lane of
New’ Bedford. Mass. Others in the
party were Mrs. Frank D. Elliot,
Miss Anna Dillingham. Miss Chris
tine Moore and Miss Doris Kennard
of Boston, who is Miss Moore’s
house guest.
Miss Marjorie McKusick, who has
been visiting at Sebec Lake, DoverFoxcroft, was over-night guest Sat
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone,
enroute to her home in Canaan,
Conn.
Miss Jean Harriman has re
turned to her home in Hartford,
Conn., after a visit with her grand
father, Frank H. Jordan and her
aunt, Miss Margaret Jordan for a
few days.
Capt. Earl Starrett of Portland,
spent the week-end with Mrs.
Starrett sft their home on Main
street.
Mrs. Marie B. Singer has re
turned, after visiting Miss Edith
Watts. St. George, and her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
John Singer, Augusta, for the past
week.
Mrs. Charles Smith and Mrs.
Edwin F. Lynch entertained the
Thursday Club at the former’s
home, with picnic supper followed
bv bridge. There were two tables,
prizes going to Mrs. Orville Wil
liams. Mrs. Edw’ard T. Dornan and
Mrs. Weston Yeung.
Mrs. Ralph Hoffses of Augusta,
arrived Thursday to spend a few
days with Mrs. Garfield Dolliver.
Mrs. Arthur E. McDonald and
Mrs. Eliza Walker are guests for a
few days of Mrs. Kennedy Crane at
her cottage. Battery Point.
Miss Marion Starrett has re
turned after spending the week
end in Portland.
Miss Aldine Gilman cf Malden,
Mass., who is visiting friends in
Camwdjen, spent Saturday with Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Stone.
Miss Thelma Heide, w ho has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs Carl Swanholm for a few days, returned Sun
day to New York City.
Tire Contract Club met Friday
at the Levensaler House, with two
tables. High scores were w’on by
Mrs. Ellis Spear, Warren and Mrs.
William Boynton, South Cushing.
Miss Mary Hanley of Boston and
Miss Matilda Burgess of New York
City were guests.
M ss Helen Weed arrived Sunday
from Millinocket to spend a few
days with her sister and brotherin-law. Mr. and Mrs. George
Newbert.
The amount of knitting received
during the month of July for the
American Red Cross and the
British War Relief was: 71 wool
sweaters, 2 bcucle sweaters, 10 hel
mets, 2 pairs sea boots. 2 pairs
socks, 1 pair gloves and 1 child's
sh rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rawley and

ROCKPORT
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Topping the double feature program is ‘‘The Falcon Takes Over,”
with George Sanders and Lynne Bari.
Co-feature is “The Postman
Didn't Ring,” with Richard Travis and Brenda Joyce.

If you suffer hot flashes, dizziness,
distress of ’’Irregularities”, are weak,
nervous — due to the functional
“middle-age” period In a woman's
life—try Lydia E. Plnkham's Vege
table Compound. It’s helped thou
sands upon thousands of women to
relieve such annoying symptoms.
Follow label directions. Plnkham’s
Compound Is worth trying!

Frederick H. Sylvester

Frederick H. Sylvester, 68, re
tired, native of this town who de
veloped a uniform system for
measuring hull weights which was
adopted lor use by the Navy, was
found dead in his automobile
shortly after noon yesterday.
Dr. H. J. Weisman, courrty medi
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T^day-Friday

Hollywood
Radio-Rounder
• • *
(By Chuck Cochard)

This is the season wt
Shirley Temple will remain cn th<) Summer visitors arrive
air, and become one of radio's topJ ^ill be a great favor
N A PARK
notch stars at a mere $4000 pei Courier-Gazette to havJ
bedboom, a man cut
broadcast. . . Lionel Barrymore th.J reported as promptly |
HIS FOOT ON BROKIN
sjble. The host may n]
week approved a radio cfintrac
GLASS, CUT Hia HAND FICK1 which
b.
ing it up, ano Bumped his
may bring him to ycur radic sider that such informal,
gr HEAP AGAINST THE BED IN
aI1y special value, but thJ
loudspeaker each week.
STOOPING •
Good news along radio row is the like to have friends kne
million-dollar contract given the are here. Phone, write
blue network by Ford Motor Com 'em—“we want those item,
pany at a time when auto com
panies has ceased advertising, it Air raid wardens and
will be a News-Commentator pro yed a picnic supper at
gram . . . Fifteen minutes each nighd ioost
recently, Louis B. c<
of the week . . . That new show tak-l special
guest.
ing the time formerly held by JackT
Benny and which is entitled “PrhJ
Mrs. Chandler S. Wool
vate Life of Josephine Tuttle” stai
none other than Edna Mae Oli\ t:, igtewart, of Mount Verne
It’s one of the real discoveries oil Ve at their Pleasant Bea
BUCKET WAX
for the month of August
CATAPULTED FROM THE SCAT
this Summer radio season.
LEDGE OF A COUPE OVER. THE
Can
’
t
help
but
find
lots
of
pra.
HEAD OF A DRIVER WHO TTOPPED
for the new Tommy Riggs an,I Miss Mabel Spring and
TOO SUDDENLY, CAUSING A CRASH •
Betty Lou show which replace. chase Erskine entertained
on Sunday. Rev. and M
Burns and Allen for the Summer
nin P. Browne wnth a :
it’s that good.
Radio Survey Company Hoopc, ntimate friends at 25 'I
has released the first 15 most popu luue. The Browns will bi
lar programs on the air . . .They arc. [and until the last of the
Bob Hope, Fibber McGee, Charli toying renewed friendsh
McCarthy, Aldrich Family, Lux Ra heir host of Rockland fri
dio Theatre, Walter Winehell, Fanny
Mrs. Geneva Huke is s)«
Brice-Frank Morgan, Mr. Distric
Attorney, Kay Kyser, Bing Crosby, [racation with her inc
- MUll t>|» < IM «( n l
Rudy Vallee, Eddie Cantor, Fn 1 Charles Rose at Boothba
Allen, Take It or Leave It” an
Fitch Bandwagon.
Mrs. Fiank L Newbert
If you ere learning to play a mu lertain E.F.A. Club Wedni
For China Relief
sical instrument, start by learnin. fonoon at her home cn
THE LYRIC MUSE
to play the classics, advises Andrei Street.
Saturday’s Tag Day Netted •Kostelanetz. While many a stu
dent is content as he can play popu Dr. Herbert Thoma
$70.78—Naval Base
lar music, Kostelanetz reasons that aughter Mrs. George
by
using the classics as his practice) plica, N Y arc vacati
I
Employes
exercises, he gets a sound back leeks at their cottage
ground of musical knowledge, an,ll
The Junior Committee which at the same time acquires all tle{ Head.
worked so valiantly for China Re dexterity with his instrument that Forum fcr Educational
lief Saturday “Tag Day" were Avis he could hope to gain by playin'-, ou now and alter the wa
Williamson, Helen Paul, Glenis swing.
Publication Limited to Brief
Lu ;■ Intel nat ional • <
I
Butman, Eleanor Hall, Charlotte
Poems
Lum and Abner will broadcast tavor isolationism? Wli
Cowan, Eleanor Libby, Pliilip their four-times weekly radio serie next club picnic.
of Original Composition
Magitz, David Holden and Stanley from the RKO picture lot in Cul-I
By Subscribers
Walsh These young pecple col ver City, (California) during thef Mrs. Albert K Glover J
lected $70.78. Also from the Naval filming of their third motion pit children Kent, John and
'Base we received' through the ture, “Wonderful World." Waited If Charlotte, N. C . arriveill
A PRECIOUS JEWEL
kindness of H. L. Levensaler, who O’Keefe and the great Raymond! visit Mrs: Glover’s pail
| For The Courier-Gazette]
Paige Orchestra are doing a won J ind Mrs. John I Snow. 'I
solicited $51.26 as follows:
Behold this fair Jewel—
derful job subbing for the Charlie came yesterday to join tiT
So beautiful so rare
Foster D. Young .................... $1.00 McCarthy show; in fact so well that!
That In all of nature's realm
There Is nothing to compare.
Howard W. Varney ............... 1.00 we believe they will be signed ferf it ing are two grandchil
land Sally-Snow, children ,
Hilton Shibler ..........
3.00 another spot for a Fall airing.
It might be liken to a rose
|Mrs. Hugh Bain Snow.
Bathed In morning dew
Edward Kelley ........................ 1.00
When Elmer Davis left for that! Mass.
When the early mist is rising
John Wadsworth ................... 1.00 Government job a young maul
And the sun Is shining through.
Guilford B. Wiley .................. 1.00 named Eric Sevareid stepped in and Mr and Mrs. Milo Mi l The Jewel’s name you ask?
Wallace I. Thomas ............... 100 took over that highly popular five-1 base street leave today to
I tell It with, much Joy.
Mandell Boutilier ................. 1.00 minute news program over CBS., parents in Lubec, for 10 d
My first great-grandchild.
And we call him “Billie Boy.”
George H. Stanley ................. 1.00 Sevareid achieved fame as the Co-1
Nellie Mills
Robert Hodgkins ........................... 75 lumbia commentator who reported Mrs. Martha Fraser an
Hayward, Calif
Earl W. Casuf .............................. 25 all the news from Fiance during! Jetty left Saturday for Oi
P R «?. P
C. E. Thomas . ...............................25 the early days of the war and during, Ito join Mr. Fraser who I
Ralph Pullen .......................... 1.00 the days when that country fell. He, for a contracting Companl
JUST NOW
R. G. Harpe .................................. 1.00 is 32 and a veteran newspaperman.
TFor The Courier-Gazette]
Nelson Eddy’s radio salary for his Mrs. Sherman Lord an)
John
A. Grant ........................ 1.00
One's mind still clings to wintry
thought
John D. McKenzie .............
1.00 Old Gold show of $4000 per week, ler Alice are visiting Ail
With varied winds that freeze the C. H. McNally ........................ 1.00 is going entirely to charity
All’ h'-tt r, Mrs J. Wesley Sti|
heart
he
keeps
out
is
the
.
amount
which
John L. Russell .................... 100
leddick, for two weeks.
Through radio and commentators
We feel much need of radiators
Frank Corbin .......................... 1.00 has to be paid to Uncle Sam for |
To warm the soul that news has Bernard C. Dowe .............
Members of the T C I
100 taxes
chilled
If you're intere ;c?.1 Ezra Stone I HVitham's lobsti r poun,
Harry
Gordon
........................
100
And help sustain the heart from Ills.
100 star of the Henrv Aldrich p: gram I light. After supper, the
When Summer sun Is warm and balmy Milton Benner ........................
Thomas M. Anderson ........... 100 directed and starred in the all-sol-l Io the home of Mrs.
We scan the horizons almost calmly
Until our siren shouts Its blarney
R. L. Hodgkins ....................... 1.00 i.ier musical sh ”v by Irving Ber-f Thurston for cards.
And fills us with a quaking fear
Jesse G. Smith .... —............... 1.00 hi. He's Sgt. Ezra Stone of the,
Like acid dose or bitter berry
Spencer Foundation
That makes the mind restless with Leon Pullen ........................ ~....... 1.00 U. S. Army.
The
great
Gildersleeve
returns
rubs
(individually
designed:
Wilbert B. Boutilier ................. 1.00
Then comes the news we've sunk five
sometime in Atigu < we're toid.| for all needs. Mrs. M< |
EE.
Mills
.................................
1.00
subs.
Frank A. Linekin ..................... 100 Groucho Marx will in all proba ,osh, 235 Broadway, Tel
A crisis passed, our world replies
bility be built up by Rudy Vallee I adv.
100
In shouts of praise, we're on the up! William Kirkpatric ...........
Let's rush our ships- fill Nazi cup
Harold Engelson .....
100 to take Jchn Barrymore’s place on|
With sad regrets that they should
Visit Lucien K Green]
Thomas
Gott
..........................
1.00 that Thursday night program.
bring
For the first time in radio his-1 second floor, 16 School
J. Francis La Gasse ............... 1.00
This world to chaos with their fling
the Army-Navy football game, 'ellows Block, City, for
For power's dominion over all
Everett I. Torrey.................... 100 tory,
Who stoop to their malicious call.
will be broadcast under commer loats and Cloth Coats at
Harold Fricley .....................
1.00
K. S. F.
sponsorship when it is played, prices.
Henry J. Lagasse ................... 1.00 cial
Rockland.
Nov. 28 in Philadelphia. Essof
Clarence Bradford ................. 1.00 Marketers will sponsor the gridiron
George P. Hastine ................. 1.00 event and their payment of $100 -1
Philena Andrews Sylvester. He C.
C. Burgiss .......................... 1.00 OCO for the right will be divided
was a former employe of the Myron
Young ....
1.00 equally between thq" Navy and)
Rockland. Thomaston and Camden Frank Harris
................................
KOCKI \|
Army (Relief.
Street Railway, and before enter Henry F. Herling ......................... 50
50
Mutual Network adds a new sta
ing the employ of the Bethlfehem
Katherine D. Glidden .................. 50 tion—,WMBH. Joplin, Missouri, to
Steel Corporation, worked for Mor Hartly
LAST TIMES TOD
York .................................. 50 its family cf co-operative mutual
ris and Ireland Safe company.
WILLIAM FOWL,
Everett
Nelson
.......................
50
He is survived by his wife, Abbie Margaret Baker ............................ 50 stations this week—-Mutual now
in
Bohndell; and two sisters, Mrs. G. E. Sullivan ............... .,............. 50 has 2C6 affiliated stations. The
Carrie S. Palmer and Mrs. Harold Loretta Morton .............................50 Mills Brothers, famed harmony
“CROSSROAD,
Waldron, both of Rockland.
group composed of three sons and
50a father (who stepped into the
Services will be held at the O. Gilbert .................................
WEDNESDAY-THllij
Bohndell residence, Beech street, J. M. Gilman ....................................... 50 breach when one son died) end a
Thursday at 2 o’clock. Rev. C. R. M. Odden ........................................ 50 long absence from the air waves— PLAYING WITH
W. L. Wiley .................................. 50 their new shew series can be heard
Vaughn Overman officiating.
Interment will be in Amesbury William Taylor ............................. 50 over the Blue Network on Sun RISKY-BUT SUC|
Clarence Widdecomb .................. 50 days at 6.46 P. M. And speaking
Hill cemetery.
Lerman Thompson ....................... 50 of commentators—In a recent pell
aO’-"
Mary
A. Henry ....................... 50 Gabriel Heatter has more listeners
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Clearance
Sale Dresses. Priced $4.C6 to $12.75 H. M. Hatch .... .................................. 50 than any ether commentator on
Basil Cross ............
.50 the radio—and this is good news
for immediate disposal.—adv.
Harold Dean ................................ 50 because Mr. Heatter is one of the
The U. S. used about 82 pounds Percy W. Blaisdell ....................... 50 very few who knows what he is
50
of fats and oils per person last year. H. R. Roderick ..................
taHdng
abcut. [and makes the
most guesses]
Edna Mae Oliver is a ratura! for
Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday rafiio and her Sunday NBC series
is really somthir.g. It's heard in
the former Jack Benny time.
That grand shew "The Victory
Parade” will 'feature cn July 26.
*x
Eddie Carter or Bob Hope. Aug
2, The Great Gildersleeve. Kay
Kyser’s ‘‘College cf Musical Knowl
edge” on ^Aug. 9, “Truth or Con
sequences” on Aug. 16 and Jack
Benny Aug. 23.
A very interesting program en
titled “Highilights of the Bible" is
released by NBC cn Sundays
Also heard cn Sundays is "The
Catholic Hour" over the same net
work. The first is heard at 19
a. m., and the Catholic Hcur at
6 p. m.
Good news to New Englanders
is the fact that the entire Yankee
Lw.ih GEORGE SANBI
network has joined the fastest
FRANK McHUGKl
growing network in the world ELIZABETH PATTri>f
Mutual.
March of Time—if you’re won
dering what happened to it—has
FRIDAY-SATl Kl
switched over from the Blue net
NEW
MARCH OF
work to the NBC. Thursdays at
10.30 p. m.
It’s a Merry SCREAM

HER
CARD!

love:

Martin Hill .................. ............... 50
Others who have contributed
since last reported will be published
in Friday’s Courier-Gazette We
still need abcut $275 to reach our
apportionment. Donald Leeah i-s
o-w treasurer at First National
Bank, or pay at headquarter- 4k5
Main street.
"
,
Helen Carlson

In the gay farce “Her Cardboard Lover,’’ Norma Shearer and Robert
Taylor are ro-starred while George Sanders plays the role of the pursuer.
Most of Costa Rica's population
to natural causes.
When Mins Shearer derides she must forget Sanders, hires Taylor to keep is of Spanish d,escent, many of
He was the sen cf Allen and her away from him. This is a scene from the M-G-M comedy hit.
pure Spanish blood,

cal examiner, said death was due

1

KAY KYSER
•ith Ellen DREW • ,ane WY
•»</ KAY KYSER S BAND
Harry Babbitt • Ish Kabibble •
Trudy Irwin • Dorothy
Produced by HAROLD
THIS THEATRE MILS

BONDS
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NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER I
Social Matters

I,1'

Inis is the season when our
on the
rrner visitors arrive and it
’s top- v be a great favor to The
)OO per C ier-Gazette to have them
We this rf» i ted as promptly as pos•Gntract
>. The host may not conir radio
: that such information has
ar. pecial value, but the guests
is the like to have friends know they
Pn the i,;i here. Phone, write or bring
Ir Coni- - ■fin- we want those items.
■o com- I
ln8- It I
°r pro- | A.: laid wardens and wives enb night j )yt a picnic supper at Ward 5
aw tak- | - recently, Louis B. Cook being
’y Jack| jtcial guest.
J “Pristars I Mi Chandler S. Woolley and son
ift. of Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Oliver.
>ries of
their Pleasant Beach cottage
• : .it month of August.
Prai.se
?s and 1 Mi Mabel Spring and Miss Alice
. Erskine entertained at lunch^placed I
Sunday, Rev. and Mrs. Benjaturner ai P Browne wnth a few other
Hooper I •mate friends at 25 Talbot avepopu-1 ir The Browns will be in Rockhey are : . until the last of the week, enrenewed friendships with
‘Charlie!
'Ux Ra- u host of Rockland lriends.
Fanny I
Ms trier I M: Geneva Huke is spending her
Crosby. I ■.acation with her mother Mrs.
Fred I jr.arles Rose at Boothbay Harbor.
it" and |
M
Frank L. Newbert will ena mu- rtain E.F.A. Club Wednesday aftearning noon at her home on Masonic
Andre
a stupopuHerbert Thomassen and
ns that , , liter Mrs. George Calder of
practice
i ,i. N Y . are vacationing for two
back- rek. at their cottage at Spruce
e. and pad.
all them
it that Ij pi.jum fcr Educational Club: Do
playing g h, w and after the war oppose or
international co-operation or
oadcast
isolationism?
Why?
For
o series xt cli.b picnic.
in Cul|ng tlie Mi Albert K. Glover and three
in pic- .riiren Kent, John and Elizabeth
Walter Charlotte, N. C , arrived last week
lymond
\.,.t Mrs.' Glover’s parents, Mr;
a won- (i Mrs. John I. Snow. Mr. Glover
Charlie .me yesterday to join them. Also
ell that
;uy are two grandchildren John
led for
Sally Snow, children of Mr. and
Hugh Bain Snow, Braintree,
or that Ma.
man
in and
and Mrs. Milo McLellan, Purir fivestreet leave today to visit their
r CBS.
t in Lubec, for 10 days.
the Co
mported Mr Martha Fraser and daughter
during Jetty left Saturday for Onset. Mass.,
during
join Mr. Fraser who is foreman
fell. He or a contracting Company.
perman.
for his Mr Sherman Lord and daugh;r week : Alice are visiting Mrs. I-ord’s
,y All ister Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart. Cape
which edd.<k. for two weeks.
am for
■ .ucinoei
Members of the T Club dined at
Stone Iwiiham s lobster pound Friday
r gram Right A
After supper, the club went
all-sol- o the home
1
of Mrs. J. Wesley
ig Ber- hurston for cards.
of the !
Spencer Foundation Garments
returns I fr.dividually designed;
supports
e told, i r all needs. Mrs. Mona Mclnproba- f -h 235 Broadway, Tel. 296-W —
Vallee Idv.
74-77
•lace on
nn.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
his- proud floor, 16 School street. Odd
11 game •llows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
inimer- Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
played prices.
9t-f
Esso
rid iron
f $100,divided
Tel.
ry and1
892

1

Miss Lawry’s Pupils

Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church will hold its monthly meet
ing Thursday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Stanley, 25 James
street. Picnic supper will be served
at 6 o’clock. Should the weather
be unfavorable, the supper will be
held at the church.

Jackie Passon who went to Michi
gan and Illinois in June for a visit
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
with his father’s family has returned
from a trip to Canada back to De
Rockland Breakwater—Mr. and Rvle, Mrfl Morgan Funke, Mrs. B.
troit. This week he is guest of his Mrs. J. Percy Bartram of Stamford jWilmssen, Mrs. John Blakeley, Mrs.
uncle, 285 miles North of Detroit, at who are aboard the Yacht Caritas J. P Grant Mrs George Snow, Mr.
a. hunting lodge. Jackie has been anchored at The Camden Yacht and Mrs. George French, Mrs. Es1 to the big league baseball games and Club entertained at cccktails Friday | tella Ficks, and Misses Helen and
many other interesting places. He noon at the Samoset. Their guests Estelle Ficks.
returns to Cape Cod to his .parents ! included Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Among the arrivals expected dur
the latter part of August.
i Warren and Miss Lottie Hunsberger, ing the week are Misses Florence
I also of Stamford.
G. Krentzlin
and Anna Iogan cf Brocklvn Mr. lurkion Rondo,
Earle Randall. Jr.
Capt. John Kinney of Melrose j Winners at the bridge party held and Mrs. John Woolley, Wilming
Highlands, Mass., a former resident , Friday evening included Mrs. Vic- ton, Del., who will be the guests cf
of the South End is visiting friends jtor B Woolley, Mrs. J. P. Grant, Judge Victor B. Woolley and Mrs.
Edward Rc.bbins cf Bath is visit
in this city.
Mrs. Estella Ficks,. Mrs. R. M. Stev Woolley, Mr. and Mrs. William J. ing relatives here today.
enson and Mrs. George Snow.
Collins, Richard Collins cf Phi'arielMiss Gladys Blethen will enter
M:s. Arthur Rokes and Mrs. Lena
Mrs. Don Lowell gave a cocktail phia, Mrs. William A. House. Balti
tain Tonian Circle of the Universa- party Friday night in honor of Mr. more, Maryland, Mrs. E. P Gilly, Delano were guests Sunday at the
list Church Wednesday night for an Lowell's birthday. Guests included Baltimore, Dr. and Mrs. A C. Eg- home of Richard E. Dunn Pleasant
outdoor picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Russell and A. S. lin, Merion, Dr. and Mrs. H Max Point.
well Langdon and Mrs. Lewis Mann
Muessen.
Miss Alfreda Perry left Sunday on
Friday Rug Club was entertained
Adriel U. Bird of Boston, one of of Philadelphia. •
a business trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald B. Roose by Mrs. Frederick Furber at her
the owners of The Samoset is regis
velt of Cold Spring Harbor arrived cottage “The Cone.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Elsmore have tered, together with Mr. and Mrs. Sunday. O’her arrivals include Mr.
L.
C.
Soule
of
Essex
Fells,
N.
J.
and
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Milo
L. E. Frost has returned to
and Mrs. Charles B. Barnes, Miss
McLellan, Purchase street, recently. Ensign R. M. Stevenson and Mrs. J. Lea Barnes, Westwocd, Mass, Quincy, Mass., after spending the
Stevenson, Brighton, Mass., and
Arthur Bingham, Bronxville. Mrs. D. K. Brigham, Milton, Mass.; week-end with his family in this
Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell of South Mrs.
Mrs.
L. Merrill, Miss Mary ! Mr. and Mrs. Gelston King, Shor- city.
Thomaston is having a two weeks’ Merrill John
and
John L. Merrill, Jr., ham, Mass.; John Worcester, Moses
vacation from Crocketts.
Mrs. Seabrook Gregory enter
have returned to Little Cranberry Williams. Dover, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert J. Morgan, Miss Catherine tained the Mite Club Monday aft
Island
after
spending
a
few
dSys
James Perkins and Herbert Ortt
Baker Morgan, Miss Kitty Baker, ernoon. Honors in contract went
of Norwich, Conn., have returned with Lieut. Commander Merrill who Baltimore, Md.; Mr. and Mrs. A T. to Mrs. Arthur P. Haines and Mrs.
is attached to the Rockland Section
after short visit witii John Crock Base.
iMann, New Rochelle; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linekin.
ett, Rockland street.
Mrs. Randolph Eddy has gone to John J. Shea, Bronxville, Mr. and
Miss Betty O’Brien is the guest of
Boston
for a few days following a Mrs. W. H. Pouch, New York.
Galen Dow and family have gone visit with
Miss Marie Berry at the Berry cot
Among
those
entertaining
parties
her
husband,
Lieut.
Eddy
to South Portland where Mr. Dow who is also attached to the Navy prior to Mondav evening's dance tage at Lake Megunticook.
has employment.
were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Soule,
Base.
Miss Margaret Graves leaves for
Mrs. Charles W. Baker, Judge W. P
Among
those
attending
a
large
William Haskell of Todd-Bath party given by the hotel were: Judge Gardner
'Washington, D. C., tomorrow after
and
Mrs.
Gardner,
Mrs.
F
Shipyard at South Portland, spent P. Gardner and Mrs. Gardner, Mr. E. Ballard.
la visit,with hr parents, Mr. and
the week-end at his home at Owl’s and Mrs. Don Lowell, Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Martin Graves.
Winners
of
the
putting
tourna

Head.
W. Baker, Miss Dorothea Chandler, ment were Charles Tolies, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Roland G. Graves of
Lt. Commander John L. Merrill and Helen Ficks, Mrs. Earl T. Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wilson of Mrs.
! Lawrence Soule and Andrew Mc- Plymouth, Conn., who bave been
Merrill,
Miss
Mary
Merrill,
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting John L. Merrill, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Burney, Jr., won the kickeris tour guests at the home of Mrs. Graves’
friends in this city.
Arthur Harlow, Miss Eleanor Mc nament. Mrs. J. P. Grant had high brother, Martin Graves, the past
Namara,
and Mrs. Earl T. Rus score in the Gin Rummy Tourna ■ week, have returned home.
Mrs. Mary A. Robbins and family sell, E. Mr.
Seaborg.
and Mrs. ment.
have moved from Lewiston to 120 Thomas Ryle, Mrs. Mr.
John Pillsbury of Benton Station
Ensign R. M. Stevenson and Mrs.
A.
C.
Buckley,
Camden street, Rockland.
Miss Florence Holland. A. S Mues Stevenson entertained Mrs. Wilson was a visitor in the city Monday.
B. Keene at dinner Monday.
Miss Ellen Dean Toiman of Au sen, Dr. John Ryle, Miss Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Small and
burn, Mass., is visiting her sister,
'children of Whitinsville, Mass., have
A group of Garden Club members returned home after visitinw with
Mrs. Myra Cates Redman and
Mrs. Mildred Philbrook, Camden.
Miss Toiman is enjoying much so Mrs. Bertha Cates Vezina, have re met Friday at the home of the State : Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Carr.
cial attention from her many friends turned to Danforth after being president, Mrs. Stewart Orbeton, to
in Rockland and surrounding towns. called here by the death of their «nake plans for the Garden Club of Frank Murphy and family of New
'Knox County to put on a Victory ton Center, Mass., are occupying
father, Alfred Cates.
! Garden Harvest Show.
Mrs. Flora Merchant and children
lone cf the Duncan cottages at HoliDonald and Beverly, have returned
'day Beach for the month of August.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett and
after a week’s visit with Mr. and daughters, Priscilla and Virginia, Miss Lucy Woodruff and Miss
Mrs. Francis Merchant, Winchester, of Bccthbay spent the week-end Harriett Slawecki of Hortford,
Mrs. Horace Benner and daugh
Mass.
with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr, Conn., are here on a week’s vacation ter, Doris, of Crescent street spent
visiting Miss May Jones. They will Sunday at Owl’s Head as guests of
Crescent street.
return Saturday.
Fred W. Glover of Charlotte, N.
, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
1 Moorlan. Mrs. Benner also called
C„ is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Miss Harriett Wooster is on a va
Fred Knight. He has spent July cation from Woolworth’s.
Dr. Howard M. Chase and son, I on her son, Ronald Carver at CTesat Medomak Camp.
Manning have returned to their |cent Beach Inn.
home
in Maryville. Mo. He was ac
Miss Anna Coughlin has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Luke D Capen and
Miss Sadie Thomas, who has from
companied
as far as Boston by his
a visit in Vinalhaven.
been visiting Rev. and Mrs. J
I mother, Mrs. Harry P. Chase and sen Jackie of Boston spent the
week-end with Mrs. J. H. Capen,
Charles MacDonald, has returned to
sister, Miss Kathleen Chase.
Vesper E. Leach is on a short va
Belmont, Mass.
who is visiting at the home of Mr.
cation at Rangeley Lakes.
Capt. Sidney Areyf formerly of and Mrs. Luke S. Davis, State
street.
A doll and rug exhibit for bene
Miss Grace Tuttle is having her Owl’s Head) is gaining slowly at the
fit of Congregational Church will
Marine
Hospital,
L.
I..
N.
Y.,
Mrs.
Miss Mary Woodside has returned
be at the home cf Mrs. Harriet annual two weeks' vacation from J. Sidney Arey (formerly of Owl’s
Frcst, 8 Summer street, Wednes J. Newberry’s, and is spending it in Head) who was operated on July 23 to her home in Freeport after at
day, Aug. 5 from 2 to 5 o’clock. Boston.
at the St. Vincent Hospital, L. I., tending to her duties regarding the
sale and clearing out of her home
—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Welden Grant cf is gaining slowly.
on Talbot avenue.
Brew’er were week-end guests of the
Complete line of Gossard's Miss latter’s brother. George E. Lewis and
Ruth B. Spear, who is attending Mrs. Ray Foley entertained with
Simplicity Foundation garments, Mrs. Lewis, Knox.street.
Harvard Summer School, reports nine tables cf cards at her home on
I meeting there Ernest Doyle, former Talbot avenue recently to earn
front lacing corsets, combinations,
pupil at Rockland High School, now money for the fancy work table at
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Leigh
have
etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
ROCKLAND
as guests this week Dr. Leigh’s par a Connecticut teacher, who is study St. Bernard’s Victory Party. The
Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., ents Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Leigh of ing at the Graduate School of Edu
house was artistically decorated
41-T-tf Belfast, who will also visit their cation.
Phone 1100, Rockland.
with seasonal cut flowers. Light
LAST TIMES TODAY
daughter, Mrs. Gilmore Soule.
refreshments were served at the
WILLIAM POWELL
A delightful evening was spent at close of the evening. Prizes were
in
A group of relatives and friends the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert ) won by Mrs. Katherine Benson,
enjoyed a picnic supper at Orcutt’s Warren July 21, when Mrs. Elwood 'Natalie Moulton, Velzora Plourde,
“CROSSROADS”
Beach, Sunday, which was given by Sawyer, Jr., assisted by Mary and Doris Jordan, Mae Chapais, Mrs.
Mrs. Harold Kaler in honor of her Marie Billings, gave a bridal shower : John Thompson, D. E. Cumming,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
husband
who has enlisted in the of for Miss Betty Barter, who has set Mrs. Willis Anderson and Mrs. Clara
TODAY & WEDNESDAY’
ficers’ training school. Those pres ;the date for her wedding as Aug. Calderwood. The committee who
PLAYING WITH LOVE IS
Another Swell Show
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ka 15. The feature of the evening was helped Mrs. Foley to make the party
TWO
BIG HITS
TWO
ler, Mrs. Winnie Keller, Langdon the spider’s web, attached to each such a happy one consisted of Mrs.
RISKY-BUT SUCH FUN!
Crockett and family, Mr. aaid Mrs. string of which was a dainty and Donald Perry. Mrs. Arthur Doherty,
TARGET for TERROR!
Clarence Carr and family, Mr. and useful gift for kitchen use. The color and Mrs. John Chisholm. Mrs. Ar
Mrs. Clarence Carr and family, Mr. scheme of yellow and white was thur Doherty will entertain on Wed
.*►
Watch crime take
and Mrs. Roland Crockett and carried out in the prettilv decorated nesday and Mrs. John Chisholm the
cover when—
daughters. Priscilla and Virginia, table, as well as the flowers and following week.
air. and Mrs. Vere Crockett and gift wrappings. A beautiful coffee
family, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples table was presented to Miss Barter
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Clearance
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest at the close of the evening. De Sale Dresses. Priced $4.M to $12.75
Crockett and family, Mr. and Mrs. licious refreshments of punch, as for immediate disposal.—adv.
Bernard Kaler, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey sorted sandwiches and daffodil cake
Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Keith Crock were served. Guests present, be Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
ett. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett. sides those already mentioned were
A feature of the party was a big Bernice St. Clair, Virginia McCue,
cake decoratd and inscribed with Amy Hutchinson. Edith Robinson.
“Good Luck.’’ A sum of money was Pauline Coombs, Irene Smith. Edith
George SANDERS
also presented to the guest of honor. Fifield, May Bemardi, Lena Morey,
«**•
Lynn BARI
Clara Silver, Mabel Billings. Hester
rjw * •••*
JANES 61EAS0N • AU.M
n.« . HEtEu anQT
Warren ar.d Hazel Barter.—Deer
•'
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TWO

Glamour Girl

BIG HITS

TWO

ANY SEAT!
ANY SHOW!
ANY TIME*
Adults 25c; Children 11c
Our New Hit

BENNY

plants.

We have some new

ones just in—

$1.00 each
Also just in, a fresh lot of

OPENING TOMORROW

At Your Request

Boothbay Playhouse

PERENNIAL SEEDS
Plant now for next year’s
blossoms.

“The Wife Takes a Flyer”
TOMORROYV & THURSDAY
Rudyard Kiplings

“JUNGLE BOOK”

eiin drew .
WYMAN W
tad KAY KYSER'S BAND
Harry Babbitt * Ish Kabibble * Sully Mason
Trudy Irwin • Dorothy Dunn
Produced by HAROLD LLOYD

Plus LATEST NEWS EVENTS

THIS THEATRE SELLS WAR BONDS ANO STAMPS

Win War Stamps

Children Enter Quiz Contest
BUY W’AR STAMPS HERE

73’76

at the

with SABU in
Magnificent Technicolor!

...h

Camden, Maine

‘The Remarkable’Andrew’

Plus LATEST NEWS EVENTS

JACK

are most satisfactory house

(NURSING HOME

Chronic Invalids and Elderly People
Reasonable Rates. Tek 2253 or write
F. MAE MURRAY, R. N.

Sherwood Keith presents

STANDING HAY

the premiere production of

Free for the cutting

uHe Grew To Grow”
by Douglas Manning

SILSBY’S

Starring

• FLOWER SHOP

Wallace O’Hara
AUG. 5, 6, 7. 8. WED. thru SAT.

50c, 75c, $100, plus tax

75-7G

371 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 318-W

74-75

A Teacher To Wed

This And That
Rockland Graduates Had a Mildred Sweeney To Become
Happy Time At The
Wife Of Winston C.
Brannan
Undercroft

On Friday afternoon Miss Doro
thy Lawry entertained her piano
pupils at her Summer home at
North Cushing. After out of door
games and swimming in the cove
a student recital was given by the
By K. S. F.
‘ pupils, and* it was interesting' to
see the progress and fine talent
displayed by so youthful group. Ice
According to reports from air
I cream, cakes and toasted: marsh
mallows ended a delightful day. plane tests made by the U. S. De
partment of Agriculture, about 25,Following was the program:
American Scouts March.
Ahlmer 0G3OCJ insects occupy the air above
Habenera, from opera ’Carmen," Bizet each square mile of the earth’s
Ragged Raychel,
D Dunlap surface. It is hoped they are not
Lois Byrnes
Mlnuetto,
Mozart all mosquitoes or stinging black
I Lkucatraume,
Franz Liszt flies.
• ♦ • *
i F.ight of the Swallows. M M Watson
Julia Henderson
Aug.
19
is
the
date for Miss R ta
F»»idv in C mafor
S Heller
I Garatte and Musette. Old French Air Smith’s talk on “The Fifteen Gar
Constnace Perln
den Club Trees’* growing at the
A Journey in tne Arctic. J. Thompson
When Miss
Starlight Waltz,
C. S Brainard Warren Arboretum.
Tlfl (Ballet Dance). Bertram Altbaytr Smith has anything to say on na
Alice
Fuller
ture’s sifts to man, it’s worth
E ude No 6,
Concone
while
listening.
Ice Carnival.
•
Frank H. Gray

Mrs. Rosamond Sullivan and son
David, are visiting Mrs. Ruby
Perkins at Hamilton, Mass.

I

iral ‘for
series
;ard in
le.
Victor’
'uly 26.
Aug.
e. Kay
Kncwlir ConJack

The Class Of’04

Entertained At Her Summer
Home and Gave a
Concert

By Pauline Ricker
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• • • •

The word “juke" is not a coined
word for 1942 needs. In 1621 sometne wrote of the partridgK and the
sound they utter being called juke.
« * * •
Th s is the time to eat eggs, even
if they are 50 cents a 'dozen for
large ones. Twelve good meals for
50 cents is not so bad. Eggs are
nature’s prize package, good body
builders. Find all the interesting
ways to serve them and use them
frequently while meat is not so
plentiful.
• • • •
Advice: To the thin- ,Don’t eat
fast. To the fat—don’t eat—fast.
Host: "Talking about Africa
makes me think of the time—’’
Bored Guest: “Good gracous,
you’re quite right! I had no idea
it was so late. Good-bve.’’
• ♦ * ♦
Of the 51.827 residents in the
Panama Canal Zone in 194.0, ac
cording to the census, 18,5i24 were
of Negro stock and, of these, 12,948 were foreign-born and 12,921 of
that number were classified as
aliens, 13 were naturalized, and
one had first papers.
♦ * * #
That hell can hit Japan, there
seems to be little question. Whether
it does depends on how soon and
how much bomber and fighter aid
reaches China. Joy Homer says
Japan has excellent reason for
wanting to throttle China as soon
as possible. For scattered inland,
guarded by Chiang Kai-shek’s
armies is a chain cf obscure air
fields ready for the offensive against
Japan . Hardly a handful of men
outside China have seen them.
• * * *
In 1942 there were in the United
States 152 923 physicians in private
practice of medicine; 37,753 were
under 35 years of age. Most of
these have joined the front.
♦ * * *
V for Victory symbol was used in
Spain during the Moorish Cam
paign of 1942.
• • • •
The population of Buenos Aires
is over 255 003.0CO and yet they
have no traffic lights.
• • • •
Mary had a pretty watch;
She swallowed it—it’s gone.
Now. everywhere that Mary walks
Time marches bravely on.
• • • •
California’s Devil's Postpile Na
tional Monument had 8239 visitors
in the year 1949.
# * * *
Golfer to store clerk: “What
would go best with my purple and
yellow golf socks, please?”
Clerk: “Hip boots.”
* * * *
During World War No. 1 the
great problem was to j*et Ameri
cans to use rubber. They were
urged to wear shces with rubber
soles. Huge advertising campaigns
were rampant tc overcome the
prejud ce against the rubber foot
wear and the reason was a short
age of leather.
• • • •
The steel industry has a language
all its own for different items of
their general business. The man
who runs the furnace is the
"Keeper.” The cinders that form
in the furnace are called “bears”
and the help through which molten
slag draws is the "monkey.”
• • • •
In nearly every house and home
today one can generally see one or
more and sometimes many carved
animals and birds, also ones made
of glass, ivory, metals and china.
My special pleasure 's in viewing
the birds with their beauty of
natural coloring artists give to
them. In her State Chat, Alice
F' ort Lord had this to say recently:
When it comes to carved ani
mals Mrs. Gertrude H. Smith of
Brewer can talk down •most com
petitors in making collections of
th s sort. She has manv items
from all ever the world, which she
has collected in the last four years.
In one resoect her work is out
standing. For she has stuck to
those with ‘natural colors, and
these correct in proportion and
likeness. She tells one about her
skunk She had n^t picked up a
specimen, beacuse she was not sure
exactly howr the animal looks. Then
she met one—and right on the
streets of Brewer, whe-e he was
walking along complacently. There
is but one ivory piece, a tiny pig.
• • • •
“Can ycu direct me to the Mer
chants Bank?” said a stranger to a
small bov.
“Yes." said the bey. “ycu just fol
low me."
•
Upon arriving at the bank, the
man asked, “How much do I owe
yeu?“
“A quarter,” said the boy.
"Isn’t that a rather high fee’”
asked the stranger.
“No.” replied the boy, “not for a
bank director.”
• • • •
Few have thought about the
meaning of the word “Panama ”
The literal meaning is “abundance
cf fish.”

Mr. and Mrs. James Derby are
The Class of 1904. Rockland
High School, held Its annual re announcing the engagement of Mil
union Friday night in the Under dred Elizabeth Sweeney to Winston
croft of St. Peter’s Church, the Charles Brannan, son of Mr. and
occasion being one of great happi Mrs. Hawley Brannan of Rcckland.
ness in the renewal of old lriendships and in pleasant reminis 1 Miss Sweeney is a graduate of
Rockland High School and of Farm
cences of school days.
A lobster salad dinner was ington Normal School. For the past
served “by a committee from the seven years she has been a teacher
church, headed by Mrs. Keryn ap in the schools of Owl’s Head and
Rice, the delectable menu being Rockland. She is at present a mem
augmented by block ice cream ber of the McLain School faculty.
bearing “Class of 1904—RJIjS.”, 1 Mr. Brannan attended the schools
the gilt of Miss Ellen D. Toiman. of Massachusetts, being a graduate
The tables laid wi.h lace cloths cf Somerville High School and
were colorful with fiesta ware. Wentworth Institute. He is em
Among the several bouquets used ployed at Snow’s Shipyard,
as table decorations was one sent j No date has been set for the wed
by Mrs. James Lawrence and ding.
daughter, Mrs. Fred True in me
mory of Emma 'Lawrence Stan
I. S. 0. Hostesses
ford. a classmate.
Wednesday—1-4. Mrs. Ruth FoMiss Anna E. Coughlin, beloved
teacher, occupied the seat of honor gelman, Mrs. Doris Fogg; 4-7, Mrs.
at the head cf the table. David Leni Flint. Mrs. Lloyd Daniels; 7Crockett conducted! a brief song 19, Mrs. A. C. McLoon. Mrs. Donald
period with Mrs Nettie Brown Leach.
Avevill at the piano.
Thursday—1-4.
Mrs.
Thomas
A nominating committee com Stone, Mrs. Ernest Buswell; 4-7.
prising David Crockett. Mrs. Eliza Mrs. Sanford Delano, Mrs. Berbeth Davis. Walter H. Ladd and niece Ream; 7-10, Mrs. Violet
A. U. Keene presented this slate Hayes McNulty, Mrs. Frances Lowe.
Friday—1-4, Mrs. Lawrence Mil
of officers who were elected: Presi
dent, Donad H. Fuller; vice presi ler, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper. Jr; 4dent, Albert Wardwell; secretary, 7, Miss Elsie iBuitoank, Miss Pris
Miss Ellen D. Toiman; treasurer, cilla Noddin; 7-10. Mrs. A. J.
Mrs. Reta Coburn, the latter two Jameson. Mrs. Willis Anderson.
Saturday—1-4, Mrs. Earl Perry.
officers being re-elected. These
committees were appointd: On Mrs. Seymour Cameron; 4-7, Miss
arrangements: Miss Toiman, Mrs. Sarah Block, Mrs. Walter Butler;
Gladys Heistad, Mrs. Davis. Trans 7-10, Miss Jeannette Gordon, Mrs.
portation: Mr. Ladd. Clarence Brooks Gregory.
Sunday—1-4, Miss Pearl Borger-,
Barnard. Fred Colson.
Ralph
Choate as retiring president was son. Miss Victoria Accardi; 4-7,
given a vote of thanks for his Mrs. Gregory Wynn, Miss Martha
efficient service tor the past two Leo; 7.10, Mrs. Bernice Havener,
Mrs. Samuel Small.
years.
Monday—1-4, Mrs. Donald Ful
Letters were read from Wendell
Hodgkins of Winthrop, Mass.; Mrs. ler. Mrs. Cheever Ames; 4-7, Mbs
Alzira Wentworth Sandwall of Aimie Frost, Mrs. Elmer Trask;
West Newton, Mass.; Mrs. Emma 7-10, Mrs. Clarence Munsey, Mrs.
Cobb Havener, of Morgantown, W. C. F. French.
Tuesday, Aug. 11—1-4, Mrs. H.
Va.; Mrs. Lottie Kalloch Spear of
Warren; Mrs. Annie Colley Em V Tweedie, Mrs. Putnam Bicknell
mons of Lawrence. Mass.; Mrs. 4-7, Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. TsiLaura Dowlin Smith of Am'herst, dor Gordon; 7-10, Mrs. Arthur
N. H.; Mrs. 'Leah Clark Robinspn Doherty, Miss Victoria Ixunbardo.
Substitutes—Mrs. Harold J. Philof Augusta; Miss Mildred Emerson
of Los Angeles, Cal. and from Mrs. brock, Miss Nellie Button, Mrs.
Gertrude Illsley Padeltord of West Henry deRochemont, Mrs. George
Newton, Mass., also a wire from Orcutt, Mrs. Howard Crozier, Mrs.
Mrs. Florence Haley Cowie of Nettie WoWon, Mrs. W. O. Fuller,
Miss Melinda Leo.
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
Miss Harriet Long, a former
MRS. MARY F. HANDY’
teacher, gave an inspiring talk
touching upon school days with
Funeral services will be held Wedthe Class of 1994. the years inbe- 1 nesday morning at 10 o’clock at St.
tween, and the place of one and I Peter’s Church for Mrs. Mary F.
all in the stirring events of today Handy who died Aug. 1 at Chicopee
calling for devoted zeal. Mr. and Falls, Mass., after two years' illness.
Mrs. Heistad sang a Swedish folk She was born at South Woodstock,
song as a duet, after which Miss Conn., and for many years a resi
dent of Camden and Rockland. She
Coughlin was called! upon.
This former teacher, beloved leaves seven sons, Pearly B. of Cam
both by her co-workers and stu den; Amos of Woodfort, R. I.; Jessie
dents, was greeted with a veri of Nashville, Tenn.; George E. of
table ovation with everyone on his Springfield, N J.; Arthur L. of
feet. Years may pass, but Miss Bridgeport, Conn.; William S. of
Coughlin retains the same spark Camden and Nathan of Chiccpee
ling humor, the same rich wisdem, Falls, Mass.
the same serious thought as in the
MRS. CHARLES SHADIE
days when the “boys and girls” of
Funeral
services for Mrs. Marion
1994 sat under her guidance.
Shadie.
wife
of Charles Shadie, were
This humor was shown in re
at her home Wednesday with
lating her experience in coming held
O. Kenyon officiating. Sym
from Vinalhaven by a fishing boat Rev. E.for
the bereaved ones found
on last Thursday to attend1 the I pathy
expression in the many beautiful
reunion on Friday; wisdom and floral tributes.
seriousness were expressed in ' The deceased was born in Port
stcries with a human touch and land, daughter of Rose and James
in allegories, as well as in Curan and death came after a short
thoughts touching upon memory, I illness during which all of her chil
the value of friendship, and dren were with her a few days bestrength through trial. Beauti j fore her end.
fully done, it left many with wet
She is survived by her husband,
eyes and all were deeply stirred ' Charles Shadie, three children by a
as now realization was brought former marriage, Forrest Gardner,
home how fortunate these men | stationed at Keesler Field, Miss.,
and women, her former pupils Clifford Gardiner, Jr. of Port Wil
were, to have profited by her liams, Portland and Francis Gardi
teachings and her 'friendship ner of Rockland; two children by
the present marriage Charles and
through the succeeding years.
Rose
Shadie.
Present were: Graduates: Clar
ence Barnard, Reta Patterson, Co- j The bearers were ^Forrest Gardi
bum, Fred Colson, David E. ner, Clifford Gardiner. Francis Gar
and Herbert Shadie..
Crockett, Lukke S. Davis, Donald | diner
Committal
services were held at
H. Fuller, Gladys Jones Heistad. Achorn cemetery.
Elma D. P. Ireland, (Lou Belle
Jackson, Evelyn Richardson iMcKusick, Florence Thomas Me Mil
lan, Albert Wardwell, Frances
Butler Sherer, Elizabeth Whit
Just Received
man Davis, Ellen Dean Tolrpan.
Class members, not graduates:
Nettie Brown Averill. Freda Porter
Brackett, Ralph Choate. Kate
Donohue Gould. Maude Ingraham
Gould, Lena Koritzky Greene, Al
bert U. Keene, Walter, H. Ladd,
In New Fall Shades
Margaret Perry Marshall, Jennie
O. Oliver, Mabel A. Pillsbury, Min
nie Chapman Ryan.
Priced $2 and $3
Guests: Miss Coughlin, Miss
Long, Mrs. Clarence Barnard, Mrs.
Ralph Choate, Mrs. Fred Colson,
Mr. and' Mrs. (Henry Bryant, Mrs.
SARAH LINNELL
Donald H. Fuller. H. O. Heistad,
Mrs. A. U. Keene, Mrs. Walter !H.
HAT SHOP
Ladd, Mrs. Albert Wardwell.
COPPER KETTLE
An invitation extended toy Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Fuller to hold the
ROCKLAND, ME.
1943 reunion at their home on
Broadway was accepted.
75-lt
—By Gladys Heistad

FELT HATS

HATS OFF—
TO THE NEW
FEATHER EDGE

PERMANENT
For hatless Som
mer days, get »

brief and breezy
permanent that's
flattering and easy
to flip Unto place.
Get a feather
edge!

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50-$4-$5

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
55-T-tf

Tuesday-Friday
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The Oil Problem

Boston’s Bishop Oxnam Bids
> Son in Chaplaincy Godspeed

Mrs. Smith On Congres
sional Committee Which
Is Investigating

, Tip To Fuel Users

Its Annual Meeting

WATCHING THE BUND SORT RIVETS FOR BOMBERS

The Congressional Rfpesentative
Margaret Chase Smith of Maine,
is one of 10 members of an in
formal House Committee conduct
ing hearings at the Capitol in an
effort to find out the truth of the (
gasoline, fuel oil and rubber situ- '
at ion. This committee was set up
by Majority Leader McCormack
and Minority Leader Joseph Mar
tin of Massachusetts, includes five
(Democrats and five iRepublicans.
Fitzgerald, Democrat, of 'Connecti
cut, is chairman and he and Hart
ley of New Jersey, ranking Re pub- '
lican, will go over preliminaries
prior to hearing.
Mrs. Smith sated in a redent
interview that she felt that citi- '
zens cf Maine were not only will
ing, but eager, to sacrifice in every
way provided that there is a real
need, that the above-named com
mittee was trying to bring about
facts that will result in less con.usicn caused by so many conflict
ing reports. Departmental heads,
newspaper columnists and radio
commentators arc being requested
to testify.
Mrs. Smith has a long, back
ground in the problem to be at
tacked, tonsure the Maine Con
gressional delegation has been at
it fcr rr.cnths and the delegations
of Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont mad? a special study of
The Reverend Philip H. Oxnam, minister of Methodist Church m
it in relation to the vacation trade.
This group of Northern New Eng Oxford, Mass., shows official orders to report to Fort Benjamin Harrison
landers was invited by Price Ad- to his lather, Bishop O. Bromley Oxnam. Bishop Oxnam. who supervises
minis, .ator Leon Henderson to New England Methodism, is a member of both the Oeneral Commission on
confer with him on secret infor Army and Navy Chaplains and the Methodist Commission on Chaplains.
mation related to the petroleum I----------■■■—- ■■.
----j
and ruloer problem and Mrs..j of the eastern area and midwest- land asked if any consideration had
Smith represented Maine at that em area were rationed; he further been given to reversing the pipe
conference.
| stated that this was the only way line, feeding from the Montreal
i£he sat in on other conferences ; to serve the-East coast with any- end from oil taken through the
with Pe’.’.cleum Co-ordinator Hlar- where near enough oil to ke«p Great Lakes and up the river. Mr.
Hedden replied that consideration
old Ickes. who is also Secretary o>f warm.
th? Interior and Director of the
When Mr Hedden recommended was being given today to getting
o’ rt Fuel Administration, with extending rationing to the mid- oil to Montreal by water for
Joel Dean, fuel specialist, andi with westarn area, Mrs. Smith inquired | Canada but to his knowledge
u„or.iph B. Eastman, co-ordinator if he felt that national rationing 1 nothing had been done concerning
cf defense transportation.
would be more beneficial if for my suggestion of serving Maine in
As a member of the special com- nothing more than to conserve this way. that it was a possibility
rrittee appointed by the Majority tires and cars. To thus he replied but border restrictions would have
Leader McCormack and Minority i that the Ifirst concern is to keep to be overcome.
Mrs Smith is asking Standard
I arte." Martin to investigate oil , the people of New Eng.and' warm
and rubber prcblems, Mrs. Smith , ancj then find ways of conserving Oil for information and will con
has been in morning and after- cars and rubber. He further stated fer with State Department officials
neon sessions the entire week.
that extended rationing should abcut special provisions.
It has been stated during the
Friday, Walter P Hedden, Chief commence at once because lakes
of the Bureau of Commerce of the i and canals in the Northern section hearings that 100,000 barrels miust
New Ycrk Port of Authority, who I cannot be used after November be- be brought to the East coast daily
has been called in as a consultant cauze of freezing.
for 150 days beginning at once if
to Joseph B. Eastman, Director cf
Mrs. Smith told Mr. Hedden our people are to be supplied with
Defense
Transportation,
stated about the serious concern of Maine 75 percent of normal heat.
be tore the Committee that trans people because of the cold Winter
portation was not the bottleneck; coming.
On the admission of Maine to hte
that the price barrier and lack of
She called his attention to the Union in 1820, Portland was made
crude oil were even more vital. He Portland-Montreal pipe line w’hich. the State Capital, and contnued as
believes lOO.OCO barrels could be , because of the sinking of tankers, such until 1831. In that year Au
saved lor the East if the balance 1 cannot be operated as planned, gusta became Maone’s capital city.

FOR
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Frazier Hunt (left), war correspondent, and Carmln Campanella,
blind war worker.
OW the blind are helping to win come to us in barrels and we sepa
the war was The stirring sub rate them into their various types
ject as told to Frazier Hunt, noted and sizes. It is because blind people
war correspondent and CBS news have such sensitive fingers that
analyist, by Carmin Campanella, a they are able to do this work better
young man who was born blind. than a man who can see.
Campanella is pictured above sort
“Women at the blind headquar
ing. rivets for bombers as Frazier ters are doing their share in knit
Hunt looks on at the Lighthouse, ting for the soldiers," said Cam
New York Association for the Blind. panella. “Many of them are taking
These rivets were formerly courses in first aid. Blind men are
sweepings in airplane factories, but also working in aircraft plants
now due to the shortage of alumi where they operate bearing and
num they are collected and shipped slotting machines," continued Cam
to the Blind Headquarters for sort panella, “there are blind men fill
ing.
*
ing Navy contracts as cable strip
“There are about 200,000 rivets ping and cable covering operators
used in the manufacture of a single and there Rre also dictaphone
bomber,” said Campanella, “and secretaries working in a sound
there are about fifty sizes and detecting manufacturing company
types. These swept-up rivets which and in a company making machinehave been dropped by workmen, gun parts.”

H

, all our 'wild flowers—the sweet,
beautiful little wild hedge-rose?
Will some one of your gifted
give us a poem dedicated to
Curator Lermond Would . poets,
cur sweet wild rose?
Have Somebody Write On
It blcoms all through July and
' into August and is very common
Wild Hedge-Rose
1 everywhere. There is ao other
Thomaston, July 23.
wild flower to compare with it fcr
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
beauty and sweet scent. There
All of your readers may know is the low dwarf variety and the
by heart the lovely little poem that i taller one that grows in wet,
(Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote on ijjwaimpy places.
the lRhodora, that early-blooming
At the State Field meeting, to be
pasture shrub. But, who has ever , held here Wednesday, Aug. 19, I
written a poem on the loveliest of shall give a short talk on that

Wanted: A Poem

The possibility of transportation
difficulties and delays this \Fall
and Winter makes it advisatfe for
every family to plan now for an
ample fuel supply, says A. D. Nut
ting, forester in the (Maine Ex
tension (Service.
Mr. Nutting points out that
Maine has more than an ample
supply of fuel-wood1 to supply the
needs of Maine families. The prob
lem confronting both woodland
owners and wood users is that of
cutting and transporting the wood
where it is needed.
Dry wood is a much more satis
factory and efficient fuel than
green wood, and the time to cut
fuelwood so that it can be par
tially dried is short. Wood cut in
August and1 early September, how
ever. will be much better for fuel
this Winter than wood cut later in
the Fall. Mr. Nutting recommends
that farmers have their own sup
ply of dry wood on hand well in
advance, and store some additional
wood to help out in an emergency.
Some New England towns and
villages have fuelwood committees,
he says, to list names of village
pecple who wish to buy stumpage
and cut their own wood1 after
working hours. These committees
also list names of woodland own
ers with stumpage to sell. Cutting
bees have helped the fuel situation
in other towns.
When fuelwood is properly cut.
Mr. Nutting says, it will not only
supply fuel but also improve the
forests of the State by removing
undesirable trees.
Home cwners can help by plac
ing their orders for fuelwood now.
This helps to show the amount
needed. Persons who can do their
era cutting should be on the lock
out for stumpage and start cutting
soon if the wood may be needed
this Winter. All who can use wood
are asked to do so to lessen the
load on tran&portatin1 facilities.
Woodland owners are advised to
mark the trees to be cut so that
a better timber crop wrill result.
Mr Nutting reminds cutters that
it takes less time to cut a cord of
woed frem large trees than frem
small ones. Owners can also help
themselves and their customers by
advertising their stumpage in lccal
papers.

Be Here Early For Best Choice!
TOGS FOR STREET AND BEACH

Hundreds of Women’s Summer

At Amazingly Low Prices!

WASH FROCKS

AN

rarest of all America’s wild flowers
—“Shcrtia,” cf which we have four
plants now growing in the arbore
tum, thanks to the Arncld Arbore
tum.
Norman Wallace Lermond

FRII
Establis

Mrs. Philip V. Corey of Dam-1
ariscotta, recording secretary of thel
Maine Federation of Women I
Clubs, announces her candidacy f I
the office of second vice president I
of the organization. The electi I
of officers will be held at the annua! I
meeting in May or June m
Corey has the endorsement of t
Newcastle- Damariscotta Woman
club, of which she is a pa«t I
president.
Other club activities of MrCorey included the vice president
of the Old Bristol Garden club |
member of the Skidcmpha I.ibr.irv
associat on. and member and pas:
secretary of both the Lincoln Cor,;’
ty Hospital association and Hos
pital League. She is also a men:
ber of Pemaquid chapter, D A Ft
and Maine Writers’ Research chib I
Mrs. Corey has been column. • I
for the Lincoln County News an.
is a writer of feature articles and I
poetry for State and out-of ate
publications. She has wen
first prizes for Maine in the Ne
York-Herald Tribune pres
tests for editorial excellence m
club publicity, and received four
additional first prizes for literan
work sponsored by the National
League of American Pen Women
Augusta Branch, of which she i
a member. Mrs. Corey is the
mother of three children, two sons
and a daughter. She succeeded
Miss Grace King Small of Gorham
as recording secretary of the
M.F.W. in June, 1941. when M
Small was elected second vice
president.
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Army bakers average 147 17
pounds of bread for everj 100
pounds of flour.

PART
WORN?

GET

Deer

NEW PARTS

I

For Const
ing Ti

Part supplies arc listed for many
kinds of machines.
Look under the product for
“Equipment & Supplies."

Yar
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Maine shipy
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the Maritime
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build the t
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two tugs un<
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did not bvJ

EASY TO FIND IN

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

YELLOW PAGES

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS! NO CHARGES! NO MEMOS! It’s Here! THE YEAR’S MOST EXCITING VALUE EVENT!
Remember! DOORS OPEN 9 A. M. WEDNESDAY, AV0. £

TUES

And To Those Who Supply It Damariscotta Woman Wouicl
Be a Vice President Of
—Another Winter Is
State Federation
Coming

Sea Coast Mission Heard Im
portant Speakers At
Bar Harbor
The Maine Sea Coast Mission
held its 37th annual meeting at the
Breakwater Summer home of Mrs.
Peter A. Jay, in Bar Harbor,
Thursday.
Members of the mission staff and
friends of the society gave many
interesting addresses to a capacity
audience. Of paramount interest
was the discussion of the place and
challenge to the mission and the
mission’s boat, Sunbeam, in a world
at war.
Miss Mary C. Wheelright. an in
fluential friend of the Mission since
its beginning in 1905 gave a stir
ring tribute to the society. Appre
ciation for assistance of the many
government agencies which have
co-operated was voiced by Dr. Wil
liam J. Schefflin, chairman of the
boat committee.
Other speakers on the program
were: Mrs. Alice M. Peasley, dean
of staff; Mrs. Gladys M. Muir, Mrs.
Neal D. Bousefleld. cha'rman of the
philanthropy committee of Sigma
Kappa sorority; Rev. Anson R. Wil
liams, Rev. Carl Hall, and Rev. Neal
D. Bousefleld, superintendent of the
mission. Dr. Bousefleld paid tribute
to Miss Mary Damarel of Mont
clair, N. J., for the beautiful exhibit
of photographs, and also the many
individuals and organizations giv
ing volunteer services during the
past year.
Ministers giving their Summer
vacations to the work on the islands
are Rev. Willard Rand, Rev. Ken
drick Strong, Rev. Martin Soren
sen, and Rev. Albert Henderson.
Re-elected for a three year term
as directors were Miss Harriet V.
C. Ogden, Mrs. Leroy R. Folsom,
.Rev. Samuel A. Elot, Dr. Raplh W.
Wakefield, John Whitcomb. E. K.
Dunham, and Mrs. Lewis Neilson.
Two new directors were elected,
Mrs. Russell S. Hubbard for three
years and Frederic E. Camp for one
year.
After the meeting members of
the Bar Harbor canteen corps
served a luncheon in the National
Guard room at the Casino. Tables
were arranged in the form of a “V"
and over 50 of the mission workers
atended the luncheon. The corps
worked under the direction of Mrs.
Chauncey McFarland.

She Seeks Office

Cutler’s, Inc.
SHOUTS!

Including Georgianna, Town and

Womens and Misses’

Cottage, Junior Click, and

FULL FASHIONED

Chateau Frocks!

SLACK SUITS

SILK DRESSES

SILK HOSIERY

Actual $1.98
Values!

COOL

WOMEN’S AND MISSES’

OX

WOMEN’S to $1.98

MAIN ST
AU Work
Any Size F
6 or 8 Exp<
Developed

HANDBAGS

Values to $2.98
TO

1 at “
MS

to $4.87
Here is a grand array of smart, new
slack suits—tailored of cool quality
fabrics—in a large selection of solid
colors, combinations and prints.

Actual Values to $12.95!
Summer's smart
est styles, well
made of select
Spun Rayons,

A Group of up to $4.98

PLAY SUITS

Cool Sheers, preshrunk materials
and others in a
host of attrac
tive prints
and colors.

Every imaginable style—in every
Imaginable color and print—will he
found in this smart assortment. But
come early for best choice.

Values to 69c
Odd Sizes

Dark Tones!

High Shades!

Printed Sheers!

CLOSE-OUT!

WOMEN’S

Odd Shades

SILK DRESSES

Spring and Summer

HATS

Better Dresses $2.37 - $2.87 -$4.87

Whites!

Leather and fabric bags in
popular shapes and colors!

to 67 c

LADIES’ to $1.98

BLOUSES

Values up to 7.95!

Values to 4.98

OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS

to $3.87

TO LIST!

Hurry! Hurry! One Lot of

EVERY ITEM

Soiled

SWEATERS 39c

IS MARKED WITH A

CEILING PRICE!

Ideal sweaters to go with your

slacks!

Favorite colors.

*

Dresses taken from our higher priced

Taken frem
our higher •
priced hats
and marked

CORSETS
All well known makes

Plain and novelty knits!

AND SALE PRICE!

Solid colors and faneies!

lines and slashed in price for immedi
ate selling!

down to cause
a speedy sell
ing. Wanted
styles, shapes
colors.

JACKETS

Face Quick Sell-Out at

Tailored and sporty models

SUITS

Pretty prints and colors!

STORE CLOSED ALL DAY TUESDAY

UNDERWEAR, ETC.

To enable us to arrange stock and mark down prices.
Be here early when the doors swing open!

DON’T MISS THIS EVENT!

SALE STARTS 9 A. M.

CEILING PRICED

Come to this Sale Expecting Lots for Your Money! .

CUTLER’S, Inc.
-

from 12.95 to 29.75

AUG. 5

TO $17-75
*

“Follow Us and Save Money”

369 MAIN ST.

Season’s smartest styles.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

There is no reason for this sale—Prices are advanc
ing daily—yet knowing that our customers expect
our annual mid-summer sale event, we are loath to

Tailored of High
Quality Fabrics
COME EARLY!

,
9

ENTIRE STOCK OF
WOMEN’S AND MISSES'

EVENING GOW1
FACE FAST SELLING-OUT
at

20% to 30q
OFF REGULAR PRICES'

Roc
18 sc:

j

Fascinating simple and so
phisticated models that arc
ever so flattering.
All th*
newest style details and col I
ors that women arc ravin? I

To
deceased
be asccri
win

about this season.

disappoint you this year. Our entire stock of Spring

IT’S YOUR COUNTRY!

and Summer merchandise goes on sale for ten days
only!

HELP SAVE IT!
BUY STAMPS AND BONDS-

j
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buildingby speci.i
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